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lntroduction. 

Yet another volume to be added to the 

already long and · voluminous list of Magical 

publications !-

Yet I make no excuse or apology for the 

appearance of NOVEL MYSTERIES. Magic, in 

common with the other arts, professions and 

businesses, cannot stand still, and the call for the 

elusive " something new " is as insistent as ever. 

The reader will find herein a number of 

specially selected effects, each complete in detail. 

Wherever necessary, suggestions for patter have 

been included in the belief that this will 

materially ássist in the presentation, and sq help 

on tl1at desirable . ahd not qu ite unattainable 

result, which I will call " the Complete Illusion." 

EDWARD BAGSHA WE. 



DEMON ILLUSTRATED SILKS. 

Useful in all Conjuring Tricks . 
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J>lcture Cards. Size 18 x 18- 1/6 each. Also lhe King of Diamonds. Blue Borders. 

Dragon Silk 1[6 Others 1/6 18 x 18. 
Large Size 36 x 36. Dtllgon 4/·. Rabbit from Hat 5/· . 

.f'eacock & Chinaman 5/6 each. Printed in 6 Bright Colours. Best Value Ever Offercd 

FOUR NEW ones, Size 18 x 18, SIX Colours 1/6. 

Four Useful Silks. Size 18 x 18. SIX Colours 1/6. 36 x 36 in eh Size in Sunshine 
Lightning, Jazz, 5/6 each. The Finest lllushated Silks ever Produced. ' 

L--- __ C=a.;.;.n be obtained through your local dealer. 
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N·ovel Mysteries. 

Silk Effects: 

"SILK PROJECTION." 

A green silk reposes on tw~ small green Jap 
trays, standing one on top of the other on table. 
Similady, a bright red silk is resting on a . pair of 
red trays. These objects, together with two. large 
white ~lastic bands, complete the visible apparatus 
for the exp.eriment. 

The silks and trays are shown to be all ge11Uine, 
amd t'he two red trays are placed rim to rim, and 
one ·. of the elastic bands slipped . ·0ver them to keep 
them in this position. They are·· placed on table at 
performer's right. The green trays are picked up and 
also placed rim to rim, with the RED silk inside. 
The .remaining band is placed around them, and they 
are left . at performer's left side on table. The green 
silk is pieked up and held at the finger-t·ips. 

Attention is called to the positipn, which is that : 
The red . trays contain nothing, the green trays hold 
the red silk, and the performer has the green. 

The·.,green silk 'is now wav,ed in the . li.~nds and 
disappears slowly until both ' hp.nds are· shown 
empty . . On the green trays being tmdone the green 
silk is found within in place · of thered, whilst the 
red has made its way to the red trays, between 
·which it is discovered. 

First .M ethod.- The requirements for this 
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simply consist of two wooden flaps to fit into the 
trays, one red and one green. At the beginning of 
the trick a duplicate red silk líes concealed under 
the red flap, which is inside one of the ·red trays. 
Similarly, a duplic:ate green silk is hidden under the 
green flap in one of the green trays. The silks should 
not be too large, and if the flaps are of thick wood 
they wil! press the concealed silks flat. An ordinary 
vanisher is also required to vanish the green silks 
during the effect. 

To work, after the trays and silks have been 
shown, the red trays are placed rim to rim, the o·ne 
containing flap being lowermost, and in placing the 
white elastic band around, they are turned over, 
thus accounting for the production of the red silk 
between. The green trays are handled in exactly 
the same way, except that the visible red silk is 
placed in the centre of one. before they are placed 
together. Al! the performer now has to do is to 
vanish the remainiag green silk, find the duplicate 
between the green trays, and red between the red 
trays. 

Secoud M eth.od.-Here the effect is slightly 
different in that only two trays, one red and .one 
green. are required. These are placed upside-down 
on the table, a la the Soup-plate and Handkerchief, 
and the effect proceeds as above. 

· In this case both the trays are unprepared and 
no .flaps are used, but the table requires a special 
trap where the green tray is to be placed. This 
trap is j ust the size of one of the trays and opens 
upwards from the back, on pulling up a small tag 
·which is attached to it. It is spring-hinged, so that 
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when released it immediately goes flush with the 
table again. The table top should be marked out 
with squares of gold braid, one concealing the trap, 
below which is situated a cloth bag or well. The 
other preparation consists of two clips attached 

ii1ITh'OJ) 2 . 1 

under the back edge of the table, m the position 
shown in the drawing (Fig. 1). One of these holds 
the delicate green silk, balled up, and the other the 
red. · 

In working, the trays and silks are shown, both 
trays being placed at the back edge of the table, 
over which they p.roject slightly. The green tray· 
should be just over the balled green silk, and the 
red tray over the red silk. The visible red ancl 

·),·. 
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gree:1 silks are bunched up on their respective trays. 
The performer rtow liJts up the left-hand (green) 
trays with his right hand, secretly bringing with it 
thc balled green silk underneath (Fig. 2). The 
Ieft hand is now brought up to the side of the tray, 
and the right hand reverses its position, i.e., fingews 
roi.tncl rim of tray and thumb underneath, this 
bringing the balled silk inside the rim, concealed by 
the visible bunched silk on the tray. The right hancl 
now inverts the tray, allowing the loose silk to fall 
on the table at baclc _ The green trax, with b<!lled 

". silk under, is now placed exactly over the trap in the 
taole: The same move is repeated to get the duplicate 
red silk under the red tray, which is Ieft inverted on 
right of table. This move is not easy to describe but 
will .be apparent in handling the trays . 

r: 

Now the red silk is taken, rolled loosely, ancl 
apparently placed uncler the green tray from the 
baclc Actua1ly the left hand· Iifts up the -tr-ap by . 
means of its projecting tag (Fig. 3) and the red silk 
is placed in the cavity below. The flap, when released, 
go.es -Bat again. As the red and green (duplicate) 
silks . are ,51Iready under their respe'cti_ve trays, it only 
remains -for.. th€ visible. green silk to be vanished, so 
far as the performer is concerned. 

Personally, I prefer the first method as being 
self-contained, although, on the other hand, the use 
of only , two tr.ays is an adv;;tntage if the reader does 
not object to a prepared table. Tqe .trp.ys used for 
this effect should not be large--,-,sev~ inches square 
is quite sufficient. · 

" , Patter Suggestions,-" I have ,here four small 
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Japanese trays, two of which ' are green and ~two red. 
For the benefit of anyone at the back who may not 
be able to see very well, this is the green set and 
this the red. Also there ank tw.o handkerchiefs ... , 
corresponding in colours ·to the trays. · 

"Having shown you that the trays are above · .i 

suspici9n, I shall plac<'! ' eac~ ~él¡ir 'rim t& .'rim in this 
fashion, and circle by tq&~-~- elastit oands, fir'st 
however,. placing the red haridkerchief between the 
green patr. 

" The green handkerchief I . keep myself. ·- ·. 

'-.: ' 

Beautiful handkerchiefs, aren't they? · Speci:Mly .. ;, 
made for me by two red imd green silkworms · lt;:. · 

working overtime. Now I want you to be sure ,: 
and remember the position of things~. The · red 
trays over there contain nothing, the greéri trays hold 
the red handkerchief, whilst I, mysel.f, hold the green. 
Sorne people say it suits me. · : 

.. , The handkerchiefs naturally wish to return 
to their respective trays. In fact, while I have been 
talking this green one has been growing smaller and. 
now it has gone completely. I will"' open the green 
trays and see if it has arrived wi~hin. Yes, here it 
1s in place of the red handkerchief. There is only 
<me possible place to Iook in for the red one and that 
is betwen the red trays. 

" I will Jet you into the secret of this experi
ment. You ha ve aH heard of ' greased Iightning' ? 
I just mb a little on to. the handkerchiefs before I 
.commence. Simple isn't it ?" 

.• r '\• 
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A SILK DIVERSION. 

This effect, presented on comedy lines, goes 
well, and is away from the be-aten track. The 
effect is as follows :-

After presenting one or two tricks the 
magician carelessly draws bis handkerchief from bis 
pocket, and this, being of a bright red colour, with 
large white spots upon it, probably creates a "smile ". 
Thereupon the performer remarks that it is rather 
startling and, personally, he has always disliked this 
parti.cular handkerchief, but as it was a present he 
has not had the heart to throw it away, etc. However, 
as he has sorne time in hand he will improvise a 
little effect with it and remove the spots-which have 
always jarred on his nerves-by magic. 

So saying, the haqdkerchief is pushed int9 an 
empty tumbler standing on table, and this covered 
over by a black cardboard tube, .. previously slfown 
empty. The performer now pronounces a benedic
tion, or a malediction, over it, and on removing the 
cover and taking out the silk it is now a plain red, 
the spots havir1g' mysteriously disappeared. Where 
have they gone.? This question is solved by the 
performer showing the interior of the black tube, 
whereon the spots hav·e been · transferred. The tube 
is unrolled to exhibit these rr.ore clearly. 

This trick is easy to work,· and quite simple 
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to construct. The vanish of the spots from the 
handkerchief is accomplished, as will be guessed, 
by a change fn the tumbler for a duplicate plain 
handkerchief. This can, of course, be done by 
using a mirror tumbler, but for this effect I think 
a plain black partition in the tumbler is much to be 
preferred as it can be used at close quarters and 
no " flash " or refiection is visible. T o prepare 
tumbler for the effect place the plain red silk in 
one side, and, cutting a few white discs out of 
paper the size of the spots on the _other· silk, place 
them in position oetween the side of the glass and 
the plain silk, so that to th~ audience the latter 
appears exmctly like the spott:ed one. The spotted 
silk is placed in pocket. 

A small cardboard tube should be made as 
follows :· First cut a piece · of card to fit round a 
tumbler and either patnt it á dull black or paste black 
paper on both sid~s-. On one side stick a number 
of white spots to . match those on . ·handkerchief, roll 
up the tube with -s-pótted si de inside, and place an 
elastic band over each end to -keep it closed. So 
that these will not compress the. tube a little strip 
óf black card can be s'tuck inside to form a ledge 
-this allows the tube to be rolled to the correct 
size each time. Now an inner tube of thin black 
card is constructed, fitting loosely into the spotted 
tube. The inner tube has eventually to be disposed 
of, and either a deep servante or Black Art well in 
the table will be necessary for · this · purpose. 

Presentation.-The spotted sil k is exhibited and, 
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after the necessary patter, the performer walks over 
to tab!e and lifts the cover off the tumbler. As 
performer stands directly behind the table the tumbler 
appears empty to the audience, and the silk is pushed 
inside. N ow · the tu be is picked up and the 
interior shown, the inner tube being retained by 
pressure on the sides. The tube is now lowered 

SERVANT!NG INNER TU8E: 

until the bottom edge comes either over servante or 
well in table, and pressure being released a little, 
the inner tube is allowed to drop out.. This is done 
with the right hand whilst the left picks up and shows 
the tumbler. In placing dovvn, the tumbler is reversed, 
but the loase white spots against the glass still 
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(apparently) show the spotted silk to the audience. 
The cover is placed óver the tumbler. 

The trick has npw been accomplished. It 
remains only to remove the si lk and show it to be 
plain (the loose spots falling away and adding to 
the effect), and exhibit. the interior of the tube, which 
is now spotted all over, and can be unrolled and 
inspected. 

N o te.-The plain silk can be thrown over the 
tumbler at conclusion to mask partition and allow 
performer to walk away.: 

Patter Suggestions.- " I notice you are all 
looking at my handkerchief-I don't know if you 
admire this type of thing,- but personally it seems 
a little too loud to me, although good in spots: I 
think the man who manufactured it committed an 
error when he put these spots on it, but perhaps I 
am prejudiced. 

" However, as I have a little time in hand, I 
will , with your permission, improvise a small magical 
problem with the assistance of thís handkerchief. It 
cannot make the handkerchief any worse, and it may 
make it a little better. (Walk over to table.) 

"Here is a tumbler waiting for something to 
be put in it. I will place in it the handkerchief, 
and cover the lot with this tube which, as ·you see, 
contains nothing at the present moment ,and very 
little of that. The inside of the tube is looking 
very black, but that will serve to keep the trick as 
dark as possible. I cover the handkerchief over 
with the tube-I think it looks better that way. 
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" There are severa! Magic Spells for use in a 
case like this, such as ADAGIO-SPIFFLACATO, 
which comes either from Ofd Moore's Almanac or 
' Chu Chin Chow '-I am not certain which~and is 
supposed tp r,emove . warts and bunions ve¡:y 
speedily. I will show you what has happened to 
the handkerchief. 

" The experiment has been entirely satisfactory 
as you perceive the handkerchief is now quite plain. 
N O·· dQ.l:lbt the spots are _ somewhere about-yes, they 
have been transferred to the interior. of the tube, ~qd 
here they are." (Unroll tube and show.) : . 
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A " SYM.PA THY " PROBLEM. 

I recommend _ this experiment as a specially 
baffling and showy _ effect, capable of insertion in 
practically any programme. 

Eight differently-coloured lengths of ribbon are 
exhibited ·and shown to be all unprepared and 
separate from each other. A wooden box with a 
removable bottom having also been shown, the 
ribbons are placed inside one at a time. 

The performer introduces what he describes as 
?- " Colour Selector," this being a decorated board 

. of the shape shown in the figure. On the surface 
of _the qoard ~re painted numbers from 1 to 8, in 
circular oider. In the centre is attached a round 
metal ·plate whic);¡ bears eight discs of colour around 
its edgé-these discs corresponding to the colours 
of the ribbons in the box. The metal plate can 
be made' fo rotare' by spinning it with the hand, 
and this the performer does once or twice, showing 
that . the plate stops at various positions, hap
hazardly. This apparatus is handed clown to 
someone to e:x:amine and spin. Taking it back it 
i.s placed on a cháir and the plate spun around; 
when it has stopped spinning the performer asks 
the spectators to pay special attention to the 
positions in which the colours have stopped. For 
.;xample, the colour against No. 1 is red. Per
former pulls the red ribbon from the box and 
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another ribbon is found to be tied to the end-the 
green one, this being N o. 2 colour as shown by 
the board. In the same way all the ribbons are 
found to be knotted together in the order indicated 
by the board, and the box is again shown empty. 

This effect can be easily prese!'lted w.ith the aicl 
of a large J ap box ancl a " Colour Selector," the 
details of which I give below. The Jap Box, of 
course, already contains another set of ribbons, 
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knoted together m pre-arranged arder, in one 
s1de-this set being folded up small and placed 
at one end of the flap. When the oox has been 
shown empty and the bottom placed on, the flap 
is let down, and the separate ribbons dropped in. 
The knotted set is eventually pulled out and the 
flap closed up again with the separate set inside 
flap, befare showing the interior at the conclusion. 

S lOE" V!EW OF 80,1}1? O. 

The knotted ribbons should be pleated, so that they 
can be removed without difficulty. · 

The board with revolving . plate is an· adapta
tion of the familiar Clock Dial, and, as will be seen 
by the drawing, a small weight is used which can 
be pressed over the spindle so that the desired set 
-of colours will always be stopped at. The plate 
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IS separate from the board and the weight is 
secretly placed on after the apparatus has been 
examined. To prevent any mistake, it is advisable 
to have a mark at the back of the plate showing 
the correct position for the weight to be adjusted. 
The reader could construct the board himself and 
get the metal parts made by a metal worker at 
small expense. 

To amplify the experiment a few wires might 
run from the board to the box to supply the 
s-ympathetic infiuence, the necessary electrical noise 
being provided by a small " buzzer." ..• 

Pa.tter Suggestiorns.-'' Requirii]-g s0me ribbons 
for the problem I am about to present, I ·obtained 
severa! patterns free of charge from" the local 
draper. Here they are-eight pieces, ar¡.d each a 
different colour. (Name colours.) I shall place 
them for safety into this oakei1 . chesk-o! cpurse, 
it's a wooden box really, but it sounds better to call 
it an ' oaken chest.' 

" This particular problem demonstrates the 
remarkable power of sympathy applied to inani
mate objects. Sympathy is a very éutious thing. 
I once knew a man who had the sympathetic trait 
developed to such a remarkable extent that he went 
about attempting to dispense money to people. He 
was a moneyle!lder by trade. 

" The chameleon affords a good example of 
sympathetic influence. As you know, it always 
assumes the cplour of the object on which it is 
standing. I have always wished to see a chameleon 
stand on a piece of Tartan plaid. 
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" To come back to the experiment in hand, I 
now want the colours of the ribbons to be chosen 
in a particular order. So that this may be done I 
have provided myself with this curious instrument. 
It is not a gambling toy, although it is · guided 
solely by the v.agaries of chance. The revolving 
plate has . upon it a number of colours which 
correspond to the colours of the ribbons I have 
just shown you. Around the edge you see numbers 
from 1 to 8. Perhaps someone would ¡,ike to 
examine and spin this for me? 

" I place the instrument here and adjust the 
plate. ( Set spinning.) When the plate stops 
revolving we shall see which numbers the colours 
are opposite; ánd thus, solely by chance, determine 
the order to be used. (Wait until plate stops.) 

"You see the coloúr red has stopped opposite ' 
N umber One. He re is the red ribbon. Colour 
N umber Two is blue, and here is the blue ribbon 
knotted to the first. (Proceed until all the ribbons 
have been produced.) 
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"THE GHOST SILK." 

·-
. This little problem takes its name fróm the 

fact that the effect consists in demonstrating that 
the silk handkerchief used is able to pass through 
salid articles without difficulty. 

,. 

A very similar effect was offered in my M ore 
Magt}x;al Mysteries, but I give this present ·version 
because it is simpler ·to construct and. the a:pparatus 
less bulky to carry than in the original. 

As it appears to the audience, a small box of 
transparent celluloid is shown to be perfectly 
empty. A square piece of glass, slightly larger 
than the box, is next shown, proved salid, and 
placed on top of the box. An empty cover or tube 
serves to conceal the -box from the searchirig gaze 
of the spectators, and the whole is rested on a 
small tray. 

A silk handkerchief ( or flag) is next picked up 
from a chair, and, held by fi.Bgers and -thumb of 
the right hand, is gently lowered in at the top of 
the tube (this is shown in the illustration) . After 
.a few moments the tube is removed, and instead of 
the spectators observing the silk resting on top of 
the piece of glass, where it sbould be, it has passed 
through the glass and the box and is seen inside the 
latter. From this position it can be removed by a 
member of the audience if desired, and everything 
:is again shown. 
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T:he secret is very simple, and lies in the use 
of a rc Bate " box, which the reader will no doubt 
have recognised, and a prepared tube. The former 
article can be obtained at the magical depóts. The 
latter, as will b!'! seen by the sketch, is easily made 
and tonsists of . ari ordinary tube with a hinged 
inner side inserted. This, when opened out, forms 
a pocket into which the silk first shown is dropped . 
Cloth sides are attached to the flap so that the 
silk can be compressed wit:hout any portion of it 
showing when the interior of the tube is exhibited. 
ln making the ·tube it is best to have the fake side 
censtructed oJ three thicknesses, leaving a space in 
the centre for t:he silk to occupy. The inside of 
the tube is painted black, and the outside covered 
by a fancy paper. 

In presenting, the Bate box (which is , of 
course, previously loaded with a duplicate silk) is 
shown empfy, resting ori the palm of the right 
:hand. If desired a rubber band can be placed 
around it (not i-nterfering with the easy exit of the 
· fake), thi~ · b~iÓg done to negative any impression 
which may afterwards arise that the box is opened 
when in the tube. 

The _ piece of glass is now taken and laid on 
top of t:he box, which is then covered over by 
the tube. All this is done whilst the box rests 
upon the palm of the right hand in the usual 
position. The left hand now removes box and 
tube from the right, and places these on tray on 
table-but in doing so the right hand rel'ains the 
box . fake in palm, and this is subsequently got rid · 
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of as the box and cover are placed clown ( either by 
pocketing or dropping into servante). The removal 
of the fake from the box is assisted if a small strip 
of celluloid be cut from the opening, thereby 
enlarging it a trifle. 

The remainder of the effect will now be clear, 

''rifE GHOST S/ L/(" 

as it simply remains to let the silk fall into the 
open pocket, which is closed up as the tube is taken 
off the box. The silk is seen to have penetrated 
to the box, whilst the tube is shown empty. 

The effect could naturally be obtained with a 
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" Ghost" tube in place of the box, but in this 
instance I think the square box is preferable, giving 
a . logical reason for the use of a square tube. 

Pattefr Suggestions.-" I want to cail your 
attention to this smail transparent box, which at 
present is quite empty. It is just an ordinary, 
straightforward box-it is not a box with a past, 
on the contrary, it has absolutely nothing to con
cea!, as you see. I could say a lot about this box, 
but I will not do so as time is short and I see the 
stage manager is waiting about for me wl.th a 
fifty pounc). cheque in his hands. On top of 
the box I am going to place this piece of glass, 
which is warranted not to shrink under any cir
cumstances. I cover over the box and the glass 
with this empty tube, and now all is ready for 
the executibrl'-execution of the trick, I mean, of 
course. 

¡¡ Th \\ h 1 . 1 ' is 1s a g ost y expenment-some peop e 
call it ghastly. But sensible people don't believe in 
ghosts nowadays. A man I knew \ was . tickled to 
death when~· anyone mentioned the word ghost-he 
maintained . he could · see through ail of them. 
N evertheless, the existence qf ghosts is a scientific 
fact. Scotchmen, I believe, are perpetually haunted 
by the thought of all the money they have ex
pended lavishly. In case there are any Scotchmen 
here to-night, that joke's about Welshmen. 

" I have here a handkerchief which is a ghost 
of íts former self, since it carne .back from the 
laundry, and this will serve for the purpose of the 
experiment. I place it in at the top of the tube, 
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111 this manner. It is - common knowledge that 
ghosts are able to pass through salid objects which 
would impede the progress of human beings. I 
want you to observe the result in this case. 

" I remove the cover, and we find that the 
handkerchief has succeeded in passing right through 
the piece of glass and into the box below, thus 
showing the success of our problem. 

THJE EVER-CHANGE SILK. 

Whilst not actually a trick, this little idea makes 
a very effective ·"gag," and has been used with 
success by my friend Mr. E. D. Proudlock, who gives 
me permission to describe it :here. 

In effect, the magician draws a coloured silk 
from his breast-pocket to dust his coat with, and 
befare returning it to his pocket, casually draws it 
through his hands, whereupon it changes colour. 

This manreuvre is repeated at .various times 
during the performance, the handkerchief each 
time changing to a different colour, apparently by 
accident. 

The effect is obtained by the use of thr~e or 
four small colour-changing handkerchiefs, which 
are arranged in the pocket beforehand and one 
allowed to protude. This is taken out, colour
changed, and · returned to the pocket, but it is 
pressed right down and the comer of the next 
handkerchief pulled up to show in its place. Thus 
the audience apparently see only one handkerchief 
used the whole time. 
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THE "FLYING KNOT" EXPERIMENT. 

The performer displays three silks, say, red, 
white and blue, and when these have been shown 
a large paper bag is exhihi.ted empty. The silks 
are taken separately and placed inside the bag in 
such a manner as to keep the ends in view the 
whole time-these are allowed to fall over the top 
of the bag as shown, thus establishing the fact that 
the same three handkerchiefs are used all the time. 
The bag can be rested on a stand or against a 
chairback. 

The performer next picks and shows a small 
Union Jack flag, which has been resting over the 
back of a chair, and deliberately ties one knot in its 
centre. He now states that the experiment will 
consist of magically transferring the knot upon the 
flag he holds to <llny one of the three silks in the bag 
the audience should desire, and asks someone to call 
out one of the · colours of the silks. Supposing red 
is called, the performer strokes clown the flag, 
whereupon the knot instantly vanishes, and on taking 
the silks from the paper bag the knot is found firmly 
tied upon the red silk. This can at once be handed 
down for inspection, proving that the knot is genuine 
and the the silk is unprepared. 

How does the knot travel invisibly to any silk 
the spectators wish? 
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The secret of the trick líes in the fact that all 
the three silks have a knot tied in their centres to 
begin with, and each silk is covered by a " bag " 
handkerchief to match, thus they' can be shown 
ordinary. The silks should not be too big in size, 
twelve inches square being quite large enough. 

:\ ~Stitchd 
: , ' . / Here 
' ' ' 
' ' 1 

\ ~ ' , :. 
r ·"' ', 

f<, ~ /!:,ottel 
· : SJ!k 
\ ! /ns1de 

1 ' ,, 
•' 

The bag silks are constructed like that shown in the 
sketch. Two silks need not be used to make each 
" bag " as· one is enough if prepared as shown. The 
bottom end of each bag has a round weight attached. 
The corners of the genuine silks when placed inside 
the "bags," should protrude from the top part about 
an inch. The silks should lie on the performer's 
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tabl~ so that t4~i- c·an b.e :picked 1,1p by thes~ ~sorrí~r.~.· - . , v ~.v 
The paper bag us~d shou~d be a strong ol)e, ·arid need 
not be prepared for the tr-ick. Its sice, however, is 
most impoitant, as it should be a litUe over the 
height of ohe of thesilk!? when stretcbed diagonally, 
and wi9e in propor~ion. . U a bag can be _obtained 

;., 

PlACI~G SILK.S IN BAG · 

frotn one of the stores with the name, say Whiteley's, 
across jt, so much the better for the effect. 

The vanish of the knot fr0m- the flag- I wiH 
leave to the individual performer, . as there are 
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severa! sleight-of-hand methods to choose from. 
A very good ·idea in this connection, using a fake, 
was published in the August, 1924, number of the 
Magical Monthly. 

In presenting this effect, first the three silks 

- .,.- -: ._ - --= - ..__ .,.._ 

BAG ON CHAIR 

are shown, together with the bag. Each silk is 
picked up ·separately and lowered into the bag, 
weighted .end first, but befare doing this the comer 
of the knotted silk is secretly pulled out about · three 
inches, this in each case beirig allowed to fall 
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over the top of the bag~ The two side silks should 
be placed in the bag first, and lastly the centre one. 
The performer now proceeds to tie the knot on the 
:flag, which is subsequently vanished. Supposing that 
the knot is to appear on the red silk, the performer 
next picks up the bag and grips the bottom with his 
left hand just over the weight on end of the red 
bag silk, so that when the comer of the red silk is 
pulled the genuine knotted silk comes out, leaving 
the bag silk inside. The remaining . two silks are 
removed, the performer in the cas~ of these of 
course pulling out the bag silks intact and still 
heping the weighted end of the red silk gripped 
between bis fingers so that this will not accidently 
appear. The paper bag is now folded and placed aside, 
whilst the red silk may at once be handed down for 
-inspection. 

As a varia_tion, I might suggest .that instead of 
vanishing the knot on the flag it be made to untie 
-itself in full view (the thread effect now well known). 
This is, perhaps, not quite so Iogical as the vanish of 
the knot, but the performer could explain that as 
nothing is destructible the knot persists elsewhere, and 
prove it by the knot's production on whichever of the 
three silks it is desired to appear. 

Patter Suggesfi,ons.- " For this illusion I use 
these three silk handkerchiefs, red, white and blue. 
Also this large paper bag, into which I am going to 
1nsert the handkerchiefs in such a manner that the. 
-ends will be visible to you the whole time. How 
.:gracefully I do these things, don't I? 
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"Leaving the bag in the full glare of publicity, 
as it were, I now come over here to this flag, obtained 
at large expense from the Woolworth emporium on 
half-price night. I am going to tie a knot in the 
Oag-so. There are severa! kinds. of knots-lovers' 
knots, marriage knots, what-nots, and top-knots. This 

. is none of those-it is a simple, manly, straight
forward, honest-to-goodness knot. 

" Befare I go any farther, I want somebody to 
be good enough to call out the name of one of those 
silks in the bag. Blue ! Thanks very much. 

·ce All you require is a strong breath for this 
experiment. I'm afraid my breath hasn't been too 
strong lately. In fact, I mentioned it to my doctor 
a little while ago, and he said he would give me 
something to stop it. I don't know what he meant. 
However, al! you do is to blow on the knot like this, 
and it vanishes, like that. 

"We should now find that the knot has been blown 
over to the se!ected handkerchief. Blue, I think you 
said, sir? Y ou see the knot has arrived on that 
handkerchief, and all is well." 
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"PENETRATO." 

The . effect here is clean-cut, and of the 
" Matter Thro' M~tter" , var!ety. 

. . 

The :performer calls attention to a thin board 
which reposes on an easel on his table. This board 
is ·picke'd up, shown on both sides, and replaced on 
the easel. Next the performer goes forward to the 
spectators with a small tray on which rest th~ 
~-emaining objects to be used in flw ex11eriment. These 
oonsist of a few yards of a bright "coloured ribl:>on 
a.bout li inches wide, a square sheet

1
of white drawing 

paper, a few drawing pins, and lastly, a round flat 
disc of coloured wood having a narrow slit in its 
centre. These items. can all be handed for inspection 
if desired. 

Having shown everything to be exactly as 
represented, the performer returns to the table, where 
he secures the bottom edge only of the piece of paper 
to the face of the board by means of the drawing
pins. The length of coloured ribbon is now taken and 
folded up loosely, then being placed under the paper 
on the board and two pins then pushed in at the top 
corners of the sheet to keep it secure. At this stage 
the performer remarks that ribbon is now held between 
the paper and the board and it is impossible to remove 
it without first removing the paper. 

Now for the effect. Taking up the wooden disc 
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the performer places it against the centre of the paper, 
where it is retained by the left fingers and thumb. 
The right hand now goes to the slit in the middle 
of the ,disc and from here it proceeds to pull out the 
ribbon, yard by yard, apparently penetrating the 
sheet of paper. When all the ribbon has been removed 
the disc is taken away disclosing the paper undamaged 
as before, and upon this being unpinned there remains 
nothing between it and the board. The paper is tossed 
to the audience for inspection. 

The experiment . relies mainly on a prepared 
board and disc. First taking the board, this is faked 
with a flap to open at its - face, giving access to a 
narrow space inside into which the length of ribbon 
is actually placed. A glance at _the drawings will 
make this clear, the boC;l.rd actually being constructed 
-in three thicknesses stuck together, back, centre 
and face . The flap normally lies flat as it is kept 
in this position by a spring at the hinged part. When 
-it is desired to open the flap, the thumbnail can be 
-inserted in a small hollow immediately above the 
:flap, which can then be opened out. The face of th e 
boar.d is covered by the special black paper that can 
be obtained resembling velvet, and across the face 
.are stuck four strips of narrow silver braid, apparently 
Jor ornamentation but actually, of course, to conceal 
ihe flap portian, to the edges of which the braid just 
-comes. A small easel to rest the board on completes 
this part of the trick. 

In working, the paper, which !S bigger than the 
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flap but not quite as large as the board itself, is 
placee! against the board, the top eclge coming flush 
with the top eclge of the flap. In this position the 
two pins are now insertecl at the bottom corners of 
the sheet, ancl if the easel is slightly sloping back
warcls the paper will not fall away from the board. 

SPACf FOR 
HI880N 

5ECTIONI]l VIEW5 
OF BOllAD 

(thirlrness f.XdJ.ferJtc/). 

"¡u:VE!?SIBL[" 

m/Jr. 

The foldecl ribbon is next taketl. up in the right hand 
(performer is standing to the left of bis table) and 
the left hand grips the top edge of the paper ancl 
pulls it a little away from the board, for the ribbon 
to be inserted between . Actually the thumb of the 
left hand presses on the top of the flap and brings 
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this away too, with the paper, thus leaving a clear 
space fo·r the ribbon to be inserted in, inside the board. 
This done, the flap being spring-hinged, clases up 
immediately it is released, and the performer there
upon presses borne the remaining two pins at the top 
of the paper. (It is best to use small pins and have 
the boles enlarged and already made in the board, to 
avoid difficulty in attaching the paper.) 

Two discs are used in the trick, both measuring 
a.bout 4t inches in diameter. One of these is quite 
ordinary and is made of wood painted as desired, 
and having a slit, as wide as the ribbon used, at its 
centre . The other disc is faked, being made with a 
hollow centre to contain a duplicate length of ribbon
this, of course, should be of a thin variety. This 
prepared disc can be a little thicker than the 
unprepared one to accommodate the ribbon, as this 
difference will be practically unnoticeable. The back 
of the disc is removable to allow of the ribbon being 
placed inside, and can be readily attached again by 
pressing on to a ring of wax on the disc proper. The 
ribbon inside is pleated up so that it can readily be 
pulled through the slit, and the end next, to sl.it h,as 
a small piece of threád attached, tliis being pass.ed 
through the slit and affording a means of getting out 
the end of the ribbon when desired. 

Th~ genuine disc which is handed for inspection 
at the commencement, has to be switched for the 
duplicate prepared one, and this is ·accomplished 
as follows. A small " reversible" tray (i.e.-a 
tray with both sides alike) is used, and at the outset 
this is at the back of the performer's table, slightly 
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overlapping, with the faked disc underneath. On .it 
rest the unprepared disc, folded paper, and drawing
pins. Performer picks up the tray, keeping the 
concealed disc pressed against the bottom, and comes 
forward with it, for the articles to be inspected. 
When he returns to the table the pins and paper 
are removed, the latter being rested against the board, 
and as it is placed thereon, the performeer's right 
hand holding the tray drops to bis side for .a moment, 
under cover of which the tray is reversed, bringing 
the duplicate disc to view. The tray is then put 
down and the effect proceeded with as given above. 

NOTES. In pushing ·in the top pins through 
paper-after insertion of ribbon-slacken the paper 
so that there is a curve in it, representing _the bulle 
of the ribbon supposed to be just behind. The 
duplicate ribbon should, if pbssible, be enclosed m 
its disc just befare performance, to obviate it 
becomingltoo obviously creased. 

Patter Suggestions.-" The possibility of passing· 
salid objects through other salid objects is a prob
lc:n that has exercised many great scientific rninds: 
I, myself, haye devoted much time to this particular 
subject ,and to-night I am able to show you the fruits 
of years of laborious exploration and research. 

" On this easel I have a small board, which I 
will show you. The other articles I make use of 
are arranged upon this tray, and someone may like 
to inspect them. There is a sheet of plain paper, 
a length of coloured ribbon and this small wooden 
disc. Also a few drawing-pins. 
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" I now attach the piece of paper to the bottom, 
of the board by two of the drawing-pins. Here is 
the length of ribbon and I am going to place it behind 
the paper, in the exact geometrical centre of the 
board. If I push in the two remq.ining pins at the 

. top of the paper it will keep everything secure, and· 
prevent the possibility of the ribbon's escape. 

·" The object of special interest in my .exp<i!riment 
is this coloured disc, the surface of which has been 
prepared with a special pigment that eliminates any
thing it is firmly pressed <!'gainst. I press the disc 
against the centre of the paper, like so, and the centre 
of the paper is immediately eliminated. So much so 
that I am able to pull the end of the ribbon through 
the slit in the disc's centre. (Produce ribbon.) 

" Y ou are all anxious, no ·doubt, to se e if any
thing has happened to .the paper, but as soon as I · 
remove the disc the paper assumes its former state, 
and no hale is visible at all. (Detach paper and throw 
it to audience.) 

"The process is yet in its infancy, but I think 
you will agree it has gr,eat possibilities on a larger 
scale-removing money fro~ banks, for instance." 
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Card Effects. 

A DIVINATION MARVEL. 

This effect can be worked impromptu 'as an ex
periment in thought-transference, and creates a gbod 
impressión. 

Four Kings are exhibited together with a small 
paper bag, inside which they are placed. The per
son to whom this is being shown is asked to think 
of one of the Kings. Gazing into the eyes of his 
victim, the performer now slowly withdraws three 
cards from the paper bag, placing each in his pocket 
without showing it. The name of the selected King 
is then asked for and on the card remaining in the 
bag being removed, it is found to be the same. T he 
bag is then given for inspection, and afterwards 
the cards themselves. The performer again essays 
the experiment, and is again right in reading the 
mind of the spectator. 

The secret is very simple and líes in the use of a 
fifth card in addition to the four ordinary Kings 
shown. This card is a special one, and can be made 
by taking duplicate Kings of Diamonds and Clubs 
from another pack and, after stripping off the backs, 
sticking them together face outwards to form a 
double-faced card. It is now necessary to convert 
one of the large pips and corresponding index pip 
on the Club card into Spades. This can easily be 
done with a pen and black ink. N ow the card on 
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the opposite side, the King of Diamonds, must be 
similarly faked by changing one large Diamond 
pip and small index pip into Hearts. As ink may 
not be obtainable the exact colour, it is perhaps 
best to cut out the necessary pips from a B:eart card, 
strip off the backs until only the thin paper is left, 
and then stick these pips over the Diamonds. The 
points of the Diamonds must then be removed with 
the aid of a sharp knife, and you have a card which 
will show as a King of any suit, according to the 
manner in which it is held. In exhibiting, it is 
always held with the thumb over the bottom pip 
and index. The position of the pips on this card 
must be carefully memorised, as it is important to 
know just where they are so that the card m;;1y be 
produced with the correct pips showing when 
desired. 

At the outset of the trick the genuine King of 
Diamonds reposes in the right-hand coat pocket, 
facing inwards. The four cards (the Kings of Clubs, 
Hearts, Spades and the faked card) are shown fanned 
out, the faked one being second clown from the top 
and showing as Diamonds. The fan is closed, 
turned back up, whilst the paper bag . is produced, 
and the cards are then placed inside. The only 
preparation about the bag consists of a small mark 
placed at one side to the left of the bag. This mark 
denotes " Diamonds," and the cards S'hould always 
be placed in the bag with the Diamond part of the 
faked card opposite, and facing towards, this mark. 

On someone thinking of a card the performer 
removes the three genuine cards from the bag, keep~ 

ing them face downwards, and placing each in his 
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pocket outside the one already ther~. In address
ing the spectator the bag is turned about once or 
twice, but the performer always knows the exact 
location of any of the pips he wants beca use th~ . 
mark tells him where the Diamond part of the ·faked 
card is situated. When he receives the name of the 
card thought of, he has merely to remove the faked 
card held in such a way as to show the one desired. 
Obviously the paper bag can be turned whichever . 
way up he desires, and for this reason an envelope 
would not do for the effect. . Holding the faked 
card in his r-ight hand with the thumb over the lower 

. pip and index, the performer places his hand 
momentarily into his pocket to bring out the other 
cards. Actually the faked card is left within and 
the four genuine cards are removed and kept face 
downwards. The paper bag is handed to the spec
tator to examine, and afterwards, the four cards. 

The experiment can now be repeated, but this 
time the performer does ·it a slightly different way. 
Placing the four cards back out in his pocket, out
side the faked card already there, he has one thought 
of. Slowly removing three of the genuine cards 
he returns each to the paper bag, and on the selected 
card being named, produces the faked card from 
his pocket, held as before to show the desired King. 
For this repetition it is necessary to remember the 
way in which the card is placed in the pocket at first 
so that it can be produced correctly. 

When the four cards are placed in the pock~t it 
is an easy matter to see that the King of Diamonds 
is at the face, and to remove the three cards behind, 
leaving the Diamond and faked card still in the 
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pocket. On sorne occasions it naturally happens that 
the King of Diamonds is the card selected, in which 
case you are ready to pr9duce this King instead of 
the faked card. 

Patter s,~ggestions.-" I shall now attempt a very 
difficult experiment in telepathy, shown to me by an 
ancient Y ogi when I was travelling in the East. Here 
are four playing cards-the Kings of Hearts, Dia:~ 
monds, Spades and Clubs. I shall place them in this 
small paper bag, and I waht someone to make a mental 
picture of one of them. Would you, Sir? Think 
deeply of the card, just as if you had it before your 
~yes. You pow have a mental picture of the card. If 
I look into your eyes I, also, can see the picture you 
have in mind. (Slowly remove three cards from bag 
and place in pocket.)' I have taken three of the cards 
out of the paper bag, leaving but one card inside. If 
I read your mind aright, this card should be the one 
of which you are thinking. Now, for the benefit of 
the others, will you kindly name the card? The King 
of Clubs. You see I have left it in the bag, and 
here it is." (Remove and show card; repeat the effect 
as above.) 
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A CARD CHANGE 

This change is a useful one for close-up work 
and, incidentally, is simple of execution. 

W e ·will presume that a card has been produced 
by the performer and shown as one chosen, but the 
selector says that this is not his card. The per-
former appears surprised, and eventually pushes the 
card in at the centre of the pack, leaving a good half 
of it projecting, and the pack is laid on the table. 
when, a few moments later, the selector is asked to 
take out the card again he fmds that it has changed 
to his own card. 

The illustrations will show the necessary moves. 
First two cards are taken from the pack squared 
together, and shown as one. The back card is the 
one chosen (this having been located by any favourite 
method), the front card being an indifferent card. 
Fig. 1 shows the cards being shown to the audience. 
On the performer being told that this is not the card, 
the pack, held in the left hand is opened bookwise by 
the left thumb, near the centre. The right hand now 
brings both cards over the opening, pressure on the 
two being relinquished a little, causing the front card 
to drop unobserved in at the centre of the pack (Fig. 
2 shows this from the back) . . Immediately the card 
remaining between fingers and thumb of the right 
hand is twisted a little and the left hand clases the 
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pack on it, leaving it protruding as shown in Fig. 3 
(this is again the back view, the audience only seeing 
the backs of the cards). The pack is laid upon the 

FIG. 

FIG. 3 

table and the change is cliscovered in due course. 

A trial will show that from the front the change 
is indetectable. 
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· THE " RADIO " CARDS. 

This is a small effect of the kind that can be 
done at .any time, and goes well. 

Two pairs of cards are shown, each of similar 
denomination, such as two Kings and two Threes. 
The cards are shown back and front and laid face 
up ori the table. The performer now picks them 
up and throws one- King and one Three face down
wards on the table, asking a member of the audi
ence to place bis hand over them. The remaining 
King and Three are exhibited in the performer's 
hand and turned back out. A change is commanded, 
and on the performer's cards again being turned face 
out and laid upon the table, it is found that he has 
the two Kings. On the spectator turning up his own 
cards he finds the Threes under his hand. 

Three of the cards used for this trick are 
genuine, but the fourth is a double card, having 
another (duplica te) card riveted behind it. In the 
above instance the faked card would be a King with 
a duplicate of one of the Threes behind it. 

The faked card is prepared by taking the 
cluplicate Three and removing a half-circle from it 
as shown in Fig. l. By means of a punch a small 
circle of the carel (just under half-an-inch in día
meter) is then taken out of the centre near the bottom 
of the card. The piece removed is retained and is 
stuck in a corresponding position behind the King. 
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The Three is then placed behind the King and a 
square of card matching the back and a trifle larger 
than the hole is firmly glued to the circular piece. 
The Three is thus riveted to the back of the King, 
and should then be pressed' .until dry, .when it can be 
epened out as in Fig. 2, or closed flush with the 
King. Befare faking these cards it is advisable to 
cut the Three a . fraction shorter. and narrower tha:n 
the King. 

o 
( 

.PIE CE 

FIG.l. 

@J 
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To perform, sho~ the cards and lay them face 
up on the table, King, Three, King, Three. Take up 
the end Three and place it face clown in the right 
han d. N ow take up the n'ext King and place abo ve 
the Three. Now take the remaining Three, placing 
it belO\~; the other cards, and pick up the last King; 
this time placing it above the cards in your right 
hand. The object of this is to confuse the audience 
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as to the exact posrtwn of the cards, but ·yo u now 
have the two Threes below the Kings. .Turn the 
cards, fanned, towards you, and taking the Threes, 
throw them fq.ce down on the table without showing 
the faces. Say that you vvill place a K~ng and a 
Three upon the table, and retain a King and a J'hree 
yourself. At the same time turn your cards round 
with the genuine King at front and hold the cards by 
the left hand finger and thumb as illustration 3. With 

FIG. 3 FIG. 4 

the right hand now open out the back card, keeping 
the two front cards squared together (note position 
of left hand third finger w hich assists this) . Y o u are 
now showing one King and one Three, the inference 
being that the remaining King and Three are upon the 
table. Ask someone to place one hand over the cards 
on the table, close up your cards and tum back out 
in the right hand (Fig. 4). 

To show the change, remove your cards separ-
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ately, throwing them face up on table. Y ou ha ve 
both the Kings, and your assistant has the Threes. 

Patter Suggestions.-" A Iittle puzzle with a few 
playing cards- a sort of three-card trick with four 
cards, in fact. l will !ay the cards face up so that 
you will be able to see them better, and you will notice 
that there are two Kings and two Threes. I might 
say that any other cards would do just as well, 
providing, of course, that they happened to be these. 

" Having shown you the cards, I gather them 
up in this manner and throw one King and one Three 
uj:>On the table, whilst I retain a King and a Three 
myself. I should Iike someone just to come up and 
place one hand over the two cards on the table, to 
prevent them from moving about. The extraordinary 
thing about these cards is that they move about with
out anyone seeing them do it. 

"In fact, just then I felt a decided shock, and 
I daresay the ·cards have s'orted themselves up .. again, 
so to speak. That is, I have the pai.r of Kings (show 
cards) and my friend here no doubt has the Threes. 
W ould yo u turn your cards over, please? Y es, the 
Threes have also got together again in double quick 
time." 
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THE "ENCORE" REVERSED CARDS. 

The following is a novel metpod of presenting 
the " reversed card " effect. 

A pack of cards is fanned, from which a spec
tator selects and memori'ses two cards. One of 
,these is now pushed back into the pack. On the pack 
being run out the card is found to have reversed itself. 
The performer now offers to show the effect again, 
and says that if the spectators watch closely they 
cannot fail to see exactly how it is done. The 
assistant now pushes the second selected card in at 
the centre of the pack, and immediately the pack is 
run out, this card is also found reversed. Once more 
the performer says he will repeat it, and, turning the 
second card the right way about in the pack, the 
latter is closed for a moment and run out again. Again 
the card has become reversed without the audience 
detecting the slightest suspicious move. 

This effect is puzzling because the reversals are 
worked by three distinct methods, so that the repeti~ 
tion only heightens the deception. 

A pack of cards with margins on the backs is 
required·. This pack is ordinary except that it con
tains either a short, narrow, or long card-which
ever the performer prefers to work with . We will 
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suppose that this card is a short Three of Spades. 
Two additional Threes of Spades are required. 
The faces of these cards should be stripped off and 
stuck together to make a double faced card. On 
the top and bottom Spade pips of one side place 
two small dabs oí black wax and press on (face clown) 
the J oker from the pack. The double-faced card with 
Joker attached can now be shown back and front 
and a.ppears to be a genuine Three of Spades. 

To work, the short Three of Spade~ is placed 
about the middle of the pack, and the faked . double 
cards should be upon the bottom, facing the opposite 
way to the other cards, so that whichever way up 
the pack is, a back shows on top. If desired, the 
double card can be secretly added to the pack after 
one or two tricks have been worked with it. 

The performer gives the pack a preliminary false 
shuffle, and in doing so locates the short card. The 
pack is fanned out over table f.or anyone to remove 
two cards and !ay them face down on the table. The 
performer, therefore, has two chances of forcing the 
short card, which must be one of those taken. This 
accomplished, the chooser is ;;tsked to pick up either 
of the cards and memorise it. As one card is 
picked up the performer drops the pack to his side 

· and reverses it so that the inverted double card now 
líes on top. N ow supposing the spectator picks up 
the forced card he is asked to lay it down and then 
memorise the second card. When he has this card 
in bis hand he is told to push it straightway into the 
pack, as the performer holds it squared in bis hand. 
Should, however, he pick up this card first he pushes 
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ir into the pack a,s before, the forced card not being 
memorised yet. The pack has now to be turned over 
again, which ·may be done under cover of the left 
hand reaching over the table to push the card on it 
to the cen~re. The cards are now slowly run out, 
backs up, on the table and the chosen one, of course, 
shows reversed. This is removed and placed back 
the correct way up. 

The performer now says he will repeat the 
trick, at the same time giving the pack one cut which 
brings the double card to the centre. The chooser 
picks up the forced card and pushes this into the 
pack as before. Immediately the cards are run out 
the duplicate double card shows reversed. Performer 
picks this out and places it back the right way. He 
now repeats the effect finally, closing up the pack 
and instantly running it out again. As he comes to 
the centre he presses with his fingers on the backs 
of the cards, this causing the double card to be 
separated wHen it is arrived at, the underneath card 
again showing face upwards, and this concludes the 
trick. 

Patter Sugg·estions :-" If you possess a highly
trained pack of cards Iike this one you can, of course, 
do all sorts of things with it. I will demonstrate a 
little problem proving the extreme intelligence of the 
cards. Wtll someone kindly take out two cards and 
la y them on the table. Thank yo u. N ow will yo u 
please take up one . card and memorise it? I want 
you to push it into the pack at any position you please. 
The advantage with a pack of this kind is that it 
instantly tells me what card has been selected. I 
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siillply look through the backs of the cards like this, 
and you see 'that the selected carel has obligingly 
turned over so that it shall not be mistaken. That 
was the carel, was it not? 

" I will show you again with the remaining carel. 
Please look at it and push it in at the middle of the 
pack. I simply cannot fail with this experiment, 
beca use the cards do it al! for me. N o sooner has the 
carel been returned to the pack, than it turns over to 
show me which carel has been taken. They learn this 
when young. That is the second carel, I think. 

"Now I will do it once more very slowly, and 
if Y.ou watch carefully you may be quick enough to 
se e the carel actually turning o ver in the pack. W atch ! 
I replace the card the right way round, e! ose . the pack 
for a moment, and .. . . we find the carel has turned 
its back on the .others once more. It is done entirely 
by kinelness, I assure y.ou." 
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THE "CLIMAX" CARD MYSTERY. 

This card problem is especially suited for plat
"form work, and although relying on· the selection of 
cards, is dres'sed in quite a novel manner. It is the 
<Jrigination <Jf Mr. J ack Gropm, to whom I am indebted. 
for its inclusion here. 

The effect is best understood by the patter and 
presentation given below. 

·" Ladies and gentlemen," says the performer, 
« for this experiment I sha)l make use üf a new pack 
Df cards, and before I commence I will just shuffle 
the cards up in this manner." (Pack shown and 
shuffled.) "I should like to ask your kind indulgence 
during this experiment because, as a matter of · fact, 
1t was only shown to me by a friend Iast night, and 
I was so pleased with it I said I would include it 
-in my pwgramme this evening. However, I hope 
nothing will go wrong with it. 

" N ow I want three cards selected· from this 
pack, and in arder to make the selection as fair as 
possible I will place the pack on this small tray and 
ask a11yohe to fake out any three cards from it." 
(Performer goes to a member of the audience, who 
removes three cards; twü of these are handed tü 
spectators either side, so that each of three persons 
memorises a card, and the cards are then shuffled 
back into the pack by the first spectator.) "I hope 
that everybody is satisfied with the selection of the 
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cards, and the fairness of the shuffie. The next 
thing to do is-(pause)-that's strange, now. I 
don't seem to remember what comes next. (Further 
pause.) Perhaps if I shuffie the cards it will aid my 
memory .... . . :e.-x:t'raordinary · thiiig, · I seem to have 
quite forgotten what comes next. I'm awfully 
sorry, ladies and gentlemen, to have made a mess 
of this . . ex:¡?eÚ.ment¡ . but the fa:c:t ·is· 1 only learnt it 
frofll _.my _f.riend -lasL n·ight, aad' ·r · doil"C s~ém to ha ve 
got .the . details : •p;¡:operly. i 1 ' hopé ; yo,u'll excuse. me. 
o. o o . Perhaps 1 had · better · show yo u 'somethin'g else 
instead. ·r have a little problem hefe-" (Performer 
has returned to . platform, and . now > an assistant 
walks · 6n cai:ryíng an envelo,pe . .) , · ~ Hallo, .what's 
this? An urgent message for me? By hand? 
Hlow d:y\)U kpow ~t's for me e Oh;•tl see-got my 
n;:t!De on,.t~.e env.~lop~o So ·it has·!· ' Now I wonder 
~hcr can h¡lv~ osent it to me . here:? Must be some
th!ng v~ry. impontant, so· if 'nobódy= objects I will 
jus't ¡;ead ü now. ~' .. (Performer · takes envelopé frol1) 
assisülnt, and . opens and reads l'ett~ro) "\i\Thy, 
this . 4 remarokáble~it's from · my- fríend, whom I've 
been _talking''to you about. 'I will read out what he 
sa,ys :- · '· 

"'.D (!ar -, ,- .;-On · th.inkiny . over th.e little card 
trick 1, sh.qwed .ta r:,wu 'yesterday; Tre'collect that -J 
pmitted an im.por-tant . point' 'in · ~xplái1iing ' it, and as, 
of courrse, I -sl1JMtld not like ii to go wrong . at, Y.O"WY. 
pe-rforman.r:e ·this ·o ·evening, j · /~ave:· tq,ke1i_ the _ tJ:¿r,ee 
wrds w hítli ii.iilf be. 'selected to-nigh{ fr.om my pq,ck 
and slipped · t7~emo in this. envelopeo Trust it will go 
off ail righdo' ' ' . · , .. ~ . , ; -~ 
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''',Well; now, ' :thafs · ·.:Ve·ry tÍú:mg,htful ' ·af' · h,im, 
isn't it?. .• And ·here ,ar(l:Ahe th=ree ~ dtrds; · I ·süppo$e." 
(Perfonper .lo0ks. · in ,enveiope arid rehkives ·;cards; 
showipg them to .audjene:e·.) · • "Are thes·e thé th~ee 
cards · ~el,ected? . Your;S .· w.as · ·the Six · of · 'Diambnds, ' 
Sir, and yours . the 1Eight· of Spades·? · Atid ·' the last. 
-card is the Qué~n .. 9.f : Clubs, .Am l <•r.igl1F? ' "Th~hi<:: 
you. Tm · v«:¡ry g~~~ the experiment .. hiu;<erided ' suc~ 
-cessfully __ afte,r al1..' .. . - ~ · ,_,, · ~-. : ·:· ·· .·,: ·: ... ~~: ! :· ~- · 

i • ~ . • . . . ~ • . e . . ~ , ,t : . ' . ,· , " ~ . : : . , . f 

I should ljke 'to · point ·. out . that . . the Jbree ,Gards 
taken ·are nót · forá'd'; th~'t th~ ,· pack ·in ·~an . utÍ.fak~d . , .. 
one, a!!fd :thirdly, ; t4at' tl)ere is . no cárd, . cod.~ used,·í 
In the · 'cirtumstarices, the·. effect is ppz~Jing .. in., the ·. , · 
extreme, yet the ' m'eth~d . used ' i'~ abs~,r.d!y .,slrrmle---;r . . . 
when yo u kn•ow >it. . . . . , , . . . 

1 • • • ; 1 

The, secret is. simply · this : · Two pacl~s 'cif. ·~~rds 
are used, ·prie shown by the . ·perforrtJ.er and ' andther 
which i,s in the assistant's possession: · Both ,1paé1<s · 
are perf~,ctly ·ordin.ary. · In . pre¡;>aration' for tlie ·effe'ct 
<me pack .is t.aken and given ,a thoro14gh' ·shuffle:·· Now" 
the seco?d .. pack_ i~ arrq.pged, ;·card for ·· t':q.rd,' •exat tly · 
to correspond with the order of the · .first pe:ck: '· If 
the performer. desires to introduce his pack a;; a new 
<me, either is ta}<en and placed in . a c.ase, q.fter. . which 
a stea(Ile4~off vvrapper is pla~esi..on, • p~ing , 1átta~hed 
by wax SO · that th~ same vv:rapper :Can , b.~ , l,l,S~d again. 
On the bther · hand. if the· ,éffect . js ii).tended . to .fo l- · 
low othe~ 'ca,rd trkks. i~ · i~.l . b~st ' t~ , ¡:;w'¡t<;~ , Ú~~ . pack 
used prevtously for the' spectatone. . :, . , , .. ; · , . : . · 

·.·.. • :f; · : . :· . t : .• • . • 

The ,pack is nrst. showh ahd subjected · to . a üÜse 
shuffile. The performer now places ' it 'on ·a ~mall 
tray, and goes clown to have the cards selected. 

.i 

;, 
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What actually happens during - the selection is this : 
To commence with, the performer !>laces the tray 
under his ' arm and fans the pack around hís hand. 
Going to a member of the audience, he is asked to 
not~ that the cards have been well sñuffled. The 
pack is next placed on tray again, and fhe helper 
asked to cut ít ~t any posítíon he desíres, lay the 
top half on tray, and remove the thtee cards at the 
cut. Stress ís laíd on the fact that any three cards 
may be taken from any positíon. · Two of the cards 
are handed to two other persbns,. so , that each specta
tor helping memoríses oBe card only. When the 
perfortner desíres ·the cards to be . returned . he -picks 
up the t.op half of the pack, and ís about to -get the 
cards replaced on the bottom half when he notiees 
( ?) the bottom card of the half he ís holding, thís 
beíng held face up. He remarks, " If 1 have the 
cards replaced here 1 should know that they were 
next to tbe Three of Clubs (or whatever the card is). 
However, 1 don't -want to deceive y<_:Ju by an old 
trick líke that, so ' 1 will 'ask you to take the pack 
yourselves and push your cards in anywhere you 
please. · 1 want you to be quite sure that 1 do not 
know what cards have been selected, and that they 
are completely Jost ·in the pack." So sayíng, the 
pack is passed to th~ selectors, . who replace theír 
cards themselves and shuffle the pack thoroughly. 

/ The cue has, however, been given to the assistant, 
who is waíting by the side wíth the second pack in 
hand. As the performer casually names the bottom 
card of the top half of pack · the ,assístant spreads the 
second pack face up and quíckly ]acates thís card, 
removíng the three cards above ít, whích of course, 
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are the duplicates of those m the selectors' hands. 
at that moment. These cards are simply sealed 
inside the envelope with the Ietter, ready to be: 

_ brought on. 

That's all there is to it, really. 
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ONE MORE "FOUR-ACE" TRICK. i •' 

Card tricks come and card tricks go, but the 
Four-Ace Trick remains with us for ever. This is 
partly my excuse for including a version of this 
well-known effect in this volume. I do not claim 
that this particular method has any great advantage 
over other methods, but inasmuch as it introduces 
what I believe to be a novel idea, I think it is worthy 
of mentían. 

The effect is much the same as other Four-Ac~ 
tricks, the Aces being dealt out on a table or stand, 
the usual three indifferent cards being dealt on top, 
whereupon the Aces turn up in one piJe of cards 
selected. · 

As with one or two of the other card effects in 
this book, this one is accomplished by the subtle use 
of one faked card. This is one of the Aces-for 
example, the Ace of Spades. It is prepared by 
splitting up two corners of the cards, one at the top 
and one at the bottom, opposite each other. Two 
pieces of very thin wire, such as is used by florists, 
and each measuring about li ins. long, are then 

' taken and bent as shown in the ilustration. These 
>vires are then placed over the separated back part 
of the card at each comer, and the face part is then 
stuck clown to the back again, the card being pressed 
until dry. The two wires must exactly coincide 
with the lines on the back of the cards (Steamboats) 
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one wire being QVer .a bl;;tck line and the other over 
a red' ·one. The card is shown in the drawing, faked 
with the· two wire's, t~~ pa,ttern; of c.ourse, not being 
shown or the- wires would bl! invisible. -I should 
emphasise that . the : wires must qe very thin indeed, 
and then; if the card has beet:l prepared corr.ectly, 
th€y are · ·quite · indetettahle 'at close q~arters. Be
fore the. effecr three indifferent cards are inserted 
under the wires ·of ·this prepared A~e, and squared 
up perfectly wifh it: - It is ari 'advantage' if the three 
indiffen~nt cards be blacked on their edges. 

, Iri .. comm~ncing; . the. four . A ces are removed 

·¡ 

I~RFS ON CARO. 

from the pack and shbwn, the Aée of Spades being 
removed last anél pla:ced behind the other three. 
The four · Aces can ~hen' be shown quite freely on 
both· sides, fanned out. 

The performer now deliberately lays them back 
up on top of the pack, the faked Ac'e being the top
most. . The stand .. (presuming one is being used) 
is picked \IP and casually turned about to show it. 
Meanwhile the pack is held in full view, and the 
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four Aces- ( ?) are then immediately dealt uut upon 
the stand, backs out. What rea:By happehs is that 
the three indifferent cards are drawn off from the 
Ace of Spades and these ·three take the place o.f three 
of the Aces, the fourth card being the actual Ace of 
Spades. Three cards are each dealt on to the .apparent 
Aces, needless to say the first three from top of pack 
( the genuine A ces) being dealt on to the A ce of 
Spades. Thus the four Aces are all together in the 
Spade pile. T his is then forced in the approved 
manner the three remaining pile~ being returned to 
the pack, and the Aces discovered to be assembled in 
the chosen pile. 

If desired, it would be a us.eful addition to have 
the stand of the type with a long slot in it, so that 
it can be turned around when the cards have béen 
dealt to show what are apparently the Aces through 
the slot. This stand will no doubt be familiar to 
my readers. In this case it is only necessary to in
sert the Threes of qubs~ Hearts and Diamonds be
hind the Ace of Spades, these cards taking the place 
of the Aces. 

The possibilities of a card, or cards, faked in 
the manner described are very numerous, and the 
idea shouid be useful in other effects. It is the joint 
origination of Mr. E. D. Proudlock, a well-known 
member of the Magicians' Club, and myself, being 
based on the principie of my " Bewilda " Pack. 

Patter Sú,ggestiorns.- " My next experiment 
requires the us.e of the four Aces, so I will run 
through the pack and remove them. All the best 
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packs of cards contain four Aces, and I have known 
packs with more than four. A friend of mine, 
whilst travelling in South America, once saw a card
player deal himself five Aces. Turning to an onlooker 
my friend whispered : ' Why, that swindler has· just 
dealt himself five Aces! ' 'Well,' said the other, in 
astonishment, ' It was bis turn to deal, wasn't it? ' 
However, that is by the way. I have now discovered 
the Aces-here they are, the Aces of Clubs, Hearts, 
Diamonds and Spades. I will lay them on top of the 
pack whilst I show you this small stand, which is 
used simply for the purpose of displaying the cards. 
I will deal the Aces one at a time upon the stand, 
and on each Ace then deal three ordinary cards from 
th e pack. .. . We now have four packets of cards, 
each containing one Ace and three ordinary cards. I 
want someone to choose one of the packets. (Get 
Spade packet · chosen in usual manner) . The three 
remaining packets I shall return to the pack and 
shuffl.e them up. My problem is to cause the three 
Aces now located somewhere in the pack to return 
invisibly to the stand, so that the four Aces will all 
be together once more. I do this by riffl.ing the pack 
three times, and each time one of the Aces passes 
without you seeing it go. Now we should find that 
the Aces have all come together in the chosen packet 
( turn around and show), and if anyone would like 
to search the pack I am sure they will find it minus 
the Aces, it not being possible for them to. be in two 
places at once." 
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THE ' u ULTRA" SYMPATHETIC PACKS. 

In effect, two packs of cards are exhibited, 
shuffied, and run throti.gh. One of the packs is 
selected, a strong rubber band being placed around 
it, and it is then passed into the keeping of a 
gentleman in the audience. 

From the second pack anyone now removes thre~ 
ca:rds from different positions, a perfectly free choice 
being given. These cards are eventually returned to 
the centre of the pack, but the reverse way, the 
performer holding the pack upside-down and the 
three cards being pushed in face clown by the 
chooser. 

The performer now states that the . two packs 
are ·in perfect sympathy one with the other, and 
whatever happens to the pack he · holds will OCCJ.lr' to 
the pack in the gentlernan's possession. Three carqs 
having been reyersed in one pack,, .tl;le same cards 
should immediately become r.ev~rsed in the. other. 
'[bis is . found to b;e the c~se, for· .on the se~ond pack 
l¡>eing gone thr:0.ugh. by the. h-ol<;l.er th~ .· ~denbcaJ . c9-rds 
~ , those- ahosen. fr;oin Pack N o. 1 .q¡¡e . fpund t .o ,.ha ve. 
reversed themselves without the pedormer .. hiJ,)Óng 
been near them. 

This is something in the nature of a "knock
out " to the average audience, the points of special 
interest being (1) both packs are shown clearly at 
the beginning, and each apparently consists of 52 



different c,ards ; (2) any three cards are removed 
from Pack 1 and pushed in the. reverse way; (3) the 
same, cards are found reversed in Pack 2 without 
performer touching this pack agaiq. 

The effect is obtained by the use of a speciat 
pack, . which is C()nstructed in the following manner : 
An ordinary pack is taken, thoroughly shuffled, and 
any 44 of the cards faked as shown in Fig. l. To 
do this correctly the front of each card is stripped 
off, cut exactly in ha1f with a card-cutter and stuck 
to the back portion again. Now a card from another 
similar pack is taken, cut exactly in half, and from 
one half the back is stripped off and stuck to the first 
card-the result being a card as illustrated, the back 
of which is ordinary, but the front has half a face 
and hali a back upon it. I.f prepared as mentioned 
the cards will be no thicker than ordinary ones, which 
would not be the case were the half-back simply 
stuck upon the face of each card. The cards should 
be carefully made and pressed when finished. Use 
cards with a wide margin round the baclcs, Steam
boats being quite unsuitable for this trick. 

As 44 cards are faked as above, there remain 
8 cards over from the original pack. Dispose of 
these as follows on bottom of pack : two bottom
most cards face down,* the next above face up, 
the next two cards above this face down, next 
above face up, next above face down, and the final 

*Faci.ng same way as pack, which it is assumed is held 
face down. 
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ordinary card a,bove these face up. It will be seen 
that three of the cards are reversed, and it is these 
three which are to be forced in rather a noved man
ner during the experiment. To complete the pre
paratión of the pack take out each of the three cards 
lying immediately above the reversed cards and 
shorten them, placing them back in the same positions 

FIG. 1 

a~ before. Now, holding the pack back up, it can be 
nffled through showing all cards to be facing the 
same way, the short cards, of course, causing the 
reversed ones to pass unperceived. 

The second pack used in the effect is much 
simpler to prepare. Take an ordinary pack, shuffle, 
and remove the three duplicates to the cards you have 
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already reversed in the first pack. Reverse these 
cards at varÍQUS positions in the second pack leaving 
them near the top _ of pack. As befare, shorten the 
three cards immediately above the reversed ones, so 
that the pack can be riffled through. 

TQ come to the working of the experiment, the 
two packs are first exhibited in their cases. Either 
is chosen by the audience. (For the purpose of 
description I will call the pack with the prepared 
faces Pack 1, and the other Pack 2. It is necessary 
always to give the spectator Pack 2.) If Pack 2 
is chosen it is shown and a band snapped around it, 
after which it is handed clown to a gentleman. Should 
Pack 1 be selected · the performer says he will use 
this for the effect and places it upon bis table, then 
showing Pack 2 and passing it down as befare. To 
show this pack it is run from hand to hand face up, 
the last few cards, among which are the reversed one,. 
being kept together. The pack is now closed, the 
bottom edge being squared up on table to settle the 
shorts, when it can be riffled through back up, show
ing all cards facii~g the same way. Befare the elastic 
band is placed around it is cut once, bringing the 
reversed cards to the centre, and it is then handed 
clown. 

Pack 1 is shown in the same manner, being run 
from hand to hand so that the half-faces only show, 
the first 8 or so cards run off being kept together to 
prevent exposure of the reversed ones. If a stand 
is used similar to Fig. 2 the pack may be run along 
this. The pack is then closed, squared, and riffled 
through as Pack 2. was previously. 
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Hlolding the pack back up in his left hand, the 
performer now asks anyone to come up to bis table 
and remove three cards. These cards are t0 be laid 
face clown on the table, witlv.out being looked at ~t 
present. The pack is fanned immediately over the 
table, three cards being removed from various positions 
and placed clown back up. During the selection the 
performer should make a big fan of the cards, with 
the exception of the bottom eight cards, which are 
kept clase together. If the spectator is not satisfied 

F'IG 2 
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with any of the cards, they may be put back and others 
drawn, to convince the audience that the selection is 
a perfectly fair one. 

It now remains to clase up the pack, and at a 
favourable moment to slip the bottom card to the 
top. This done, the pack is cut orice ·in performer's 
hands, but what is now the bottom card is retained 
during the cut on bottom of pack by the sleight 
known to all conjurers-that of pressing the fingers 
against, and retaining face card, whilst the cut is 
being made. 

1 
The object of the above manreuvre may not be 
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readily understood, but as it is necessary t0 get the 
reversed cards to the centre by a cut, the face card 
of the pack must be a different one after the cut to 
what it was befare, and the foregoing moves provide 
for this. 

The pack is · immediately turned face· up and 
held over the selected cards. The chooser is requestéd 
to push the three cards separately in, back up, at 
" about the centre of the pack." The performer now 
states what has happened, and in due course the pack 
is run out on stand as in Fig. 2 ( or along table if no 
stand is used). The pack being run out the opposite 
way, the only three cards showing reversed are those 
.which the performer had previously reversed in the 
centre. The chooser is asked to remove his cards ( ?) 
from the remainder of the pack and show to the 
~mdience . All that is left is for the gentleman hold
i'ng Pack 2 to run through it and find the same cards 
have become reversed in this pack. 

It is an · advantage to ·have a small mark on the 
top card of Pack 1 showing which way the faces 
of the cards run out, thus obviating any chance of 
a m istake. 

The above description may seem rather involved, 
but with the packs in hand I am sure the reader will 
experience little difficulty in following the effect and 
method. 

It should be pointed out that, although Pack 1 
is faked, nothing happens to this pack as far as the 
audience· can see, as it is only used for the selection. 
The effect üf the card reversa! occurs to the other 
pack, which, except for three shorts, is perfectly 
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genuine and will bear close inspection. · This pack 
can afterwards be used for any ·further card effects 
to follow. 

An advantage with this effect is that the three 
cards selected can very easily be altered · for each per
formance if desired. To do this three other cards 
are taken from an extra pack and p)lt in place of those 
reversed in Pack 1, and the duplicates of these cards 
are then reversed in Pack 2. 

Patter Suggestions :-"In this experiment I shall 
endeavour to show you a curious effect of sympathy. 
Here are two packs of p'laying cards- I will run 
through eac:h pack befare I commence, and if there 
are any quick counters here to-night they will notice 
that each pack has the full complement of 52 cards. 
The backs of the cards are printed on the other side, 
and are all alike-of course, it would make a magician's 
job much easier if the backs were all different. 

" Now I would like someone to choose either 
pack of cards. Vvhich do you choose, sir, the pack in 
m y left hand or right hand ? The one in my left. 
Thank you. Then I will slip an elastic band around 
this pack and ask you to keep it for me until the end 
of the problem we have in hand. 

" I should like somebody else to assist me by 
coming up here and removing any three cards from 
the remaining pack I hold. Thanks very much, sir, 
you will do splendidly. All I want you to do is to 
take out three ce;trds separately from different parts on 
the pack and lay them face clown, without you or 
anyone else seeing them, on my table. Will you do 
that? Take your time in selecting the cards . . . . . 
You are perfectly satisfied with the selection? If yo u 
have any doubt, please replace any card ' and take 
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another, as I want the audience to be perfectly sure 
that the cards have been freely chosen. 

" I will now hold the pack upside-down, and 
I would like you to insert the cards one at a time 
at about the centre, face clown .. . . Ladies and 
gentlemen, the position is now this : Three C"l.rds 
have ·been removed at random by this gentleman and 
inserted into my pack the reverse way round. At the 
moment nobody knows just what these three cards 
are. However, as soon as anything unusual occurs 
to my pack, the same thing invariably happens to the 
other pack. I will run out the pack I am holding 
along this board and ask my friend here to remove 
and show you the three cards he has reversed. Will 
yo u pick them out, sir, and hold them up? Thank 
you. Now if the gentleman over there will remove 
the band from the other pack apd run through it I 
feel sure that the same cards will be found reversed 
also. (Performer takes the cards as they are found 
and na mes them, holding up one set in ea eh han d.) 
Yes, exactly the same cards have reversed themselves 
here, and our problem has been successful." 
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"JACK O' SPADES." 

In this experiment an easel is _ seen upon the 
magician's table, -and against this rest various parts 
of a giant Court card-the J ack of Spades. 

A giant card with a playing-card back, but blank 
at the front except for the Jack of Spades indexes 
and margin, is freely €xhibited and stood upright on 
the easel, an unprepared piece of black paper being 
attached in front. The performer picks up the pieces 

· of the J ack separately, and places each in through 
a small slit in the centre of the paper. FoUowing a 
little patter the covering paper is snatched away, dis
closing the J ack of Spades complete on the card, and 
the paper is crumpled up into a hall and tossed to 
the audience for inspection. 

First, I will deal with the construction of the 
large card. In size this should measure 12! by 8!]: 
inches, and consists of three main pieces, the back, 
centre and face, which are shown in Fig. l. The 
back is a thin piece of card, blank on one side and 
with a Steamboat, or other card pattern, on the other. 
The centre consists of a piece of card which is a 
trifle thicker and has a piece cut away as shown in 
the sketch. This centre is glued to the back and over 
it is stuck the J ack of Spades picture illustrated in 
Fig. 2. This latter is designed in colours on very 
thin card no thicker than an ordinary playing card. 
The last ske.tch in Fig. 1 shows the face of the card 
with margin and indexes inked on. This is of the 
same . thickness as the back of the giant card and 
with a razor the inside is cut out all round the margin. 
This leaves a sort of frame bearing the margin and 
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indexes, th is being glued upon the part of the giant 
card that has been already constructed. It will now 
be seen that when the centre of the top section, which 
forms a flap, is upon the card it appears blank except 
for margin and indexes. When this flap is disposed 
of, however, the J ack of Spades underneath this shows. 

I have omitted to mention that before attaching 
the J ack design (Fig. 2) a horizontal slot should be 
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made near its centre. The exact location is shown 
in Fig. 2. This measures 4i inches in length, and 
is 1/ lOth of an inch in thickness. On the reverse 
side of the design a strip of adhesive tape is stuck 
just below, and level with, the slot, for the purpose 
of strengthening the card here. Fig. 3 shows the 
side view of the card, and it will be noticed that the 
bottom edge of the slot is bent outwards and the top 
edge inwards. This is important as it allows easy 
access to the cavity formed in the card, into which 
the various pieces of the J ack are pushed during th~ 
effect. The slot is indetectable, even at very close 
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quarters, if the design of the Jack is inked over 
iminediately behind the slot, thus filling up the slight 
blank slip of card which would otherwise show. 

It now remains to give the method of "getting 
away with" the flap on the giant card. This is 
done by the use of three or four pieces of black 

f)G. Z FIG 3 
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paper-one of which is used to cover the card with 
-lying at the back of the performer's table. The 
card for a moment is rested on these and when 
picked up the flap is left behind; the back being 
covered with similar paper . it is unnoticeable if the 
edgys are black also. 

The sheets of paper measure just double the 
size of the flap and are foldéd exactly in half, a 
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small slit being made with a knife at the centre of 
each. · 

The pieces of card shown first consist of a 
second J ack design cut up-the body in two parts, 

f 
1 
f 
' j 

P!vACING IN THE. PIECES 

the two heads cut out, and also the Spade pips. 
· These pieces rest against the legs of the easel at the 
commencement. 
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Presenta.tion.-Call attention to p1eces, and 
then show large card back and front. . The card 
should be held by its right wide edge, facing out
wards, in the right hand, fingers at front and thumb 
at back. The left hand now removes a sheet of 
black paper from the sheets at back of table, the 
right hand then placing the card down on the re
maining papers, whilst the sheet taken is opened out 
and attention ca!led to the slit. The sheet is now 
laid upon the, ta:ble by the left hand, whilst the right 
picks up the card ( without flap) and places it on the 
paper-then picking up a paper clip which is placed 
over card and paper at top edge, keeping them to
gether. It is now quite safe to lift the card and 
place it upon the easel. · 

One of the heads of the J ack is now picked up 
and pushed in at the slit in the paper, and inci
dentally enters the slot in the body of the card. The 
head is not pushed completely in, a small portion of 
the crown being allowed to protrude. The second 
head is then . taken and pushed in bethind the first one, 
and so on with the other pieces, each being placed 
in behind the previous one, so there is no difficulty 
in finding the slot. The two large pieces of the body 
of the card are put in last and pushed completely 
clown. The paper is eventually unclippecl, crumpled, 
and thrown out, and the completed Jack shown back 
and front. 

To set for performance again the pieces in the 
cavity . of the Jack may be got out from the bottom 
( open) edge with the aicl of a knife or wire, one of 
the large pieces being eased out first , and on pulling 
out this the remaining pi eces will come away with it. 

As a suggestion Í might mention that a comer 
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could be . cut from one of the large pieces ,and this 
apparently lost or fogotten by the performer until 
1!he end of the effect.. The card therefore appears 

CONCWSION OF E F FECl. 

complete with the exception of this piece, which is 
then fitted on with a dab of wax and completes the 
design. 
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Patter Suggestions.-" Ladies and Gentlemen, 
-a little experiment which I call the 'Jig-Saw Jack.' 
I have here a small stand on which you will see 
severa! pieces of a large Jack of Spades, which was 
the business sign of a playing-card firm. The card, 
I should like to point out, was painted by a tired 
Futurist artist. He was so tired that he could only 
summon enough energy to paint a small piece at a 
time, with the result before you. I will show you 
th.e pieces separately. 

"My problem is to put the Jack together again, 
and I shall attempt it in this manner. Here is a large 
card which at present is blank on its face except for 
a margin and indexes. I shall also require one of 
these pieces of black pape·r, which I use merely to 
prevent you seeing exactly how the puzzle is accom
plished. Y ou will observe that a small slit is made 
in the centre here. I shall place the card on the 
paper, ' SO, and hold them both together by means of 
this clip. We are now ready to stand the card on 
the easel and work the oracle. May I have a little 
slow music m1 the harp, please, while I do this. I 
always work better to music. Thank you ! You notice 
that I am now putting the spate parts of the J ack 
through the small slit in th e paper. ' 

" N ow, if we ha ve done everything correctly, 
we should find that the pieces will, under cover, form 
themselves up, so to speak. Let us see if our problem 
has be en sol ved successfully. Y es, he re is the J ack 
of Spades in the shape of a complete card, and here 
-is the piece of paper." 
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Novel Mysteries. 

Pocket Effects. 

"TRA VELLING BALLS." 

In this section of NovEL MY STERIES will be 
found a number of - small effects the apparatus for 
which may be easily carried in the pocket. Need
Jess to say, they are not intended for big, specta
cular work, but for impromptu and drawing-room 
work I believe the ideas will be· found valuable. 

The first ítem consists of a trick with four 
small cork bails and a smaii cardboard box. It 
may be perfonned at any time, no fakes or pre
paration being necessary. 

The box is opened, disclosing the baiis inside. 
They may be tossed out on the table and inspected. 
Two balls are returned to the box, the remaining 
two being Ieft on the table. The closed box is 
placed down and one ball picked up. This vanishes 
from the hands, and on opening the box is found 
accompanying the two therein. The box is again 
closed and the Iast baii on table is taken up. This 
is placed beneath the table and apparently passed up 
into the box, for on the Jatfer being opehed aJI four 
baiis are found together inside. 

As the reader may have surmised, the secret líes 
in the use of a fifth bal l. This is removed from the 
pocket in bringing out the box, and may be gripped 
at the root of the fingers as in the method of palming 
for the Cups and Balls trick. 

The box is removed with the right hand, the Jeft 
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hand takes off the lid, the balls are tossed out for 
inspection and the box placed clown. The lid held 
by the left hand is now placed in the right, over the 
concealed ball. The left hand now picks up two of 
the balls and returns them to the box. 'Dhe lid is 
now placed on and the concealed ball drops inside 
the box. One of the balls upon the table is picked 
up by the right hand and apparently passed into the 
left; actually it is retained in the right. The old 
" French Drop " pass can be used if desired. The 
left hand makes a throwing motion in the direction 
of the box, which is then opened by the same hand 
aud attention is called to the extra ball inside. Mean
while, the lid is rested on the right hand over the 
ball just vanished. The box is closed once more with 
this ball added, and the remaining ball is picked up 
in the right hand. This is apparently placed under 
the table, but as the hand pass es the left ( resting 
at back edge of table) the ball is transferred to it. 
The right hand knocks the table and is brought un 
empty. The box is opened, showing the four balls 
inside and the extra ball is disposed of as the 
performer thinks fit. 

Patter Suggestions.-" This little box contains a 
number of cork balls. Y.ou see that there are four 
of them. They are so restless that they positively 
cannot keep still. Every now and again they look 
round. 

I am going to clrop two of the bal!s back into 
the box, which I shall close and rest on the table. 
Immecliately I do this the two balls outside want to 
get back to the box. They feel they are being left 
out of it. I am going to oblige them in this manner. 
Watch! 
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"I take one of the little balls and project it into 
the atmosphere, like this. Y ou do not actually see 
the ball go, because it travels quicker than the eye 
can follow. Nevertheless, if you had an X-Ray eye, 
you \vould see that the balr has arrived within the 
box again. I always prove what I say-here is the 
ball within. 

"Watch this once more with the last ball. This 
one I simply pass up under the table and through a 
small hole in the wood. It finds its way into the· box 
quite easily because it has been there before. And 
bere are the four palls together in the box! " 
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A " SENSE OF TOUCH " DECEPTION. 

Extremely simple in nature, this little effect is 
well worth attenüon, as it can be worked at any time 
with a borrowed hat and a few coins. 

A number 'OÍ pennies are collected in the hat, 
after which one of them is freely telected by a spec
tator, who is asked to notice the date, and if he thinks 
fit, to place a small mark upon it so that he may 
recognise it again. The coin is tossed back into the -
hat which is given to ariother helper to shake the 
coins up thoroughly. This done, the hat is covered 
over with a handkerchief, and reaching underneath, 
the mag-ician removes in quick succession all the coins 
which were not selected, leaving the chosen one within 
the ha t. I t is taken out by the helper and identified. 

As stated above, the method used is very simple, 
but the trick is none the less good on that account. 

After the coins have been collected in the hat, 
(seven or eight is about the best number to use), the 
performer makj!s a remark on the number and placing 
his right hand inside takes out a few and showers 
them back again. At this stage one . of the · coins 
is palmed in the right hand. The left hand offers 
the hat to a spectator for one of the coins to be taken 
out. Spectator is asked to remember the date, etc., 
on the coin he selects. 
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Meanwhile, the abstracted coin in the right hand 
has been brought to the finger-palm, and this hand 
is extended to take the selected coin and immediately 
tosses it back into the hat. What actually }Jappens 
is that the other coin is released and drops into the 
hat, whilst the selected coin is retained in the hand 
as befare. fl'he hat is now handed to someone else 
to shake up the coins within, whilst the performer 
takes a handkerchief from bis pocket, which is used 
to cover the hat with. The coin in the right hand can 
now, if desired, be transferred to the back-palm 
position, to allow of this hand being placed under the 

. handkerchief and into the hat with the palm upwards 
and obviously empty. It will now, of course, be an 
absurdly simple matter to produce one after the other 
the coins already in the hat, and leave the selected one 
inside at the finish to be removed and examined. · This 
is not the only finish to the trick as, with the coin in 
the performer's possession, he can of course produce 
it by another method he thinks fit. 

The aopended illustrations show one of the most 
effective changes for the coin, as follows. 

l. First coin finger-pmlmed 2. Selected com taken. 
3. Th~tmb draws selected coin down, whilst fingers 
r.elea.se first coin. 4. Completion of exchange. 

It will be understood that the ~oin is only in the 
performer's hand for a moment-apparently, at all 
events. The effect should be that he takes the coin 
from selector, and straightway throws it into the hat, 
where it is shaken up with the rest. 

Patte1· Suggestions.-' I wish to collect a few 

• 
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petí.~ies in this ·hat-will ariyone oblige me, pleaseJ 
by the loan of them? Many thanks-throw them into 
the hat, will you? I always like to hear the sound 
'of money, don't you? I once knew a man who would 
do anything for money-he would cut anyone'~ throat 
for five shillings . . . . For ten shillings he would cut 
·his own. Eight or nine coins will be quite enough 
for th~ purpose. There is about that number here. 

" Will you please remove one of the coins, and 
remember the date: If you wish to mark the coin 
in any way please do· so. I now mix the cciih up with 
the others in the hat, or perhaps someone would like · 
to do this for me. Please shake up the hat thoroughly, 
sir. Here is ·a handkerchief which I am going to 
cover the hat with on purpose to make the problerri 
more difficult. You · will notice .a magician a:lways. 
tries to make things as difficult as possible for himself. 

" If I place one hand ¡.mder the handkerdiief I 
can feel the coins without seeing them, and I am 
going t0 display my remarkable sense of touch. Here 
i.s one coin, but sotnething tells me it is not the one 
just selected. Another, and another .... I have now 
removed all the coins from the hat excepting the one 
chosen, which you will find inside if you have the 
energy to lift _up the h~ndkerchief. Yo u find the 
selected coin has been left ?-that's splendid." 
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FIG. 1 FIG . 2 

o o 

FIG. 3 FIG . 4 
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" MEPHISTO'S MATCHES." 

This neat matchbox trick is the idea of Mr. H. 
W. Tagrey, of Danzig, who presented it to meto make 
t.¡ p. 

A box .of matches is taken from the pocket, 
opened and shown to be full. It is then closed and 
placed upside-down on the table, the slide portian 
being drawn off the box, leaving the inverted drawer 
upon the table. A spectator is asked to tap upon the 
top of the drawer, and the performer places his hand 
beneath the table and brings forth from underneath 
a quantity of loose matches, these having apparently 
passed through the table. The box is shown empty. 

The secret lies in the use of a fake layer of 
matches, which lies just within the drawer so that 
when the box is opened half-way it aooears to be full. 
The drawer has to be faked a trifle t.o accommodate 
the fake, ancl this . is done in the following manner : 
A strip about 1/lüth of an inch is cut away from 
the top of one of the ends of the drawer. A piece 
of blue paper matching the box is then pasted over 
this end and turned over the edge so that the cut 
portian is not noticeable when the interior of the 
drawer is quickly shown. Two thin pieces of card 
are next cut to fit clown against the long sides of the 
drawer, to come 1/lüth of an inch from the top, and 
these are stuck inside. The drawer thus nreoared is 
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sh{)wn in Fi¡;. 1, together with the fake !ayer of 
matches. This takes the form of a metal slide, cut 
t{) fit within the box, one edge being turned up. This 
edge is covered with another piece {)f paper to match 
the drawer, and the under-side has a white piece 

FIG. 2. 

F/llfé RFI't/IIIVS 
IN 5L!f)[. 

FIC. 3. 

stuck over it matchin¡; the inside of the slide portian 
{)f the box. Fig. 2 shows the fake with the matches 
stuck on. These should be thinned down befare 
attaching-, otherwise the fake will be to{) thick. 
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Notice that the matches are arranged irregularly on 
the fake to give a natural appearance. This can now 
be slid within the top of the drawer, where it rests 
on top of the two pieces of card stuck in the latter. 

-
A small bundle of matches is also necessary, this 

being circled by a small elastic band and placed in 
right-hand pocket. 

To present, the box is taken and pushecl open 
half-way so that the heads of the matches show. It 
is then closed and immecliately inverted on the table. 
The drawer is carefully pushed out, but from the 
opposite end from which the box was first opened. 
The edge of the fake being a trifte higher than the 
drawer itself, thus catches upon the slide and remains 
inside (Fig. 3). · 

A spectator is asked to tap the top of the drawer, 
and at the same time the magician places the slide 
containing fake back into bis pocket, and also gets 
possession of the little bundle of matches in the same 
hand. Immediately this hand is placed below the table 
and the elastic band wriggled off. The matches are 
brought up and shown, the drawer is lifted and found 
empty. The matches are placed in the drawer, the 
slide being taken from pocket (Ieaving fake inside) 
to close the box with, and effect is thus completed. 

The trick is enhanced if, beforehand, two loose 
matches are placed in the drawer under the fake. 
This allows the box to be rattled at commencement, 
and at the conclusion these two matches are left upon 
the table, having apparently failed to nass through 
with the others. 

Patte-r Suggestions.-" This box contains sorne 
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-performing matches-I admit they don't look any 
more intelligent than ordinary matches, but one cannot 
judge by appearances. They are really very clever, 
and if you watch carefully I will ge:: them to perform. 

" I shall invert the drawer of the bo'x on the table 
in th~s manner. I now tap the_ top of the drawer to 
let the· matches know it is time to comn¡ence, and say 
' Fall out ! '_:__yes, they have deserted the box and 
gane right through the table. All except two which 
·evidently took the wrong turning. 

"Anyone can do this for themselves, providing 
that they get the right kind of matches." 
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THE RING AND THE CORD. 

The " plot " here consists of ...magically passing a 
small examined metal ring- on to a len·gth of cord held 
by a spectator. 

First a steel ring measuring ab.ou,t 1 t in ches in 
d!ameter is given for inspection. A length of pliable 
cord some 30 inches long is next handed to the 
a5sisting spectator, and he is asked to make one kriot 
at its centre, without pulling it tight. This done, the 
performer takes his handkerchief, and, with the 
assistant holding the cord, covers over the knot. The 
ring is picked up and passed under the handkerchief 
--in a few moments the latter is withdrawn showing 
that the ring has been placed on the cord and through 
the actual knot made by the spectator. 

A duplicate ring is used to accomplish the e:ffect, 
both rings and cord being unprepared. 

When the ring first shown is taken from the 
perfor¡.ner's pocket, he also takes out the second ring 
with the same hand (his right), keeping it finger
palmed. The visible ring is passed to the assistant 
for inspection. The assistant is now told to pide up 
and look at the length of cord which is lying on the 
table, and place the ring down. He is next asked 
to make one knot at the centre of the cord, loosely. 
The performer extends his left hand for the cord and 
takes it from the assistant, holding it by one end. 
Immediately this end is brought to the right hand, 
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which of course is kept back outwards, and without 
a break passed through between the second and third 
fingers of this hand, which are slightly opened to 
allow it to pass and afterwards grip it. Incidentally, 
the end passes through the concealed ring as shüwn 
in the drawing. Here it is left for the time being, 

FIC. 2. 

F!G.J. 

whilst the left hand goes to the breast pocket and pulls 
out the handkerchief to be used. The assistant is now 
asked to take hold of the loose end of the cord, and 
the performer throws the handkerchief over the centre. 
In doing so, the duplicate ring is run a little way up 
the cord so that it rests under the handkerchief. The 
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spectator now takes hold of the remaining end of the· 
cord and the performer picks the ring off the table. 

The concealed ring is now resting on the cord 
near the kn.ot," and the performer has to work this. 
on to the knot itself, under cover of the handkerchief. 
This can be easily done by pushing the ring right 
through the knot and swingin¡; it over the top, the 
direction the ring takes being shown in Fig. 2. This. 
will be quite clear . on experiment. The knot is then 
pulled tight over the ring, and the trick is done. It 
only remains to draw away the second ring with t.he 
handkerchief in taking off, or it can be immediately 
palmed a¡;ain, whichever the reader prefers, and ·the 
assistant is left to untie the knot to release the ring 
from the cord. 

The moves require to be performed without 
hesitation, when the effect is good. 

Patter Suggestions.-" Please glance at this steel 
rin¡;, which I shall use for my next problem. Perfectly 
free from deception, isn't it? And now this piece 
of cord, which is equaJ!y innocent. When you have 
searched it, please make one knot at the exact centre, 
very loosely. Make a knot that will stay on. Thanks. 

" I now take my handkerchief and drape it over 
the knot. I want you to take up the other end of 
the cord, please-In fact, you had better have both 
ends-here you are. 

" I shall take the rin¡; and plac~ it under the 
handkerchief. Possibly you have anticipated my 
problem. It is to thread· the ring upon the cord whilst 
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you are holding the ends. It is rather difficult but it 
can be done if you are a magician. 

·ce Y ou see the ring is now u pon the cord, and 
.also through the very knot you have made sir! We 
have to untie the knot to get it off again. 
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SIMPLIFIED FISH!ING. 

The articles used for this experiment are all 
unprepared in nature and easily carried in the pocket. 

The performer i.nt~oduces a paper bag with a 
number of small cardboard discs. Each one has a 
hole near the edge, and bears upon one side a number. 
Each of the numbers is shown to be different, the 
discs being dropped back into the bag as exhibited. 

The bag is taken to anyone to remove one of 
the discs, and if desired this can be marked for future 
identification. lt IS mixed· up with the others in the 
bag. The performer pow shows his " simplified 
fishing rod," consisting of a piece of string, or 
coloured cord, with a metal hook on one end. l"fhe 
hook portion is dropped within the bag, leaving the 
opposite enq hanging over the side. The bag is now 
given to a spectator to fish for the selectetl disc, which 
he is told to do by moving the visible end of the 
" fishing rod " up and clown. 

Strange as it may seem, this process is success
ful, for on the spectator removing the hooked cord 
from the bag he finds the selected disc has been 
"hooked" on the end of it. Everything may be 
examined. ' · 

· The method to bring about this ¡nystery is rather 
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barefaced; but the moves are so natural that no 
suspicion is aroused. · 

The appearance of the discs is shown by the one 
in the illustration. They should be made of thick 
card-the thickness being necessary for a reason 
which will be seen later. The number of discs used 
is immaterial a dozen being quite sufficient. The· paper 
bag should measure approximately 11 x 81 inches, and 
has no special peculiarity. The cord used may be a 
piece of blind c-ord, measuring a few inches over the 
length of the bag. 'To one end is fastened a metal 
h-ook, the tip of which is bent in a trifle, and the other 
~nd stiffened for a few inches by the judÍcious 
application of seccotine. 

The discs and cord may be carried within the bag, 
whicb can be folded into f-our. 

To commence the experiment, the bag is opened 
out, the right hand being placed inside to do this, 
and secretly abstrating one -of the discs, which it 
palms. The discs and coró are turned out from the 
bag on to the table. Each disc is shown and attenti-on 
called to the different numbers, and -each is· droooed 
l;>ack within the bag:. The bag, held by the left hand, 
is then offered to someone to rem0ve ány disc desired, 
and n-ote the number upon it. It may be marked with 
a pencil if necessary. This done, the performer takes 
th~ disc with his right hand and immediately thr-ows 
it back into the bag. What really haouens is that the 
finger-palmed disc is thrown back, and the selected one 
retained, exactly as in the " Sense of Touch " effect 
in this section. The bag is now handed to someone 
-on -the perf-ormer's left to shake up ' the. discs within, 
whilst the performer picks up and shows the h-ooked 
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cord. The stiffened end of this is placed in per
former's right hand and gripped between the fingers. 
(Fig. 2), but in doing so the end is pushed right 
through the hole in the. concealed disc, so that it is. 
upon the cord. With his right hand the performer 
takes back the bag and holding it open, lowers the 
cord inside. As his right hand reaches the top of 
the bag, the fingers releasc their grip on the selected 
disc, which naturally runs clown the cord and on to 
the hook ! The hand continues in a downward 
direction away from the bag, leaving the stiffened end 
hanging outside. The bag is then given to the assisting 
spectator to " fish " for the disc, and iri due course he 
is asked to remove the cord altogether from the bag, 
when the selected disc is found on the hook. 

The discs require to be fairly thick so that they 
will have weight enough to drop down the cord, and 
this latter should be of a smooth variety. The tip of 
the hook is bent inwards a trifle so that it will not 
eásily catch on to any other discs in the bag. 

Patter Suggestions.- " This paper bag contains 
a number of small cardboard discs. You will notice 
that each disc bears a different number on one side. 
I wiÍl ask a gentleman to tak.e out qne of the discs, 
and to be sure to selcct any one he Iikes without me 
influencing him. I want you to remember the number 
you have taken, please. That's right- we next mix 
up the disc you have chosen with the others in the 
bag. Nothing could be fairer, could . it? 

" This thing you have been looking at is a 
simplified fishing rod. Mind you, I have never · 
att'empted to fish with it so cannot vouch for its 
éfficacy, . but 1t certainly is simplified. I drop the 
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RC. 2. 
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fishing-rod into the bag, leaving one end out, and 
now give the whole lot to a gentleman who likes 
fishing. Thanks for your assistance, sir. · The 
experiment is now entirely out of my hands, so I hope 
you will be very careful. The method of fishing is 
to move the end of . the rod slowly up and clown. 
Please do that. We now wait for the fish to be 
caught. Keep on moving the line and you are bound 
to get something. Please remove it and see what yotl 
have caught. One disc, Number Nineteen! By a 
curious coincidence it is the very disc that was selected 
just now." ·. 
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A COIN SURPRISE. 

The performer asks for the loan of a com, 
which, on being forthcoming, is . marked by the 
len der. 

The coin is deliberately wrapped in a piece of 
paper, a match is applied to it to ·warm it a trifle, 
but to the apparent surprise of the performer, both 
coin and paper disappear in a flash. 

The performer now proceeds to look for the C<Jin, 
and searches the floor and table, but without success. 
H e is about to give it up, when he thinks of the box 
of matches from which a match was extracted to 
light the paper, the box being the only object in view. 
He opens, it, showing the matches inside, · and inverts 
it upon the table, sliding off the lid. The drawer is 
picked up leaving the matches on table, and the coin 
is seen lying on top of these--i.e., it has been resting 
between the matches and the bottom of the drawer. 

· It is taken to the Jender who identifies it as the one 
originally shown. 

A little faking of the matchbox wilJ be necessary. 
This is. done by cutting a slot about ith of an inch 
wide along the bottom of one end of the drawer. A 
piece of bent card is then taken and stuck to this 
side as in Fig. l. A piece of paper to match the 
drawer should then be stuck over the card at the 
end. The drawer can now be almost filled with 
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·matches and the lid placed 0n. A coin inserted in 
·the slot will pass clown underneath the matches 
·without difficulty. 

Befare working the effect, the piece of fl ash paper 
·to be used should be folded up roughly and one end 
inserted in the slot of the faked box. The box is 
·piaced in the pocket with the paper upvvards. The 
-object of this is to keep the box the right way up in 
the pocket until it is required. The performer should 
:not carry éinything else in this pocket. 

At commencement the performer asks for fhe 
-loan of a penny and he has palmed-an extra penny 
in his right hand. Wh.ilst the coin is being marked he 
·pJaces this hand in his right pocket and takes out the 
piece of flash paper, taking the opportunity of setting 
the box firmly at the bottom of the pocket, slot 
·upwards. The piece of paper is opened out and laid 
·upon the table. He now goes to the lender to receive 
the marked coin, and in going back to the table, the 
·coin is switched for the concealed one, which is 
·dropped upon the paper, The right hand, concealing 
the marked coin is then placed in ·the pocket and the 
-coin is inserted in the slot of the matchbox, which is 
:immediately taken out and placed on the table. 

Up to now the proceedings have been apnarently 
-quite fair, although unknown to the spectators, the 
trick has been accomplished. 

The coin on the paper is picked up and fold ed 
within the latter. Here the performer uses the usual 
trick fold, which ensures the coin dropping otit when 
the folding has been completed, and the coin is 
eventually palmed in the right hand. This hand then 
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pushes open the matchbox and removes a match which 
is struck by the same hand on the side of the box. 
The lighted match is applied to the paper, which flashes 
off. 

To discover the actual marked coin it simply 
remains to invert the matchbox and slide off the 
drawer when the coin will be found within. 

The move of inserting the coin in the box 
requires to be practised so that it can be worked as 
quickly as possible when the box is taken from th~ 
pocket. Fig. 2 shows how the box should rest in 
pocket. 

Patter Suggestiorzs.-" For this experiment I 
should like .someone t.o Iend me something-I am not 
going to ask .. for much; a penny is all that I want. 
Thank you ~ir-and will you please make a small mark 
upon it, so that when I lose it we shall know it 's your 
penny that has been lost. 

" I propose to wrap the coin in this piece of paper. 
Have you marked it, sir .. . . That is an excellent 
mark. It looks as though you have been trying- to 
sign your name upon it. I shall now wrap the penny 
in the paper. The idea is to make the coin a Jittle 
soft, so I shall warm it with a match. 

" There, now, the paper and coin have gone 
altogether. It doesn't matter about the paper, but I 
have to give the coí:r. baclc I'm afraid I must have 
made !J a l_it_tle _t9o sof!:_, .~erhaps it h¡¡,$, dropPeo o.n 
the floor .... no sir, I do not see it, and I think I 
must proceed with the next experiment as time is 
short. Would you like to accept this box of matches 
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in exchange for your coin. They are quite good ones, 
guaranteed to fiare up when struck. I will show them 
to you. The box is almost full, and-hello, here is a 
penny in with the matches. I think it is your own, sir, 
as it has your signature across it, so I have not failed 
after all." 
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"THREADING THE DISC." 

Here I have pleasure in gtvmg the reader the 
-correct instructions and method for presenting my 
" Zodiac " Disc effect. If the moves are followed 
carefully, it will be found to be one of the most baffling 
·effects of its kind that could be desired. 

A small cardboard Disc is shown and passed 
out. It bears upon both its sides the signs of the 
Zodiac, ancl has a small hole at its centre. A piece 
·of narrow ribbon is picked up and laid across the 
performer's right hand. The disc is returned to him, 
and he places it within this hand, the ends of the 
ribbon hanging clown each side. After suitable patter, 
the disc is slowly withdrawn from the hand and is 
seen to be threaded upon the ribbon. The performer 
-demonstrates that the threading is perfectly genuine, 
.and at once passes the disc and ribbon out for 
inspection, still with the ribbon through . the hale. 

Fig. 1 gives a good representation of the disc, 
which is hexagonal in shape. With it goes a fake 
half its size and fitting on the disc itself. The best 
way of making these is as follows : Get two discs 
drawn out on card about the thickness of an ordinary 
playing card. Punch the hales out of their centres, 
then sticking them back to back, seeing that the 
patterns go the same way. This makes the disc 
proper. Two half-discs are now required of the same 
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thickness card as befare. These are attached together 
by means oÍ two strips of black paper which are folded 
and stuck each side. The fake should fit easily over 
the disc, and when in position makes no apparent 
difference to it. In the fake shown in the drawing 
it will be notíced that the particular hieroglyphíc 

Fig. l. 

Reduced F acsJmiles. 

whích looks like an M ís at the left. When insertíng 
the disc into the fake, the performer should Iook first 
for the M on the d1sc and turn thís to the Ieft also, 
thus making- the pattern coincide. 

W e now come to the actual working. A small 
length-about 20 ínches-of ,J:-inch ríbbon is requíred. 
To commence with, the disc, wíth fake already upon 
it, ís exhibited, and the hands shown otherwise empty. 
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The disc is held in the right hand. The left now 
removes it from here and offers it for inspection, but in 
doing so the right hand grips the fake and retains it 
within the hand. The left hand picks the piece of 
ribbon .off the table and !ay:; it over the right this hand 
bein!{ kept back outwards, in the position which is 
shown by Fig. 2. The centre of the ribbon passes right 
over the centre of the fake. The left hand now 
receives the disc back, and lowers it into the right hand, 
actually into the fake, taking clown the centre of the 
ribbon with it. Pressure by the fingers of the right 
hand .opens the fake a trifle and allows of the disc 
being easily inserted. \Vhen the left hand again 
removes the disc it 1s seen to be threaded upon the 
ribbon, although this is éJCtually the illusion caused 
by the fake. 

It is now held by the right hand in the position shown 
in Fig. 3-that is, first finger on top .of the disc to 
keep it within the fake, and thumb and second finger 
at the sides. 

Fig. 3 and the remaining fig~tres show the appear

ance from th1e front. 

The left hand picks up the end of ribbon hanging 
in front of disc and pulls it upwards (Fig. 4) until 
the ribbon is almost through. It passes easily between 
the disc and fake as long as pulled upwards, not 
outwards. The !dt hand then drops this end of the 
ribbon, the right releases the disc and the left takes 
bold of it at the side as Fig. S. Here the first finger 
pushes im at th1e hale a small lo·op of the long end of 
the ribbon. This loop is at once seized by the right 
hand bebind the disc (Fig 6), which pul!s the ribbon 
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FIG. 2. FIG. ~ FIG. 4 

upwards again as shown until it is half through disc. 
The . disc. has now be en genuinely threaded by these 
moves, but the effect should be that the ribbon has 
carelessly 'been pulled backwards and forwards to show 
that it is threaded. The moves may be accomplished 
very quickly ancl neatly with a little practice. 

The disc is sl10wn in Fig. 7, held by the left 
hand. The right goes up to it, palms off the fake 
and runs down the ribbcm, the ends of which are 
clipped between first and second fingers. The left 
hand drops the clisc, when both it and the ribbon are 
offered for inspection as shown in Fig. 8. 

From the accompanying photographs the reader 
should have no difficulty in following the procedure, 
which takes considerably longer to describe in print 
than to carry out. 
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Pa.tter Suggestions.-" This problem is concerned 
with a mystical disc, which was presented to me by 
an ancient Y ogi whilst I was travelling in the East
here it is. To look at it. you might not think that it 
possesses anv special powers, but I assure you that 
it does. Anyone is at perfect liberty to inspect it, as 
no ill results will follow. 

" On both sides it bears the design of the Zodiac, 
which as you know, is an imaginary circle in the 
heavens, containing twelve signs. The disc also has 
a small hole at its centre. It is there for a soe~ial 
purpose, for m y friend the Y ogi used to carry it 
around with him, threaded upon a piece of ribbon, 
like this piece I have here. Although many attempts 
were made to steal the disc, it is a strange thing that 
none succeeded. The reason was that every time the 
disc was removed from the ribbon, it always carne 
back again, and was found threaded upon it securely. 
I shall demonstrate just how that happened. 

"The ribbon I lay across my hand, so, and plac~ 
the disc in my palm. The ends of the ril;>bon remain 
in full view, so that apparently it is an impossibility 
to thread the disc upon the ribbon without further 
movement on my part. Nevertheless, you see it pas 
become threaded whils~ in my hand, and the ribbon 
passes backwards and forwards through the hole. 

" J ust to prove to yo u that the ribbon really runs 
through the hole, please take both ribbon and disc and 
examine them for yourselves." 
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fiG. 5. FIG. 6. 

fiG. 1. FIG. 'O. 
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THE "TURNOVER" CARD. 

A small oest of three envelopes· ,is exhibited, 
together with a playing card, or the performer's 
visiting card. The card is plated within the smallest 
envelope attention being drawn to the way it is 
inserted-with its face towards the address side. The 
envelopes are nested together, and after a little patter, 
are removed again. The smallest envelope · is handed 
to a spectator who opens it himself and finds that 
the card has turned over in the envelope, and now 
faces the opposite way to which it was inserted. 

This effect depends upon a simple. but uuzzling 
device--the second envelope is in reality two stuck 
together back to back, each containing· an envelope 
of the smallest size. One of these envelopes has 
inside a card facing the address side, the other a 
card facing the opposite 'Nay. Each of the smallest 
envelopes has stuck upon its flap a little red sea!. 
This being waxed allows the flap to be closed clown 
and opened again easily. .The largest envelope is 
unprepared. 

The three envelopes are first shown and the card 
sealed in the smallest, facing the address side of 
envelope. This is then enclosed in the double envelope 
of the next size. The largest envelope is picked up 
and whilst it is held over the others, they are quickly 
reversed and placed in this envelope the ouposite way 
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round. This is twirled around, and on the envelopes 
ag-ain being- taken out,. the smallest is given to someone 
to open and discover that the card has apparently 
reversed i tself. 

The correct way of holding each envelope in 
nesting-~and removing-is for the right hand to nress 
the narrow sides of envelope between finger and 
thumb, flap open and pointing downwards. This 
allows each envelone to be inserted easily, and also 
shows that each is empty. 

The principie of this idea is not new, but the 
application to env"elopes may be. It can, of course, be 
used for other effects requiring the vanish, production 
or change of. a card, or similar flat object. 

Patter Suggestions.-" With these three envelopes 
l shall demonstrate to vou .a scientific problem, proving 
the existence of a Fourth Dimension. Here is an 
ordinary ,card, which I am going to place in the 
smallest of the envelopes and sea! clown. I want you 
to notice that the card goes into the envelope with 
its face to the address side, and the envelope being 
only just large enough to contain it, it is therefore 
impossible for the card to move about inside. This 
envelope I now place in the second, which likewise 
goes into the third and largest. 

" I think you will agree that it is quite impossible 
for me to manioulate the card inside, in any way 
whatever, yet assuming- the existence of a · fourth 
dimension, it would be possible to tum the card com
pletely over . in the envelopes. This I shall attempt to 
do by twirling them around, so, and if we are 
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·successful we shall find that something has . happened 
'to the card. 

· ce Will you look inside the small envelope and 
·see if the card has moved sir You see it has turned 
::right over and now faces the opposite way round. " 
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A TRIPLE MATCHBOX MYSTERY. 

The effect about to be described was originated 
by Mr~ Jack Le Dair, the well-known entertainer. 
Although the apparatus can be carried in the pocket, 
it is an item that is quite effective enough for platform 
or stage. 

A large-sized matchbox is taken and placed on 
the back of the outstretched right hand. In response 
to passes with the opoosite hand, the box slowlv rises 
and stands upright. Tt can be made to rise or fall as 
desired. 

Secondly, the box rises and the drawer opens, 
disclosing the interior full of matches. 

Finally, the box changes instantaneously to a 
small bouquet of flowers which can be olaced in a 
vase on the performer's table. 

A prepared matchbox and our old friend, the 
black thread, are responsible for the mystery. The 
drawér of the box is shown in the first drawing. A 
being a wooden base rounded at the bottom and 
covered with black glazed paper for the purpose of 
allowing the thread used to pass around easily, to 
which is hinged the box portion B, this being done 
by means of adhesive linen tape. A staple is fixed 
to the top of the wooden base, and the strings of the 
spring flowers used for the bouquet are tied around 
this. The front of the drawer is recessed to take a 
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!ayer of matches glued in. Also a small metal bar, 
reaching nearly to the top of the drawer. is fixed in 
an upright position at the back of the base A. This 
is there for the purpose Df preventing the bouquet 
from expanding too soon when the box opens. It is 
not shown in the drawing. 

Fig. 2 shows the arrangement of the thread , and 
a side view of box. One end of the thread is fL'Ced 
to the box by passing through a hole in the front 
where a Sirnall black bead is tied to it to prevent it 
being pulled through. It then passes down inside the 
box and under the drawer, the base of which has a 
small hook protruding for the thread to go through
then passing up the other side of the box and out at 
an eyeletted hole. It continues for about 15' inches 
and ihen terminates in a thick black pin, bent hook
shape. This pin is attached to the performer's right 
side, and the box placed in the right trouser's pocket. 
We are now •eady to present. 

The box is taken from the pocket and shown. 
It is placed upon the back of the outstretched right 
hand the threa:d passing between the lower joints of , 
the second and third fingers (Fig. 3). Place the box 
well forward on the hand and the rising and falling 
can be easily accomplished by slightly extending hand, 
or drawing it back. 

Now make the box rise and stand upright. With 
the left hand set it firmly in position on the lowermost 
join.ts of the second and third fingers, and at the same 
time-raise the first and fourth fingers at the sides of 
the box (Fig. 4)-these fingers should grip the sides 
of the box and prevent it from being pulled -flat on 
the hand. Extend the hand again and the drawer of 
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the box will slowly open. When the drawer is nearlv 
free, jerk the hand forward a trifle, causing the hinged 
drawer to fall forward and the bouquet to expand 
instantly and cover the box. The left hand now takes 
hold of both box and bouquet and turns to place on 
the table, under cover of which movement the right 
unhooks the pin allowing the thread to drop behind 
the table. 

A little practice will be necessary in order to 
manipulate the box correctly, but if it has been well 
made there should be very little friction in opening, 
and this is the chief point to consider. To re-set, 
simply gathe:r up the flowe-rs into as compact a bundle 
as póssible and insert in the faked drawer. 

I find that 22 flowers is the best number to use, 
and these have to be somewhat smaller than the usual 
article. They can either be specially made or the 

· standard variety cut down to fit. The box used should 
be one of the largest Bryant & May brand. 

Patter is omitted for this effect, as it is a quick 
item best presented with a mínimum amount of 
speaking. · 
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Novel Mysteries. 

Spiritualistic Effects. 

THE DOUBLE-MESSAGE SLATE. 

A slate having been show11, the performer endoses 
it within an empty paper bag. 

A card is selected from a pack, shuffled back in 
the usu?-1 manner, and the magician states that the 
name will appear 011 the slate. After a few well
chosen words the slate is 11ow withdrawn from the 
bag and the 11ame of the selected card is found to be 
chalked upo11 its surface. The performer is about to 
proceed with his 11ext item whe11 someone suggests (or 
he affects to hear) that although there is certainly a 
message on the slate, it is not readable, being chalked 
011 reversed. · 

Apologisi11g for. this error, the performer wipes 
the lettering from the slate a11d returns it to the bag. 
Whe11 removed, the message has been writte11 by the 
careless spirit in the orthodox fashion. · 

This effect is accomplished by very simple mea11s, 
the only requirements bei11g the old Spirit Slate with 
silicate flap, a11d a thick brown paper bag of a size to 
take the slate comfortably. 

The reversed message is written on o11e side of 
the slate, whilst the sec011d message is writte11 on o11e 
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side of flap. The flap, with blánk side upwards, is 
now placed over the side of the slate bearing the · 
reversed message, and in this condition · the slate may 
be freely shown and handled. 

Just before it is placed in the bag it is held by 
fhe right hand at top and left hand at bottom, the 
flap being at the back of slate. Held thus, sloping 
backwards a trifle, it is an easy matter for the flap to 
be released and the bottom of this brought over the 
bottom inside rim of the slate. The right hand _now 
holds slate and flap in this position whilst the left 
picks up the bag, into which the slate is inserted
the flap will fall clown inside, and be separated from 
the slate. On the slate ( only) being removed, the 
message is found upon it. This is cleaned off, and 
again the slate is inserted into the bag. This time it 
is placed in so that the writing on the flap will now 
appe·ar when both are taken out together. J ust 
before removal the last time, the thumb of the right 
hand presses on flap surface and draws it up on to 
the slate, into which it is settled. 

Patter Suggestions.-" With the assistance of 
this sla1:e I shall present an uncanny problem. Please 
look at it closely, as I want everyone to be assured 
that there is nothing exceptional about it. In order to 
produce the desired result, it is necessary to surround 
it with a dim, religious light such as is beloved by 
spiritualists. I shall achieve this by placing the slate 
inside this brown paper bag. 

" Here is an article which you have probably 
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never seen a magtctan use before-I refer to a pack 
· of cards. However, I must apologise for using them,_ 

but they are absolutely necessary to our problem. 
When at a seance the other night I got into touch with 
a gentleman who, in this life, used to be very proficient 
at the trick known as the 'three-card trick.' He made 
quite a lot of money out of it. As he is going to 
help me with this psychological feat to-night, I intend 
to use objects which will be familiar to him-these 
playing cards. 

" Vvill you kindly remove a card from the pack, 
madam! Thank you. Now please replace it and shuffle. 
You reta in a mental picture of the card, don't you? 

"Now for our manifestation of spirit intercourse, 
which means that we shall find the name of your card 
written clearly upon the slate. Here it is, as you see. 
Pardon me, but a little mistake has occurred-the 
spirit has written the name the wrong way round, and 
it can only be read before a looking-glass. I shall 
remove i t with this sponge. I must apologise for this 
error, but the truth is that a spirit is often liable to 
make a mistake of this kind, being, of course, on an 
en tire! y different plan e . from our own, and, conse
quently, seeing things from a different angle. 

" I will try the experiment again. I replace the 
slate within the bag, ancl rap on the front as a signa!. 
If you listen carefully you may hear the writing .... 
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Here is the c<:Jrrected message ' The King of Spades ' 
-ariCi that is the card you selected, madam." 
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" THE EGYPTIAN GONG." 

A small brass gong, supported by a wooden 
skeleton framework, stands upon a table. This is 
shown to be unprepared, the stick with which the 
gong is beaten is laid upon a wooden platform 
immediately in front, and an ordinary 4 fold orna
mental ·screen is placed· around the whole. 

The query " Are the spirits here?" is replied to 
in the affirmative by the gong be struck once by unseen 
hands. The front of the screen is at once unfolded 
disclosing nothing unusual, excepting, perhaps, that 
the stick has changed its position slightly. 

The gong will strike out messages, and answers 
to questions-one beat for " Y es " two for " N o " 
-in the approved spiritualistic manner, yet at any 
time it can be shown ordinary and unatta-ched to 
anything. 

Of the various models considered for the pro
·duction of this phenomenon one of the simplest was 
the following :-

1'he secret lies in the little wooden stand, or 
platform, in front of the gong, and on which the 
gongstick is rested. This contains a hidden stick, as 
will be seen in Fig. 2, which líes in a sort of Black 
Art well in the top of the platform. Fig. 2 shows 
how the platform appears looking clown on to it, and 
the narrow well, placed almost diagonally, is masked 
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by strips of braid on the surface, the top of which 
is black velvet. The stick is painted black, and is 
dissimilar from the one shown in that instead of it 
being round it is square and flat, allowing it to have 
a thick wire run through near its base ( shown in 
sketch), the wire being fixed to the sides of the well, 
so that downward pressure at the point X will -cause 
the stick to swing upwards. Fig. 3 shows the sectional 
side view, of the platform. The extreme end of the 
stick ha_s a strong black thread fastened to it. .The 
back part of the platforfl!l is open, and the thread pro
ceeds under the well to an upright piece of wood,- to 
which is fixed a small spring as shown. The thread 
passes through this spring, through a hole in the 
wood, and out · at the side of the platform, where it 
goes into the hands of an assistant at the side. The 
base of the platform must either be weighted or 
clipped to the table, and . under these conditions, a 
smart pull on the thread causes the stick to rise out of 
the well. The gong being placed at the correct 
position, it is struck by the stick, and the pressure 
on the thread being at once released, the spring helps 
to swing the stick back into the well again. 

If the stick first shown is rested so that its end 
is a lhtle way over the . well, it will be pushed aside 
as the concealed stick rises, and thus change its 
position-giving the · impression that it is actually this 
stick which is responsible for the beating. 

The screen used must be open at bottom to allow 
thread to be worked. 

Patter Suggestions.-" This gong to which I want 
to call your attention has a curious history. Many 
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years ago it reposed in an old Egyptian temple, and 
each day it was struck by one of the priests. To-day, 
although the venerable priest is long dead, the chasm 
of Time is bridged at certain favourable periods and 
once more we are permitted to hear the gong being 
struck by spectral hands. 

-
" I shall ·place this stick in front on this little 

platform, and cover the gong with this screen. 

"Listen! (Gong s&rikes once.) The time has 
again arrived, and the spirit proclaims its presence ! " · · 

(Proceed with tests.) 

--

,· 

·,.', 
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A NOVEL MESSAGE SWITCH. 

The method of exchange about to be described 
can be utilised in severa! ways. It is useful where the 
operator desires to obtain a message written by a 
spectator, or where he desires to produce one on a 
blank piece of paper. 

The effect on the audience is that the paper (about 
to be exehanged) is folded by an assisting spectator 
and handed to the performer, who immediately places 
it in an .unprepared envelope, which is sealed and 
handed back to the assistant to place in bis pocket. 
During the short tirr:e the paper has been in the 
performer's possession, however, it has been secretly 
exchanged. The moves are open and straightforward, 
and this switch is one witn which I have been able 
to puzzle magicians, who usually suspect some pre
paration of the envelope. 

Supposing a message is to be produced ·on a blank 
piece of paper, the modus operan.di is as follows :
A piece of paper, measuring about 8 x 5 inches and 
with the message written on, is folded fhree times, 
reducing its. size to one eighth. With a very sma.U spot 
of seccotine at its centre it is then attached to the 
middte of the address side of an envel-ópe'-a · fairly 
thick one, for preference, which shóuld · be pressed 
in -a book until the adhesive is dry. 

The envelope, thus prepared, may líe fl·a·p up on 
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table, or it may be placed in the performer's inside
pocket. In the Jatter event, another envelope should 
be placed in with it against the paper, to allow the 
prepared paper and envelope to be withdrawn easily 
from pocket without catching in the Jining. A second 
paper, similar in size and appearance to the one already 
disposed of, lies close at hand, and this piece is first 
handed to the assistant to examine. It should be 
folded and unfolded beforehand, to retain creases Jike 
duplica te. 

The performer now picks up, or removes from 
pocket, the envelope with duplicate paper attached, 
holding it address-side down in the right hand, fingers 
underneath, thumb on top. The fingers twist the con
cealed paper until it is detached from envelope. The 
performer remarks : " If you have examined the paper 
to your satisfaction will you please fold it up, and I 
will sea] it in this envelope." Assistant folds paper 
and hands to performer, who receives it in bis left 
hand, between first and seCGnd fingers (see Fig. 1). 

The left hand now advances to the envelope, and 
the thumb of this hand turns down the flap (Fig. 2). 
Momentarily, the paper held in this hand is brought 
und~rneath the envelope. In this moment the second, 
third and fourth fingers of the right hand ( under 
envelope) are lowered, Jeaving the duplicate paper 
clipped only by the first finger. The Jeft hand slides 
the paper just shown between the lowered fingers and 
the first finger of right hand, whilst the first finger 
of left grips duplicate paper and slides it from under 
flap part of envelope, coinciding with the thumb of 
that hand which has just turned the flap over. Being 
rather difficult to describe in print, the moves should 
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FIG. 1 

FIG. 2. 
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be followed with papers and envelope in the hands., 
when they will at once become clear. With a little 
practice the switch is worked in a moment as the left 
hand turns over the flap. 

Following the above, the left hand slides its paper 
inside the envelope, whilst al! four fingers of right are 
now pressed over the paper concealed at back allowing 
envelope to be brought up to the lips· to sea!. On 
being stuck clown, the envelope is at once handed to 
the assisting spectator, the loose paper being finger
palmed. 

A practica! application of this exchange will be 
found in " A new Living and Dead Test." 
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"THE INVISIÉLE ARTIST." 

This effect, which I placed on the market sorne 
little while ago, has proved very popular. It con
sists of the production of a spirit picture on a blank 
piece of drawing paper. Whilst the effect is not new, 
the exact method and moves used are, to the best of 
my be!ief, original. 

The perfotmer first shows a felt-covered board 
which has a rim around it and two metal clips flush 
with the board, which are used for securing the paper 
to its surface (Fig. 1). A blank sheet of cartridge 
paper is shown and fastened on, a piece of brown paper 
is likewise shown, and the board wrapp~d within. 

Severa! cards having the names of various 
celebrities printed u pon them 'are exhibited, each being 
shown separately ahd the name called out. Afterwards, 
a number is ·aske<:l for, the cards counted clown, and 
the card at that number is shown. It bears, say, the 
name of " Felix,: ' and the board i~ taken from the 
paper showing a charcoal sketch of Felix produced 
thereon. 

The working is not difficult. Both sides of the 
board, which measureS 14 X 9t incheS, are fe]t-covered, 
;;tnd. both sides have an identical ;rim. Fitting either 
side is a flap one-eighth of an inch thick (Fig. 2). The 
rirri ·of the bo·ard is covered with a dark leather paper, 
and the back of the flap covered the same. Two black 
squates on flap, presumably for ornamentation, disguise 
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the edge where the flap comes out, as seen by Fig. 3. 
Both sides of the board are fitted with clips to hold 
sheets of paper, and at the beginning, a duplicate paper 
with sketch is fastened to one side of the board and 
covered with the flap. Thus our problem is simply to 
transfer the flap from one side of the board to the 
other, after the blank sheet has been placed on. 

Incidently, although it is not essential, I prefer to 
stick the "sketch" paper permanently to one side of 

the board, which allows this to be handled very ·freely 
during working. 

The inside surface of the flap should be covered 
with brown paper to match the paper used to wrap 
up. This latter is just over three times the size of the 
board, and when the board is inside is folded as showri 
:Íf1 illustration 4-into three, and then either side is 
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turned over, one side clown, and the other side up. 
The object of this is to make the paper appear the 
same on both sides, as it has to be reversed. 

The cards used in the trick consist of a set of 
ten, all different, the face one having a small tag on 
it which projects. This card should be one which the 
audience will remember again-in my case it was ' ' Old 
Moore." At the back of these cards comes a duplicate 
of the face card, and then seven force cards all alike-
18 cards in al1. 

Before passing on to the working it will be as 
wdl to mention the method of clipping the papers to 
the board, which is shown by Fig. 6. Both clips are 
flat on the board, one projecting upwards at top, and 
the lower one downwards. The papers used are pro
vided with two slits at the ends, made with a razor, 
and when the paper is engaged over the top clip as 
shown in the i1lustration, it is pulled clown over this 
until the slit at bottom comes over the lower clip-it 
is then pressed upwards over this, and the paper 
centred. This has the advantage of keeping the 
paper quite secure on the board, and is mtJch to be 
preferred to drawing pins. · 

W orking.-The board is first exhibited in the right 
hand, the flap at back covering the duplicate paper, 
and the left hand holds the piece of brown paper. 
The board is shown back and front, and as the per
former walks over to the table to place it clown, the 
first fold of the brown sheet is drawn over it, and 
paper and board are placed at back of table, similarly 
to Fig. 6. The piece of cartridge paper is picked off 
the table and shown to be blank. The right hand 
now removes the board only from the fold of paper 
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(it has been placed in with flap downwards, and this 
is left in paper), and, holding it with side already 
shown facing audience, the blank paper is attached 
by means of the clips. The board is now held side
ways with the right hand gripping lower edge, fingers 
in front and thumb behind. In this position, the left 
opens up the fold of paper again, and the right 
lowers the board inside and on to the flap. Thus 
the paper just placed on is covered and the duplicate 

· with sketch exposed, unknown, of course, to the 
audience. The fold of paper is dropped, and the 
paper folded as in Fig. 4. The performer now walks 
over to a chair to .place it upright against the back, 
and in doing so, the packet is twirled in the hands, 
and reversed. 

The cards are now picked up, the performer 
calling attention to, and reading out the name on, 
each one. Holding the packet facing audience, the 
name on top (tagged) card is called out, and this is 
removed and placed mt thie b.ack of the packet. In the 
same manner, each of the remaining nine different 
cards is shown and placecl at the back, ancl then, 
apparently, the same carel first callecl out is arrived 
at again. Actually, however, this is the duplicate of 
the face carel first shown, ancl has seven force carcls 
behincl. In turning to place the carcls against the 
wrappecl board, the pass is made to leave the taggecl 
carel on bottom ( the carcls thus being in the same 
arder as at first), ancl now the top seven carcls are 
al! force cards, although the audience appear to have 
seen all the carcls in the packet. A small number is 
asked for, counted clown, ancl a force card shown. 

N ow the wrappecl board is pickecl up ancl one 
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end of the paper unfolded. The board is withdrawn 
with sketch facing audience, the fingers keeping the 
:flap clipped· to it. 1t is an easy matter to settle the 
:flap in position behind the board with the fingers whilst 
showing sketch, and then it may be shown on both 
sides. ·The paper is picked up, shown empty. and 
tossed aside. 

Pa.tter Sug.gestions.-" This ítem is a spiritual
istic experiment, or an exhibition of mind over 
matter-whichever W"'Y you look at it-1 don't mind 
so it doesn't matter. Y ou will observe that 1 am 
holding this board up for your inspection-1 will 
knock it on both sides to show that all is genuine and 
above board. Here is a blank square of white paper, 
which 1 want a gentleman to examine for me. 
Scrutinise it very thoroughly, sir, because it has 
absolutely nothing to do with the trick. 1 lodge the 
paper on the board, in this manner. Next, so that 
) I.OU will see it better, 1 shall wrap the board in this 
piece of brown paper and rest it here. 

" 1 have a number of cards, each bearing the 
name of a well-known person, and for the benefit of 
those in the back row 1 will read them out. ( Calt 
out names, and rest the packet against wrapped board.) 

" 1 don't know if you notice anything, but 1 
fancy that Marmaduke is hovering around. 
Marmaduke is my spirit artist, and 1 am going to 
ask him to execute a picture for our benefit. First, 
I should like one of those cards chosen. Will some
one call a number, say, between 1 and 8. Six ! 
Thank you. If you watch carefully, you will see 
Marmaduke's ghostly fingers counting over the cards. 
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On the other hand, of course, you may not. We will 
at any rate, discover what name card Number Six 
bears. (Count clown.) It is Felix. Our spirit artist 
is a quick worker, for you see that the picture has in 
that short while been drawn upon the paper ". 
(Uncover and show.) 
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ROPING THE RING. 

This method of passing a ring O!) to a cord IS 

especially suitable for cabinet work. 

In effect, the performer-or should it be medium? 
has one end of a long cord tied about bis right 
wrist by a helper. The knots may be sealed to negative 
any possibility of them beipg unfastened during the 
subsequent proceedings. The performer having 
passed an ordinary ring for examination, receives tl¡is 
back and retir-es into bis cabinet. The loose end of 
the cord is left outside and is held by the assistant. 
After a few moments have elapsed, the performer 
throws out the centre of the cord-which he hás taken 
in with him-and the ring is seen to be upon it, tied 
securely with a genuine knot. 

Note that the ring is genuinely on the cord, also 
the knot is an ordinary one. If desired, the effect 
may be presented with the performer simply turning 
his back for a few moments to get the ring on. 

This is a combination of two known ideas. 
First, the method of pushing a loop . of cord through 
the ring, this being manipulated through the cord 
around the wrist, leaving the ring with cord twistecl 
over it. This method does not produce a genuine 
knot. Second, the well-known S lave Bangle trick, 
with duplicate ring up the sleeve. Both these methods 
are combined to (apparently) place the examined 
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ring on to the cord and tie a genuine knot over it. 

A duplicate ring is on performer's right arm, 
pushed up the sleeve. He first has the cord tied 
around his right wrist and sealed with wax, if 
desired. He must make sure that it is not tied too 

tightly. When he takes up the ring and enters the 
cabinet, he pulls clown the ring which is up his sleeve 
on to the cord, and pockets the first ring. He now 
takes up a loop of ·the cord on the Ieft of the ring 
(as shown by Fig. 1) , and places it under the cord 
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that is around his right wrist, as shown ¡;! Fig. 2. 
The loop is then pulled right up and over the .hand 
(Fig. 3). It is then passed under the corcl around 
wrist at position shown by Fig. 4, and pulled upwards 
:and right back over the hand again (Fig. S). On 
straightening up the cord again it will be found that 
a single knot has been formed over the ring, and 
both ring and knot may be inspected by the assistant, 
who unties the ring and removes -it. With the cord 
around the wrist tied not too tightly the above moves 
may be perfonnecl with ease and rapidity. 
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"THE EMERALD FROM LUXOR." 

The effect here is showy a11d spectacular, a11d 
is capable of bei11g worked up i11to a very mystifyi11g 
illusio11. 

A large display-board, covered with black velvet, 
sta11ds 011 table, together with a jewel-case. This 
latter is ope11ed, disclosi11g a g.ia11t emerald, which 
the performer removes, closi11g the case agai11, a11d 
shows to the audie11ce. Walki11g to the other side 
of the stage, the emerald is take11 i11to the right ha11d, 
from which it disappears. It has appaJfe11tly passed 
u11seen back to the case, for 011 this bei11g opened 
agai11, it is fou11d withi11. The ope11 case is left just 
below the display-board, whilst the performer pro
ceeds with the mai11 part of the experime11t. 

A pack of cards is take11 from its case, shuffled, 
and twe11ty cards are ru11 off. The remai11der of 
the pack is placed 011 011e side. I11cidentally,_ it is 
not essential to use playi11g-cards-11umbered cards 
or postcards ¡;nay be used i11stead, if desired. The 
packet of cards is take11 dow11 to the audie11ce, a11d 
a selectio11 of three is made, these cards afterwards 
bei11g returned to the packet. Returni11g to the 
board, the performer deals the cards, backs out, 011 
its surface, which allows of four rows of five cards 
bei11g distributed. 

Retiri11g to o11e side, the performer makes passes 
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m the direction of the board. The emerald moves! 

It rises steadily from the case until it reaches 
the extreme left-hand top side of the board, from 
which it travels slowly along the top lir¡.e of cards, 
stopping over one card, where it ri ses and falls as 
if to indicate it. On this card being removed and 
turned to the audience it is seen to be one of those 
selected. Similarly the emerald indicates the two 
other eards remainiqg, thereafter . returning slowly 
ta its case, and thus concluding the d~monstration . 

The methocl usecl to make the emerald pass across 
the surface oÍ the board ancl inclicate the carcls is 
similar to that usecl in the Spirit Hancl effect de$cribecl 
by Ernest E. Noakes in "Magical Originalities." As 
will be seen by a reference to Fig. 1, a thread runs 
from the right-hand sicle of the board through an 
eyelet ancl clown to the case, where it passes into 
a hole through the emerald, is knottecl each side to 
prevent slipping, and then passes up again through 
another small eyelet at the opposite sicle of the board 
-then right across the top, through a further eyelet on 
the right ancl !:b -'Off at · the· sicl·e ¡¡.gain.' With· .án 
assistant here who has a view of the board, it is 
possible to cause the emeralcl first, by gently pulling 
the top thread, to leave the case and rise to the left
hand top corner of board, ancl then, by clrawing in 
the other encl of thread, to cause it to pass along the 
top !in e of cards. N eedless to say, the assistant 
must he well practisecl to manoeuvre the emerald 
correctly. 

The board on which the cards are laid out is 
provided with a support at the back so that it will 
lean slightly backwards. Fig. 2 shows the side view. 
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It will be seen that the board is recessed to take the 
four lines of cards, each of which is laid in, in dealing. · 
The front surface is covered entirely with black velvet, 
and this arangement allows the emerald to pass over 
the surface of the board without catching anywhere. 
The thread must be very fine and strong. 

The emerald used is large, oval and 1m1tation . 
Actually there are two, both of these being at first 
disposed of. in the case, which is shown in Fig. 3. 
The bottom part of the case is hollow and contains 
a sliding box-something s_imilar to the well-known 
Coin Slide. The box is divided in half by_ a partition, 
the front half containing a circular lining in which 
reposes the emerald first shown. At this time the 
second emerald is concealed inside the other ha]f of 
the sliding box immediately above a weak coiled 
spring, ·which normally raises it about ha!f-an-inch. 
The illustration of the case should make its coRstruction 
quite clear. A small projecting 'catch at the bottom 
a)lows the sliding box to be slid along when necessary. 

rfhe second emerald is the threaded one, the 
thread issuing either side· of the case (which never 
leaves the table) , and being Ieft slack on either side 
of the board, leaves space on the Iatter for the carcls 
to be placed along. 

The ·cards used should have a dark-patterned back 
(Steámboats are si.iitable) so that the thread will not 

· be ' noticeable at a little distance. Only twenty cards 
are required for the trick, and these are forcing cards 
arranged in threes so that if cut and the three at cut 
taken, they will be three different force cards. The 
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cards immediately below these in the pack are ordinary 
and al! different. 

The operation of the effect is not difficult. First, 
attention is called to the case, which is opened on . 
table and the visible emerald taken out. This is done 
with the right hand whilst the left supports the case 
at the bacl<. As the right closes the box the left 
fingers push the catch at bottom, causing the threaded 
emerald to arrive in the position just vacated by the 
other. 

Whilst talking about the stone, the performer 
makes one or two passes with it, and eventually 
vanishes it altogether by means of his favomite sleight. 
The case being opened again, the emerald is seen 
within. Still open ( flat), the case is pLished under the 
bottom of board in the position desirecl. · 

The pack is shown, the bottom thirty-twó cards 
being fannecl, and false-shuffled. The top twenty, ancl 
one inclifferent carel on bottom, are run off, and three 
cards selected al! from the same place by the audience. 
The performer keeps a break at the place from which 
they were taken, and has them placed back in the same 
order, again false-shuffling. The carcls are now laicl 
out on the board, commencing from the top left-hand 
comer, the twenty-first (indifferent) carel being . 
cliscardecl. 

After this, the assistant gently draws in the slack 
thread, and commences to " work" the emerald. 

The following positions indicating the first, second 
and thircl cards. are suggestecl as being the simplest. 
The second carel in the top row, the end carel in the 
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second, and the middle card iri the bottom row. From 
here, by relaxing both threads the emerald can be made 
to fall back onto the case again. It should be noted 
that the emerald· moves up and down just above the 
selccted cards, aEowing perfórmer to remove them 
easily to show. 

Patter S~tggestions.-" Ladies and Gentlemen 
- wherÍ my friend Professor Psmith returned from 
excavating at Luxor he brought with him a strange 
stone. It was an emerald, of deep and brilliant lustre, 
and was reputed to possess curious powers. Whether 
this is so or not, I cannot say but the emerald so played 
upon the nerv.es of the Professor, that he could not 
sleep at night-and so he has given it to me. I have 
it in this case (remove stone)-it does not look 
mysterious· now, but I can assure you that what it 
does is inexplicable. Shortly after it was discovered, 
one peculiar property which it was found to have 
retained was that of moving unseen from place to 
place (vanish). 

" There, it has gone already. But it does not 
travel far-it has arrived back in the case. 

" And now for a more complete demonstration, 
for the stone is thought by some to possess a sinister 
intelligence. These cards w-ill enable us to test rts 
powers. (Three cards are selected and returned.) I 
will !ay out the cards along this board, so that each is 
equally displayed, and then-we shall see. 

" Once more the emerald is animated by the 
spirit of its ancient owner, Khan-el-Seb, whom it 
obeys by defying all natural laws. See, it is moving 
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from its case, and whilst under the influence, will 
in turn indicate each of the several cards which have 
been selected. This is your card, is it not, madam? 
The Three {)f Spades. The emerald's intelligence is 
remarkable!" (Proceed with other cards.) 
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A NEW " LIVING AND DEAD " TEST. 

Six blank VISttmg cards ar:e handed out to SIX 
different spectators. On five of the cards it is re
!:Juested that the names of living people be written 
whilst on the sixth the name of a 'leacl person is·· to be 
1nscri be d. ' 

Each of the cards is taken back separately, the 
performer sealing them clown in ordinary envelopes. 
These envelopes are next · thrown into a hat, which 
1s given to someone to shake up. The performer 
is now handed the envelopes, one at a time (in any 
arder), and holding each one to his head he is able 
to state with certainty which contains the " dead " 
name, and further, by more complete concentration, 
to read out what name it is. 

The effect is based on the " :M essage Switch " 
(!escribed in this section, and when this has been 
-mastered no difficulty will be experienced m 
working. 

A duplicate blank VISI.tmg carel is attached by a 
small sput of seccotine to. the centre of the address 
·side of one of the envelopes. This is placed flap 
.side up on table, with five ordinary envelopes the 
same way up on top of it. 

After the · cards ha ve been shown ancl distri.
buted to six spectators, each is · provided with a 
pencil and five are asked to write (in block letters) 
the names of living people, whilst the spectator 
holding á carel on extreme right 1s asked to write 
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the name of a cleacl one. The names shoulcl be of 
well-known persons. 

Starting from the left, ancl with envelopes in 
hancl, the performer takes each carcl after it has been 
written ancl inserts it in one of the envelopes helcl 
in his right hancl. Inciclentally, the assisting 
spectators are askecl to turn their carcls face clown 
so that performer will not catch any glimpse of the 
writing. As performer goes to the sixth spectator 
(who has written cleacl name), he is naturally left with 
the envelope with carcl attachecl, ancl the switch is 
worked exactly as clescribecl elsewhere, the blank carcl 
actually going into the envelope, ancl the one with 
the writi.ng is finger-palmecl. 

As each carcl is placecl in its envelope, this JS 

immecliately hanclecl to · spectator to sea! clown. 

A hat is shown ancl one · spectator is askecl to 
collect the envelopes in it. As he is cloing this the 
performer stancls with hancls helcl behincl him, and 
turns over the carcl he has palmecl, so that the writing 
faces ·outwarcls. It is normally palmecl with writing 
inwarcls. 

As h~ takes the envelopes, one at a time, as 
·given him by the assistarit,. he holcls them to his 
heacl with right hancl, ancl is thus able to see tlie 
writing. As it has bcen written in block characters, 
i.t is not clifficult to reacl, even if upsicle clown. 

When, say, the thircl envelope is arrivecl at, the 
·performer solemnly announces that this contains the 
" cleacl " name, which he rhereupon clecipbers. Taking 
a small penknife from the table the envelope is slit 
open (the palmecl carcl háving first been introclucecl 
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behind and held there), ancl inserting his right fingers, 
with thumb behind, the card with writing on is 
apparently removed and shown. 

An alternative method is to wait until the 
envelope having a small spot of seccotine is arrived 
at, this being the one containing the blank card. In 
the same manner, the palmed card is produced from 
same, and . the envelope crumpled and tossed aside. 
this leaves all the remilining unopened envelopes 
exactly as they were sealec;l by tHe spectators. 
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THE MYSTERY SCREEN. 

', .¡, 

The object of the "Mystery Screen" is to· 
produce a series of spirit tests which can be worked~ 
up into a small act. Following are five suggested' 
tests. They ·-are simple of operation, and quite 
mystericius in theniselves. ' -

l.-A three-fold screen, of small size, having 
been shown and stood on the magician's table, a 
handbell is placed within. Immediately the screen 
is closed the bell starts to ring- furiously, but it is 
stil! as soon as the screen is opened. 

2.-A dictionary is shown and placed inside the 
screen, together with a book-mark. A page and word 
having been selected by the audience by means of 
numbered cards ( or any other method), the book is 
removed from the screen and the book-mark found 
insertecl at the correct page, whilst the selectecl worcl 
has been unclerhnecl in red. 

3.-A long piece of rope is exhibitecl, coilecl, and 
thrown within the screen, leaving an encl outside. 
On being withclrawn it is founcl full of knots. 

4.-The above effect is repeatecl, but to make it 
more clifficult for the spitit to tie the knots a short 
piece of carel is taken, ancl the two ends are tiecl 
together, ancl a small label bearing a spectator's 
initials is tied (by the spectator himself) over the 
knot-thus marking the rope for iclentification. This 
is placecl wifhin the screen, yet, although, the ends 
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are fastened together, knots are made to appear on 
it. 

5.-The .performer con eludes the demonstration 
by remarking that a common test used by spiritualists 
is to have the " spirit" bring flowers and materialise 
them in the darkness. The screen is now taken away 
and folded up, and . a large bunch of flowers is seen 
to have appeared on the table where it rested. 

I will deal vvith the methods in arder, as 
under :-

The screen is of the production type, as shown 
by the diagram (side view), a V-shaped container 
fixed at the base of the centre side swinging back" 
wards and forwards as desired. In the container, 
shown by the diagram, is fixed a small duplicate bell 
inside a wooden case. This bell is operated by means 
of a thread passing from it out of the side of the 
container, and to an assistant. The bell can only be 
rung satisfactorily when the V-shaped container is at 
the baclc, the bell then being upright. 

Also in the container is a small feather bouquet, 
closed by having a short length of thread bound around 
it, the end of the thread fastened inside container. 
A duplicate dictionary with a bookmark inserted 
and word to be fúrced underlined in red lies at right 
side of bouquet. 

The bell shown to the audience is placed on the 
table, and the scre<m, with container at back, folded 
around it. The assistant causes the duplicate bell 
to ring by means of the thread, the screen being 
opened afterwarcls to show the bell inside. On being 
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closed up again, the duplicate bell is once more rung. 
When the performer places his right hand into 
screen (without opening latter) to remove bell, with 
his left hand at back he pushes the container inside, 
the noise of the bell in his right hand masking any 
sound made by the fake belL Bef.ore the loose bell 
is removed with the right hand, the thumb goes under 
the bouquet and levers it over the container, where 
it falls on to the table, the thread unrolling with it 
and allowing it to expand. 

The book test is easily worked by exchanging 
the dictionary (placed down inside the screen and into 
the container) for the duplicate; having book-mark 

- and word underlined at the requit:ed places. Any 
favourite method for forcing may be utiEsed. 

The rope which is coiled up and thrown within 
the screen has the knots produced on it by means 
of the well-known twist in coiling up, one end of 
rope being allowed to fall over the side of the screen 
in full view. 

The method of producing the knots on the piece 
of cord with ends sealed-for which I do not claim 
originality in its entirety-is as follows :-

A duplicate length is required, both pieces 
being just over a yard long. One piece already has 
the knots tied upon it, and the two ends are then tied 
together. This piece is placed inside the right coat 
sleeve, with the tied ends downwards just inside the 
cuff, so that they can be · got at easily. The piece 
openly exhibited to the audience is tied by the ends, 
and a small luggage !abe! given to a spectator to write 
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his name, or initials, upon. Whilst he is so doing, 
the performer stands holding the visible piece with 
knotted ends in his right hand, the loop hanging clown, 
ancl with his Ieft hand contrives to withdraw the dupli
cate knotted ends of the cord up sleeve, into the 
right fist. These ends are pulled up out of the hand 
and appear to be those of the visible cord. The 

BO//((Uf:T 

DICT/ONI'IAt 

spectator ties the label around the duplicate ends. 
Standing on the right side of the screen, ancl holding 
his right hand just inside the top of the latter, the per
former, with Ieft ·hand, draws the visible cord into 
screen, and also the duplicate as well, where both 
fall into the container, the duplicate knotted cord 
being on top. When this latter ( only) -is withdrawn 
again, the knots have appeared and the knotted ends 
are still marked with the spectator's !abe!. 

Finally, the container is brought outside screen 
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by right hand at back, in so doing the thread being 
pulled taut to prevent bell sounding-the screen is 
then li fted off the table and opened out to show, 
leaving the expanded bouquet visible on the table. 

The abo ve series of effects cou ld be elabora ted, 
and others added, as fancy dictates. 

Printed and Publish<!d by L. D. & Co., London. Copyright. 
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Novel Mysteries. 

·Miscellaneous Magic. 

" CURIO US CRA YONS." 

A simple effect of the "passe pa,sse" arder, 
involving twD crayon boxes. 

These latter are of .the ty.pe with _a sliding 
·drawer, similar to cigarette boxes. The fronts bear 
the maker's label, and the reverse sides are shown 
to have a cin:ular piece of .coloured paper stuck Dn 
each-one being blue and the other red. 

The pe~fcirmer exhibits half-a~·dozen crayons 
(three- blue, and three red), and when everyone is 
·conviqced on their integrity, the · blue ones are dropped 
into the blue-labelled box, _and the red ·anes into the 
-other.. The boxes are stood.,some distance apart, stand
ing up, with the coloured discs to the .front. 

A change is ¡;o¡:pmanded, and upon the box bear
:ing the blue disc being opened the red crayons are 
seen inside, and the _box with Jhe .red disc is then 
opened and found to contain · the blue crayons. Both 
boxes and crayons may be shown freely . 

Befare describing the construction of the boxes, 
it may be pointed out that the effect is simply an 
adaption of a similar one involving the change of 
two silks in matchboxes-this effect having been 
admirably treated in Devant's Tricks For Everyone. 
The present effect may be . used for the same pur-
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pose, or instead of crayons or silks it would be 
_pGssible to .rriq.~e cork-tipped cigarettes . change places 
with plain ones.' There ·are a· number of possibilities, 
and the method n6w to be described, although not 
allowing an examination of the boxes, is quite self~ 
contained and there is nothing to palm off or on to 
the boxes. 

Each box is faked as follows . The slide drawer 

8L(.,IE'" 
5/IOW!Ni; 
TIII?CJ' 
/IOLC 

RED 

Note '--The " disc" may be small e r a nd more 
cen tral than that shown . 

is removed and to the back of this is · stuck two 
pieces · of bright coloured paper-one red a:nd ope 
blue. The lid portion has ¡:¡. circular hole punched 
out. A reference to the sketch will make clear exactly 
how the coloured papers are placed, and also the 
position of the hole. The ·sketch shows the underside 
-of box, the top bearing the usual maker's label. 
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It will be seen that when the box is closed the
l:>lue paper shows through the hole, but when it is 
pushed balf-way open, .the ' other ~olour as apparent. 

· · It is important that the ·hole be pu.nched 'out with 
.a circular ctitter; ' frorri 'the o't:ttside; thi·s impresses the 
hole 'up a,gáinst the coloured paper, · 'the effect being, 
even ata short 'distance, that eH a djsc of paper sfuck 
to the box. The undersidé of the box must ·be of 
thin card, and if the reader is unable to ptirchase a 
$Uitabl~ box it is be:;;t ,to m_ake up . an ,,outer cover, of 
the desired thickness. The. box is of a size to . contain 
~bo~t six CÍr eight áayons·, : , · . ,· . , .. : . . · 

The working of the triék presents 'liHle difficulty. 
)Each box !s pir::ked up á:nd opened · h<=tlf-way, ' atten
tiorr · bei'rig calle'd to the reverse ·sides whiéh ··should 
~how one blue and· one; red dist. The three 'blue 
hayons are i~s'erted into the box shown· as biUe, and 
the red crayons go into thé red box. · The action of 
closing each box, of course brings the opposite discs 
into view on the backs of the boxes. 

The performer now takes up both boxes in bis 
right hand and turns, say to bis right indicating a 
-chair on which he will place . one of th€ boxes. He 
walks to the ·chair and one box is duly placed thereon, 
the disc showing to the . audience. The misdirection 
has served to confuse the spectators as to the exact 

· positions of the boxes, and the remaining box is stood 
up on the table. It only remains to " pass " the 
-crayons over from one box to the other, and in opening 
the boxes the second time they are held with disc sides 
.downwards, to show the crayons. When they are 
dosed, however, the discs may again be freely shown. 

Patter Suggestions.-" This little story concerns 
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a friend -of mme who is colour-blind. I thought to 
propound a little prob1em to him the other day, and 
showed him these two crayon boxes, one of which 
contains a few red crayons, and the other blue crayons. 
In order that you will be able to observe the positions 
of the ctayons you will notice I have stuck a small 
disc of paper -of the corresponding colour, to the back 
of each box .. 

" My friend insisted that I had the blue crayons 
in the red box, and the red crayons in the blue box, . 
.and he a.llmost convinced me that such was the _c;:ase. 
After we had argued the matter for sorne time I 
opened the boxes just to make sure that l was right, . 
.an<;l \vas much surpris~d to find that the crayons wer,e 
in the opposite boxes. (Open ano show contents.) 
How this carne about I do not pretend to know. M y 
friend must have been a magician." 
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THE "BES"TOF-AL" SYMPATHETlC 
BLOCKS. 

There have been several versions of the Sym
-pathetic Block trick, and ' that abouLto . be described, 
-Driginated by Mr. Eric D. Widger, certain1y has the 
merit of simplicity. 

In effect, two ~ets of blocks are shown-eaf:h set 
<:omprising four blocks, two white and . tw~ . black. 
Both sets, placed sorne distan ce apart, ar,e · ·~tacked 
in the following order, reading from bottom, upwards : 
black, white, black, whj,te. . One of the sets · is ·covered 
with an imprepar.ed -c~r:iJp9,ard cover. The ,visib~e set 
-is now arranged in tl}~'; qrder of white, black,. ,black, 
white. On uncovering: the ,:first set the order.;:i"~ · seen 
to be the same. ,_ .. , ·, 

....... ,: '.' 

The first set is again covered. The visible set is 
now arranged as black, white, white, black, and, need-
1ess to say, when the first set is uncovered it is · seen 
to have assumed that order. 

The final change consists of the vi~i~le _se(being 
-stacked, from bottom upwatds, C:).s·: .whl.te, white, black, 
black; and the first set appears likewis·e. The i11ustra
tion depicts the conclusion of effect. 

The cover is opened out apd shown to conceal 
nothing. (It has an elastic banci arou~d it at. top 
and bottom, and when these are removed, it may be 
-spread out 

N o sheJls are necessary, the effect being brought 
about entirely by the :use of two faked blocks in 

• 
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the stack that · changes. Thes·e blocks are both the 
same, and have two white sides and two black, so 
that they may be shown as either black or white, 
.according to how they are presentecl to the audience. 
The tops and bottoms of all the blocks are either 
.black, or painted sorne neutral colour. 

FIG. l 

Before commencing, the stack to be used for the 
-changes is made up as follows, going from · bóttom 
1.1pwards; Fake block, with black si des to audience; 
fake block with w hite sides to audience; ord inary black 
block ; ordinary white block. • The stack of .four other 
blocks is made up in the same order- all of these, of 
course, are unprepared. 
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First we will deal with _the actual changes, and 
afterwards detail the exact · niethods of turning. The 
faked stack, when turned around, shows order thus : 
white, black, black, ~pite. ,Change a<ro14nd the two 
top blocks of the stacl<, and when the stack is again 
turned, the ord_er presented is : qlack, white, white, 
black. Before the third change the blocks are again 
.arranged, b!Jack, white, black, white-from bottom 
upwards. This is done by taking out the second block 
from bottom and placing on top. When the stack is 
finally turned the. order is .s.een to be : both whites at 
bottom,: and blacJ{ blocks on~ top, 

The actual turning of . the stack is ingeniously 
.accomplished under cover ·. of handling the · sets. 
For the first change tlie .blqcks are all shown:, and 
the faked stack bui1t .,up on the performer's Jeft ¡hand. 
Taking the cover iri' his .. fight hand, the stack is 
covered, and a turn to'; the side to place the Jot upon 
the table automatically · reve¡,;ses the stack, ready for 
uncovering. ifhe visible st~ck is then placed in the 
desired' order, the faked stack is picked up in the 
hands and tben u,nc;:pyered,. .sho.;wing 9rder the same 
as visible stack." · The faked .. stack, still in the 
hands, . is alt~red to · black, "white, . · blac~, white, is 
covered, and returned to ·tab!Je. Again it is reversed. 

For the final change a slightly differeht move is 
used. The stack of blocks, covered, is picked up off 
the table, . and as perforrU:er tunis to the audience, 
this automatically reverses it. The right harid un-
covers and shows. · · 

At the commencemerit o'f the tríck the blocks may 
be apparently mixed up on the table, and two or three 
are taken at random ( ?), and· throvvn tci the audience 
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for inspection. N eedh:ss to say, these are not the 
prepared ones ! 

For those who wish · to show all sides of the 
blocks befare the start, I suggest the following device. 
Thé faked stack rests on a tray, and so does the 

FLR PS FIIL L Oh' TRI/ Y. 
Fig. 2 

üther st<!-ck on a similar trqy sorne distance away
preferably upon another taole or chair. Both trays 
are revolved by the performer, showing the blocks 
on aU sides. This is made possible by the preparation 
of the tray as shown in the drawing. Two flaps are 
hinged to it so that they may be raised into position 
at the sides of the bottom blocks-these being · the 
faked two, normally showing white at bottom and 
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black above, at the back. The flaps change these 
sides to the ones which should show were the blocks 
unprepared. At first the flap sides of the blocks are 
seen by the spectators, q.nd then the performer turns 
the tray around, showing the reverse. When the 
time comes to remove the stack, the performer's body 
momentarily . conceals the flaps; the stack being moved 
a little way backwards in . Iifting ·causes the flaps to 
fall :flat upon the tray. Their inner surfaces are 
painted to reseroh:le. the surface of the tray. The flaps 
could be spring-hinged with a catch to release, but 
this is not at all necessary if a Iittle care . is taken 
when showing the blocks and turning the stack 
around. · 

Patter Sugg~stions.-". A IitÚ~ pr~blem concerning 
these eight wooden blocks, which, as .you observe, are 
built into two stac.ks of four. When no one is Iooking 
the blocks ·perforrn very ainusingly, and to hide them 
from yo~r gaze, now and then, I use .this cover. 

" I may mention .that these blocks belonged to 
twins, and as the twins did everything alike, the blocks 
got into the saine ha bit. J ust to show yo u w hat I 
mean I will cover one stack, so . . . and the other I 
will re-arrange in a different manner, placing the two 
black blocks in the centre. No sooner have I done 
this than the other blocks, by virtue of that curious 
sympathy which exists between,. will have assumed 
.the identical order." (;Lift cover,and show. Proceed 
similarly with other. 'changes.) 
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CIGARETTE TRANSPOSITION.' 

;¡ .: .... 

This effect (invention of Messrs. L. Bufnell and 
A . Sparkes), invoJ;yes the mysterious passage of giañt 
-cigarettes from one box to another.· rt is · rather out 
of place in a drawing room, but f.ot platform or stage 
is very eff·ectíve-especiaJ.ly- if the inagician has- ari 
assistant who: ca~ manipulate one -• of the: boxes. 

One of the box~s is demonstrated __ empty, and 
placed in view at one side. The other box is shown 
to · contain ten cigan;ttes·, sorne of 'whích may , be 
removed and exhibited. The box is · closed and stood 
u.pon the other side óf the stage, cm . table ~r chair~ 
The perfonner ma:kés a páss between the boxes, and 
the one which ·was empty is -opened, now disclosing 
two of the cigarettes insjde-... This . is. continued twice 
more, at'ld each time two cigarettes ,haye passed from 
one box to the other. . Both hoxes 11)ay be show,n at 
any stage to contain the cor,rect number. of cigarettes, 
showing that the . " ·passing ': . .is · apparently quite 
.genuine. 

Six cigarettes_ ha:ve thus gone from · one bo~ to 
'the other, and the remái~ing fGur . ir¡. tñ'e , or¡.~ bpx are 
now passed altogether into the otlier' b'o~ ~ one now 
being shown empty, and the other fui!. 

One good method of presenting is to as!~ someone 
in the audience to call out whenever they would like 
the box from which the cigarettes a.re passing, .to !¿e 
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~hGJWn,....,.,-th~ 'p€do:r;me-r ·atwa?»s dbeing able , to·: show. the 
iight number;inside •at ·any<ti.n:ie. ·.- · ·' ·, ·. : ·,... , 

• • 1 • ' ! . . -; . ':.. ~ . , . . - . . . ! ' ; . 

. . . " ~ot)1 . J:¡o~:es _!_adii~~I.9. ):~ptai¡.¡ .. }~.i;J · ·~i;g~r~!h~~ .ea_ch, 
the ~urn?er ~~. t,s_ deS!.fAd : ,~o . )?f.OP.t,J.C~ ,, msgj~.J:>emg, 
show,n by th~ asststaric~ . of, . . ~íi · ,u;fge:m<:>us . dt:!vtc.e. as 
i~lus~¡ated ,i!l}'.ig._ 1, · ,'!h.i'(j~ · <:t;,P.Je'c~ 6.f: _o/o9at of, a s¡ze 
to fit exactly · mto the boxes, and dtvtded mto f0ur 

. ~- -· 
j 

~ 6 JO 

t 1 

2 

1 

- '"il 

"'t'-.--__ __...,~Nfl 
~".L-----1 '1 

i 

:':'::'- --~--:: ""!' 11 .,.__ • "! 

' . ! 1 · ; .:_,; • :. 

. . . . · ·(· · . . .. \ ·. ! . :·r 
pieci'Js : by me~ns , o f. ;~. :. fr€tsaw., :·J'he: pos-i~·ions of the 
saw cúts are shown clearly in the · diagr~up,. : A t. the. 
bott()m end of ec,tc4 of tl!e four . sectiop.s are glued 
projecting' pegs, ~si s~oyvíi~': ·rt. ís · tHes~ '(p'égs on w,hich 
the tigarettes attti.aH)r' . 'resc. •'Fhé dfawér1 (F:ig. 2) is 
éut ·.-away· a little at the bqtforif _'to-•;'rl'16w · t~é .. pég~ !o' 
pass · u'nder it..:...:.·fh'é' -drawet's· 1position : i'n· the· b'o'x is· 
between the cigarettes and the fakéd '' j;>i'ete ·:of· · wood~ 
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At the top edge of each of the four wooden sections, 
projecting out- at the hack of the box, is fu;ed a 
round-headed screw. · ·lf this description· has · been 
followed closely, it will . therefore be seen that by the 
performer grippipg Óne 'of, the~e ~crews . aru;l raising 
it, the drawer is 'opened, and, according . to which 
screw he has raised, l)ringing with it a oer tain .number 

1 • • \ ·-·' • ~ 

!:'--_ 

.. \ 
/.1'-.. 1 S~.J..L7NY~/:J OU 

[/ ..::;::::::__ ~ -~~\: 
FIG. 3 

of cigarettes insíde, which of course become visible 
to the audience. The boxes are always held upright 
in opening, and cigarettes remaining in the box próper 
are not seen. ' 

F~g. , 1 sho,;ys the numbers of ' the cigarettes it is 
poss:ib,le ,to produce with the fake illustrated accord
ing to tlie sections raised . .. Fig. 3 is a photograph 
of the back of one of the boxes, showing the wooden 
secticms in position. 
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The fake shown is for the box which prodtUces 
the cigarettes; for the other box, the numbers to be 
produced are different being, 10, 8, 6 and 4, .but the 
construction of the fake is very similar.. Fig. 4 shows 
one of the boxes open, with 4. cigarettes produced 
:inside. 

Either box is capable of being shown " empty ". 
The drawers of both boxes can be pulled out 
separately from the · fakes, and are provided with 
"'stops," so that they will not come too far. On 
the to1p of the cigarettes in each. box rests a piece of 
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-card. covering- the cigarettes; and mat'ching the in
side of the drawer. On my model the drawer is 
-covered with silver paper inside. When the drawer 
is pulled out the piece of card represents the back 
of the drawer, and, with the right hand held over 
the front edge of the box supporting the piece, the 

11----

~HED!UM STRINQ{, 
CAPSTAN 
Na!J(ut 
Cigare 

WD&H;O WIU.'> f 
' ' 

F\G. o 
interior may be safely turned to .the audience for 
inspection. See Fig. S, which shqws tbe position -at. 
the beginning of the experiment. Both boxes, it must 
be mentioned, are closed at the bottom. 

The gia:nt cigarettes must be made to fit the 
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boxes nice1y, and the ends may be filled with real 
tobacco. If desired, the lower ends of the cigarettes 
may be " nicked " so that they can be placed in 
position exactly over the pegs on which they mw:¡t 
res t. 

Patter Sugg-estions.-" No doubt you have all 
seen those very large boxes of cigarettes displayed 
in tobatconist's· windows, and 'it has occurred fo me 
to present a magica:.l experitnent with ·them. Here 
are a couj:>le, orie, a{ you dn ·see; being empty, and 
the other , fu]] of . cigarettes. The empty one I will 
stand over here. I will remove one or two of the 
ciga:~eÜe~ from the · qther box, j.ust to sho~ yo)l they 
are re<\-llY .as ;big as they look .. . : ~ Arid ·now, 'for the 
ínystery7-I propose' passi,ng thes~ cigci.reftes ~i-om one 
pox to the· other, without you ~ seeíhg th~m go, and in 
.{)rder to make it as diffictilt ás possi'ble, I will pass 
them very slowly. Would you like them fo . go two 
at a titli.e,;· 'dr · in pairs ?· In pairs! As soon ,as you 

·said that a! couple ·of ·cigarettes: passed . int0 the . empty 
box, and ' 11ere-they are. · I t is p.ossible to. pass. <¡.S many 
cigarettes as I wrsh· i-n this manner." (Continue two, 
at a time.) 

• t ,;': .. ·; ' · i ir'.• 

; ! ~. • 
''· ,lf 

... ' q,l,l 

·, . • , '1 

.J 'J T 
'., 

. ··'t•.' ., ;.,.: 
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" THE GOLD BLOCK " 

In an effort to get away from the conventional 
block trick entailing blocks all of one size, and using 
shells, the following little mystery was evolved_ 

The effect as seen by the audience is as follows :
Th,e performer introduces a small block, which he 
describes as a " gold' block "-that beihg its colour, 
.although it is problematical whether the block is com
posed of that substance or not. Tw6 " lead " blocks 
are now shqwn, each being about three times the size · 
·OÍ the gqld block. 

The blocks are arranged on the table with the 
little gold one between the two "1eads " . A collapsible 
cover, just big enough to cover the stack comfortably, 
is exhibited and placed over the blocks . . The per
former flOW proceeds to add a little pseudo-scientific 
patter, and the outcome is that the cover is lifted away 
<iisclosing that the gold block has penetrated up through 
the lead block above, and now rest~ on top of the 
stack. The gold block is refrn:>Ved afld the blocks are 
all shown fre~ly. 

The two lead bfocks are now stacked together, 
and the cover is place'd over them. The gold block 
is picked up and covered with a silk, whic.h serves 
to mask its envanishment. Upon the cover again 
being lifted, the gold block is found reposing between 
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the two leacl blocks, as it was placed in the beginning. 

. As the reacler will cloubtless have surmisecl, one 
of the lead blocks is prepared for the effect, and this 
preparation is shown in the accompanying diqgrams. 
The block has a square hollow space clown its centre, 
of such a size that the golcl b~ocks ( actually two are 
usecl), will pass easily through, ancl yet fill the space · · 

IRl TOP ( / LHJ V/{W \ ¡4f1l 
\7 \LJU) 

B 

SPRrfir,. \\ FIG. 2. 
CL.IP \) 

~ 8E"YE"L 
Q TOP E:OG-E:S U OF 'r1115 8LOC.K. 

F/C-.1. \' 
completely. See Fig. 1, which shows the ·golcl block 
first shown (A); another block which works freely 
up ancl· clown inside the 1eacl block, but cloes not come 
out of it (B); ancl finally, the duplica-te gold block 
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( C) reposing in , the upper space of the lead block. 
Actually, all the blocks _are1 made . of wood, and 
paint~d su_itab1y. ALL blpcks ar~ black top and 
botto!i¡., only the sjdes being prepared · to resemble 
gold dr lead. For ~he tops and bbttcims. I prder' to 
use the ." velour" paper. or. cloth, which has a velvety 
surface, and, providing the gold blocks ánd fake "piece 
fit accurately into the lead block, forms an éxcellent 
surface in which it is -impossible to detect there is any 
cut, even at a short distance .. 

Fig .. 1 also shows the position of a w·eak spring 
clip which plays an important part in the working, 
This clip is lef into .the side shown . ~nd imr:n~diately 
behind · it is a groove into which it can be pressed 
back. The clip is actually a piece of dock spring, 
having a projecting point soldered to ... ope end. This 
point goes into a corresponding hole :in . the . Block 
B, when· the·Jatter is pressed _. up so that its surface 
is on a level with that of the lead block. , Thus l.his 
block is secured in this position as soon _ as Block A 
is pushed up inside, and mock e comes out on top. 
A reference to the drawing should make this clear. 
See also Fig. 2, which shows· th¡lt part of . the faked 
Jead blo~k -which has spring cl_ip a~tached. -

\ •, 

(Note: I have referred above to the "point" 
on 1 the spring. Actually, this is about an eighth of 
an inch in thickness, and the end pressing on the blocks 
1s rounded. ,,¡ Thi:¡ allows the blocks to pass easily 
up and clown inside the lea_d one. 

. 1 

, At the outset of .the tr.ick the faked lead block 
contains blocks as shown in the diagram, and Block 
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A and another ( unprepared) lead block repose beside 
it on the performer's table. The blocks may be 
shown on 'an sides, the prepared one being held with 
fing~rs at bottom and thumb firmly on top in such 
a manner that the inside blocks cannot shift. 

The -visible gold block is placed upon the un
prepared · lead block, · and the faked block then 
placed on top of this, but it is placed a little side
ways so that it will remain on Jop of the gold 
block. 

The cover, an ordinary rcardboard one, 1s now 
picked up - and - the stack is covered. In doing so, 
the prepared block is automatica:lly squared up wi-th 
the others, and drops over the visible gold block, 
the duplicate gold block coming out on top. At 
least, i-t would drop over if the performer allowed 
it tci do _ so-actually, he presses the outside of the 
cover and allows it to pass clown gently. Unknown 
to the spectators, the first effect has therefore 
a'lready taken place, and in due course the cover is 
removed, and the gold block found at the top of the 
stack. Al! blocks may again be showp, and after
wards the two lead one~ are placed together, · the 
prepared one on top as before. They are covered 
with the cover. 

The gold block is taken, and the performer picks 
up a silk having a sma:B '' sha_pe " in it resembling 
the top of the block. It is unnecessary to · detail 
the · vanish; the block may be got rid of by dropping 
into a Black Art well, or servante, in the act of 
covering, or another method is simply to palm the 
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block away as its size is not too great for this 
manceuvre. 

To show the reappearance. of thy 'block between 
the lead ones it is only necessary to remove the 
cover which, as soon as the lower lead block is dis
dosed is gripped rather tightly between fingers and 
tl:,mmb so that it takes up the lead b~ock above ·and 

·, ~iscloses the gold Mock. As this, iri turn,_ becomes 
completely visible, the cover is turned slightiy to 
let the fake lead block rest on the gold, and. the 
cover is then completely removed. By reason of the 
spring clip the Block B in the lead block does not 
fall clown into the space lately vacated by the visible 
gold plock, but remains clipped where it was. 

(N ate : If a small hole is made near the lower 
end of the cover, one finger may be· inserted through 
this and helps consider~bly in the working.) . 

Instead of an appeara:nce, it is also . possible to 
ol:itain a vanish effect, with the blocks as described. 
In this case the gold block in the lead bne must be 
servanted, or dropped in a we1l leaving spaci~ for 
the visible gold block to be "vanished" into. Its 
re-appearance is a matter of individual tas'te. 

Before concluding this description · I must add 
that it is absolutely esseritial · that the blocks be 
:accurately made, and it is by far the .best plan, in 
getting anything · of. this nature constructed, to place 
it in the hands of a good firm-such as Davenport 
& Co., who specialise in fine work of this nature. 
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Patter Suggestions.-" This block 0f solid gold 
Wéi.S .bought by my grandfather at a time when th~ 
market rate was very low. As a matter of fact. he 
gave _ five shillings for it, but never being able to 
convince anyone of its true valuer it has been 
handed clown to me. In the course of my studies 
I found that with its aid, it was possible to 
demonstrate many scientific trutlis, sorne of which 
I shall have pleasure in showing you this evening. 
Here are two large blocks of lead. I rest the small 
block of gold upon one of them and cover it with 
the other block. I will now cover the whole with 
a carciboard cover, just large enough for the pu~pose. 

"Supposing that I wish to demonstrate that lead 
is heavier than gold. It is extremely simple. I merely 
lift away the cover, and you notice that the gold 
block has risen above the others, thus proving, to 
the man of science, that gold is very much lighter 
than lead. 

" Supposing, however, that I wish to prove the 
reverse to be the case, and that lead, in fact, is 
lighter than gold. I remove the gold block, and 
again cover the lead blocks with the cover. The 
gold block I conceal for the moment wi~h this hand-
kerchief, and .. .... it melts into space. 

"The gold block has travelled under the cover, 
and in doing so has displaced the upper lead block 
-thus proving to the scientifically-minded of my 
audience that the lead block must be considerably 
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lighter _than :the g'old: ; ; If yo u . thin\<:· it o;:y.en. ; when 
you go home, I .am sure . .'you :·.will ·find \ this .• ·de'mqn-· 
sfration tO: .be most ,enlighteniríg .! ·",. _,¡; • • 
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.".THE.MANDARIN'S FAN." 

.. ·. This probl~m is eininently \)Uitable for ¡¡. silent. 
Oriental act, ~n1 is pretty and surprisin~. 

A silk is taken from a ch¡litback and displayed 
on both sides. It is pushed into an empty tumbler; 
this being held in the performer's left hand. A fan 
is picked up from the chair with the right hand. 
This fan is one which the magician has been using 
previo·usly, and bears upon one side the reprod11ction 
of a large · dragon. The fan is held so that this 
side is away from the a).ldience, and the ,performer 
fans the glass in his left hand containing the silk. 

This apparently causes a change to take place, 
for the fan, on being turned around, is seen to be 
minus the dragon-only the outline being visible. 
The silk is slowly drawn from tl¡.e tumbler ami. 
opened out-the dragon has <;tppeared upon its 
centre. 

The ~orking of this miracle is a secondary 
matter, as it is the effect that counts. One -of the 
simplest methods is the use of a · mirror glass to effect 
the change of the silk, and the use of a changing 
bag servante, situated at the back of the chair over 
which the silk first reposes, to switch the fan. As 
the performer goes to pick up the silk with the hand 
holding the closed fan , the switch is readily 
accomplished. The fan should have been opened 
and used a number of times previously, in the course 
of the performer's act, and its appeara!l1.ce is thus 
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impressed upon the spectators. 

The fans may be hand-pain.ted with the dragon 
on one side, gold and green · giving a very desirab1e 
appearance, and the silk is likewise painted with the 
picture of a dragon. However, the actual appear
ance and colours used mtist be left to the individual 
talents of the perfor~er. · The effect ~could be 
worked· with other d<:;signs, such as. a Swastika, 
which would be sim¡;>ler to prepare. 
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GROOM'S ROPE MIRACLE. 

This · rope mystery, offered by courtesy of the 
originator, Mr. Jack Groom, · embodies many subtle 
features, and will, I feel · sure, amply repay study. 
Of course, it depends mainly upon . the principies 
already laid clown in other rope tricks, of which 
there is at the present time such a number in 
exis ~.ence that it is impossible to acknowledge them 
indiviffually. · · · · 

First is explained the preparation óf the rope, 
and then the actual manipulation of the same. Simply 
for the purpose of experiment, I suggest that the 
reader studies the moves with an ordinary length of 
rope ·and a short extra piLCC in his hands. 

Preparation of the ,·ope.-The type of rope to 
be 11sed is jute sashcord, which is " hollow ", having 
3. l::c:le at its centre whirh adapts it?elf to the fake 
used. Presuming that ycu have a coil of this cord, 
proceed as follows. Four inches from one end, 
apply seccotine around the cord, covering it to the 
exten1. o.f one inch. At a distance four feet from 
this · end make another inch-coating of seccotine, 
which must be allowed to dry thoroughly. Then 
take ·a sharp knife or razor and cut through at the 
centre of the seccotined places. Thus you obtain 
four feet of cord, about 4! inches of which is in the 
form of an " extra piece," and the seccotine dried 
in, prevents unravelling. Take a matchstick, cut 
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off the head, and trim it with a knife until it is 
rounded and slightly pointed. Seccotine this firmly 
into one end of the prepared rope so that ·paint 
projects (see Fig. 1), about three-quarters af an 
inch, and will pass easily into the hole in the extra 
piece. Thoroughly wax the projecting matchstick, 
and also wax the cut partions af rape and the piece, 
using a good wax. When the piece is piéssed into 
positian over matchstick an excellent jaint is made 
by reasan of the wax, yet on pulling, the piec;e may 
be easily separated. 

•( 

Several rapes for the effect may be prepar.ed at 
one time, from a coil. 

Working.-The rope, with extra piece on end, 
is taken up and displayed in the hands. In the course 
o.f drawing the rope through the hands the .end not 
holding the piece is secured in the crotch af the thumb 
·of ·the left hand, as seen by Fig. l. The end with 
the piece is naw brought up beside it, exactly as 
shawn. This pasition is prelimina.ry, and obtained 
whilst handling the rope and .addressing the audience. 
The back · af the ·left hand is kept to · the audience, 
and the next move is that the right · hand comes up 
ta the left, and · grips the. portian af the rape just 
below the join. ·It is now a simple matter to detach 
this end of the ro.pe fram the extra piece and press 
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home the matchstick joint into the other end- in 
other words, to form the rope into a continuous band, 
and leave the piece free. 

(Note: Another method of making- the join is 
that used in the H ull version. The end with piece 
is obtained in the left hand, and the piece secretly 

FIG. FtG . 2 

"brokefl off." The right hand t;av.els clown the 
rope and secures the opposite end which is placed in 
the le{t hand also, being joined at this time into the 
other real' end of the i:ope, and piece being left 
free.) 

As seen by Fig. 1, a part of the rope hangs down 
either side of the fingers of the left hand. The 
right hand fingers are now passed between the two 
sides of the rape, just below the left hand-the 
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right-hand thumb is pressed down on top of, and 
at the centre of, the loase piece, and the right hand 
removes rape and piece, holding it as Fig. 2. This 
transfer is accounted for by the performe'r showing 
his free left hand to be empty. The rape 'is passed 
back to the left hand, and the right · ·careless1y 
shown empty. But the left hand, in taklng_ the rape 
back, does so in the following manner : The fingers 

.. , •, 

/ 

, · ; 
o# __ , · - • •• - ·--

~ .. .: . 

pass on one .side of the rape proper, and thumo t]1'e · 
·other side-untfer- the piece. The left hand, preisi,ng 
upwards, bends the piece ·so that its two · ends 
project upwards, and in this position, it and the rape 
.are grasped by the left hand, the right relinquishing 
its hold. The position in the left h~nd is now as , 
·in Fig. 3. The folded · piece projects above the 
iingers, and the ro pe hangs down in a · loop, the 
joined portian · concea1ed at the . fingers. 
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Running the right hand clown the rope, the loop 
is taken up (Fig. 4), and the performer remarks 
that if it were cut here the rope woqld be divided 
in two. .This appears ind.isputable. 

The right hand now places the part of the rope 
it holds also within the curled fingers of the left 
hand¡ and now there are two loops hanging from 
this hand. The right hand now takes these up as 
showp by Fig. S. The performer remarks that if 
the rope were cut he re ( where the right hand holds) 

FJG. 4 FIG. 5 

the cut would sever it in three. This is not so in
disputable, as at first sight it might appear that four 
pieces would result; however, three is the actúal 
number. 

n But," says the magician, "In order not to 
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complicate matters we wi ll first cut the rape into two 
pieces only-and therefore we shall cut here·." 

• Qn these words, one part of the rape is dropped 
from the left hand, actually the joined . portian, the 
real centre· remaining concealed in the hand. · 

. The joint is immediately gripped between first 
finger and thumb . of the ri.ght hand, the pos.ition 
being similar to Fig. 4 . again.. The " centre ' ~ is now 
offered to a spectator, who, . armed with a pai¡: of 
small, sharp scissors, does the cut~ing. T.he right 
hand does not leave go of the joint, the cut being 
made to one side of it. · 

r ·. -" Now/' - say~ .the perf~r.~er, ;, in order t?. make ... 
1 qmte ·certam that the rape 1s severed, we w!ll take 
.,the centre r,ight out. Will you kindly make another 
) cut the other r-side. of my har:~d, s.ir? " · A fprther 
j' eut . is , <July niade; the . performer sti11 keeping h.old 
; of the , Joint, . and ·as soon as this part is cut away 
! it ~s , pcicketed. · ·. ·-~\ · , ... ·' 
1 ". . • ¡ ·'.'' ' • -~~.. ' 

~ -·.,. W'e. are now ·le'fi: ' with the t-1;v,o cut ends of the 
~pe ci'a~gling_ ftóm the perft'orm.er,ls left hand, and 
ai folded ·ptéee·"projecting above the ·hand,· símulating 

l' t;-ivo f1:1rth~r ends. At this sta~e the perfo_r~er hLJds 
~ut h1s nght hand., and rece1ves the scJssors back 

. f\rom . the spe~tator . w};¡Q has _ }hem. They are placed 
on top of tfte left .fist, the -thu.fnb wbove, .. tfiem 1!-olding' 
them i'n positión. Points of scissors extend 
outwards. 

1 •. • •• • • •' :; ' • • ¡, 

1
, . 1j)1e performer now. deliberately takes 1.,1p , each 

¡::¡~ th.e dangling ends pf .t)J.e .. rope, and plac~s th~se 
ends under the. ·curled left hand fingers. · Glanée at 
Fig. 6. This shows one end which has already been 
( -1 
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taken up and placed in · the left hand, but yo~ will 
notice that the actual end has been placed between 
the tht.tmb · and first finger, and projects about an 
inch a'nd a half outwarrds from them. The other 
end ÍS' placed similarly into the left harid. The back 
of the left hand is, of course, facing the audience, 
thus hiding the projecting ends. In Fig. 6 it should 
be noticed that the scissors, which should rest on the 

FI G. 6 
fist, held by the thumb, have not been shown-for 
the sake of clearness, so that the position of rope is 
Clearly defined. · · 

At this stage the right hand comes over the left 
fist to remove the scissors therefrom. As the folded 
piece, projecting above the hand, is concealed by 
the right hand, the latter grips this with the scissors 
and removes it with them. At the same moment the 
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two real ends of the rope (projecting towards per
former), are released by 1ifting thumb of that hand 
which passes below them and brings them into 
exactly the same position as the fake piece was held 
just previously-that is, projecting from . the top 
of the fist. To the audience, no change has occurred 
-all that has happened is that the s.cissors have been 
removed. The right hand holding scissors, and also 
the piece, places these in pocket. 

'The move just described is beautifully deceptive 
and allows of a perfect conclusion to the experiment, 
for, on the s2ectator drawing on either of the pro
jecting ends, ·the rope comes away fully restored, 
and both hands are shown , quite .empty, as they were 
at first. 

Although: the inventor uses 'h_is own special pre
paration of the rope, as detailed, there seems no 
reason why those who :faY.our the cement or press
fastener ideas should hot' use these for the effect, 
should they wish. · 

In case bf emergency''a genuine short piece of 
rope should previously be 'placed in the pocket, and 
this, together with the main length, can be given 
away at the finish-:the .pie~e added, preferably, as 
an afterthought. 

Whi1st on the subject of the Rope Trick I am 
describing below a simple impromptu restoration, 
which can be used with an unprepared cord, and is 
also good for a " repeat" method. I do not know 
its originator, but 9o not remeníber having seen it 
described before. 
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In showing · ·the ·rope a : sm·aH loop is ·; secretly 
formed in the fli·ght , han d. . :Fig: 1 'shows· this ' hand 
partly operr •to show ;the lodp, aJthough ' in <l'ea1ity if 
is kept closed. · The performéF ·ext ends this.'to :aboüt ' 
the. ievel of ·mis ·shoulcders, ' ·and ca1Hs•·-att~iitibi:J. ' ' to -tfie· · 
centre of . the rope, · 'T-his 1s •delioerately ·grippd:I : in· 
the ldt hand, whiqh :moves·' with jt 1 iup· ·to · the -'right 
hand: As · the· left •ha>rld reaches rt~e ; ri&~t; ' th~ ~ight 

""!. •• ; 

·, ... t ··:t J ~ : ·~ • ~ J •• ' 

FIG. 1 FIG 2 

fist is opened enough to allow the left hand to bring 
the real centre inside, where it is clipped by the third 
and fourth fingers of the right hand. Immediately 
the l~ft hand seizes the top of the small loop formed 
previously, and withdraws it from the top of the 
,right fist. The effect is merely that the centre of the 
rope has been noted, and placed projecting into the 
right hand, but actually the real centre remains con
cealed in that ha:nd. See Fig. 2. With a little 
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practic~ this move may be easily performed. It is 
exttemely convincing . if. the lower patrt of the pro
jecting loop seen in the photograph be puJled out a 
littlei as the rope beneath ,the fist, lessens visibly,' 
giving the impression that the centre is really being 
offergd to be cut. Upon a spectator making a cut 
thís leaves á small píece which may be tied around 
the tope atid cut away, or otherwise -disposed of, 
as in other methods. 

A soft, thick, white rope, such as seen in the 
photographs, is the best to use for this version. 
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THE FLYA WAY BLOCKS. 

Two blocks are shown-each is two inches square, 
each is black at the top and bottom, but whilst the 
sides of one are red, the sides of the other are blue. 
The performer explains that things are not always 
what they seem, and that bright colours often deceive 
the senses. With this, he, having shown the blocks 
on all sides, throws them both into a hat which has 
previously been shown empty. " It is obvious," he 
says, "that the two blocks are -in the hat "-and he 
tilts the hat, so that both can be seen. " However," 
he continues, " should I remove the red one (he suits 
his actions to his words), the position is completely 
different. In fact, should I cover the one that I have 
removed whilst it is still separate from its partner, 
1t is extremely doubtful wliether a spectator could 
state with absolute certainty the actual position of 
either. For, in this particular case, you may feel 
quite certain that it was the red block that I removed 
from the· hat (it is still being held in full view) but 
-in reality it was not, it was the blue one."' (The 
performer now passt1s his hand in front of the block 
anrl it at once changes to the blue one.) ~~ The red 
block is still in the hat." This is shown to be the 
case, and both blocks ·are ag'ain exhibited freely on 
:all sides. 

It -is possible to produce . this effect mechanically 
with only one prepared block, but in working, one 
is able to produce a considerably more baffling effect 
by using two faked ones. The illustrations clearly 
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show the method employed, which is simply that of 
a square flap which lies upon one or other of two 
adjacent sides. .The flap is of metal. The colour
ing 'is supplied to the sides and to the fakes by glued 
cloth-which also acts as the hinge for the flap. 
It will be seen that when the flap is in one position 
the block ·appears to be all one colour-whilst if it 
is in the other position two sides are of the opposite 
colour. 

FIC-:.1. 

' , 
FllKE- , :/FRI(E 
RED ' k' B~VE 
51DE~a:7j; SIDES 

',~,.' "- -- _ ... ., 
FIG-. 2. 

How BLOCKS 
Ff~E: PL/:¡CF:D 

IN HRT: 

The blocks are shown and are placed into the 
hat ( which should be a soft one) separately, but, 
befare each one is put in position, and under cover 
of the hat, its flap is turned over so that its faked 
sides will be presented to the spectators' view when 
the hat is tilted. When both blocks are in ·the 
position shown in Fig. 2, the hat is tilted for the 
spectators to see, and one is removed. Thus the 
spectators see which one is removed, and that the 
one of the opposite colour remains. All that need 
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be added is that the flap is turned over ( of the visible 
one) by the aid of the forefinger as the other hand 
passes in front of it, whilst the flap of the one in 
the hat is turned over as it is withdrawn. Both can 
then be shown on alJ sides. Any details which do 
·not appear in the text will be fully understood when 
the ill11strations are studied in conjunction with it. 
This is an excellent colour change, and the patter 
given-or rather, patter along the lines given-makes 
it one that is a little off the beaten track, at any rate, 
to audiences to whom transpositions and vanishes 
:haye become a matter of course. 

) 
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REEL MAGIC. 

A small cardboard box, the inside of which is 
divided into eight sections by fixed partitions, is shown 
to the spectators. In each section is a reel of thick, 
coloured thread, eight different colours being 
represented, and the box appearing as in Fig. l. 

The performer asks a spectator ·to ca11 out any 
number from one to eight and upon this request 
being fulfilled the performer counts to the reel thus 
indicated and removes it (Fig. 2) . The box is then 
closed and placed in a conspicuous position. 

The chosen reel is covered with a silk, and the 
performer retires sorne distance from the box. 
Suddenly he " flicks " the silk in the direction of 
the box, causing the reel to vanish instantaneously. 
Upon the box being again opened the vanished reel 
is found to have mysteriously returned. It is re
moved from the box and shown freely once more. 

The reels used. in the effect are genuine, but the 
box is specially prepared. My box measures 6i ins. 
by 4!ins. at its lid, and has a depth of 2ins. The 
reels are about l ~ ins . by l i;ins. The effect can be 
made up with the usual small cotton reels, but 
the trick will not be so effective as with the larger 
reels. 

For the construction of the box, the reader is 
referred to Fig. 3, which illustrates the partitioning 
of the box by itself. . It will be observed that the 
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centre partition which separat~s _ the two rows of 
reels is cut away so that only the top is left---:-this 
allows a reel · placed in any of the upper sections 
imniediately . to slide through to the lowermost row, 
as soon as the box . is ti1ted a trifle. lt will also be 
noticed in Fig. 3 that there are four shell reels along 
the top sections. They are merely bent pieces of 
cardboard covered with corded cloth (Fig. 4)-at a 

FIG. l. FIG. z. -

very little distance, if correctly prepared, they look 
perfectly genuine. Let us presume that the colours 
of the shells are red, blue, yellow and pink. Eight 
ordinary reels will ¡:t]so be required, four of them 
being duplicates of the other fotii'. Say the colours 
of these are green, black, mative and white. The· 
two green reels are placed in the box one above the 
other; thus one of them is covered by a shell and 
the other visible. Place the oth.er reels similarly. It 
will now be seen that if a reel is removed from the 
bottom row, its duplicate will, as soon as the box 
is tilted, fill the vacant position. The shells, of 
course, stimulate four entirely different reels, so · that' 
no dúplicates are visible. The partitioning may be~ 
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permanently stuck in, as it is easy to place the reels 
as required without removing it. 

The performer sees to it that one reel from the 
botto?n row is always selected, by the following simple 
process : the box .is laid upon the table whilst the 
performer has any number from 1 to 8 chosen, and 
should the number be either 5, 6, 7 or 8 he picks 
up the box held in the position shown in Fig. 1-
should, however, the number be 1, 2 3 or 4, he picks 
it up with the flap downward. Thus a reel .from 
the desired row must always be selected. It may 
be added that the best method of removing the chosen 
reel is by means of a pair of tweezers. 

SHELL S 
/! ) :" 

~ 

FIG. 3. FIG: 4. 

k'1:t...OTH 
5TVCI'\ · 
ON 

The vanish of the reel · is ac.cqmplished by, means 
of the familiar prepared .handkerchief having a disc 
sewn in. The reel may be shown to be under the 
silk and palmed away; or it may be dropped into a 
servante or Black Art wel! in removing silk from the 
table. 
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Pwtter Suggestions : "With this box of reels I 
shall attempt to demonstrate a peculiar phenonomen. 
Here are eight reels of thread, each of a different 
hue. In arder to obtain a chance selection of one 
of the reels I will ask any member of my audience 
to suggest a number from 1 to 8. Six! You may 
have any other number if you wish. You prefer six 
-very well. One, two, three, four, fi.ve-and the 
sixth reel happens to be' the green one. 

" The reels have been so ·long together that they 
cannot bear any one of their number to be missing. 
I shall cover the seletted reel in this manner, and
watcb! It is no longer with us. It has merely 
reeled hack to the box aga¡n-is. th~t ,not remarkable ?" 

.-~. . ...... ~ ..... .-. .:• 
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THE CUBAN CUBES. 

This effect is illustrated in Fig. l. 

Four cubes stand on the performer's table, 
together with -two covers. Two of the cubes are 
blue, and two are yellow. one of the covers is blue 
and the other yellow. Al! these items may be freely 
shown to the audience. 

The two blue cubes are placed one on top pf the 
other, on the left of the performer's table. The two 

Fig l. 

yellow cubes are similarly placed together, on the 
right side of the table. The blue cover is now placed 
over the blue cubes, and the yellow cover goes over 
the yellow cubes. The performer makes a pass 
between the covers, and upon lifting off each cover, 
one blue and one yellow cube are found beneath 
ea ch. 
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The · cubes that ha ve changed pl~ces are now . 
placed back in their original positions, so that both 
blue and both yellow cubes are together again. The 
covers are placed on. When they are Iifted once more 
the same e:ffect is seen to have taken place-that 'is, 
a blue and yellow cube are found under each cover. 

c-=Nt:TRL 
~STOPS 

SHfLLLV . 

BLOCK~ 
FIG:t 

For the Iast e:ffect, the .cubes are Ieft with blue 
and yellow on each side, and the covers are placed 
-over. Upon lifting, the transposition is seen to be 
completed, for now both, the yellow. cubes are found 
under the blue cover, and the blue cubes turn up 
1.111der the yellow cover. 

It is worthy of remark that the covers may be 
-shown empty befare and. after ea~h change. 

The e:ffect may be made up in any size, but the 
best size for general purposes is with the cubes about 
2iins. square. ' · 

Two metal shells are required for the trick. A 
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cube and a shell are shown in Fig. 2. The cubes can 
be made of wood, and paper-covered. The top and 
bottom of each cube is black, and it will be notieed 
that the black is carried over the edges of the cube, 
so that there is a small rim of black top and bottom 
of each coloured side. The covering of the wood is. 
best done by placing black paper on first over the 
cube, and then cutting a piece of coloured paper the 
correct size, which is then pasted around the cube. 
The four cubes are ordinary-that is, there are no 
~aked sides to them. 

The two shells are both constructed in exactly the 
same manner (see Fig. 2). They have no tops or 
bottoms to them, but two small metal stops are 
soldered at the .top edge of each shell in the position 
shown. These stops are merely to prevent the shells 
fr.om falling clown out of place when they are placed 
over the cubes. Each shell is painted black inside, 
and the black is continued over the outside edge. 
Paper is then cut to size and stuck around·, leaving 
a small black rim to the coloured sides. (N o te : The 
object of the black rim -on the cubes arid shells is to 
prevent the opposite colour of a block becoming 
visible should the shell shift slightly during the 
worklng of effect.) The shells are not the same on 
a11 sides-two adjacent sides of each are yel!ow, but 
the other two sides are blue. 

The covers used are of a size to fit nicely over 
two blocks and shell-there is no special preparation 
about them, except that inside they are painted black 
to match the insides of the shells. 

At the commencement of the trick the two blue 
cubes stand one on top of the other upon the per-
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former's table, with the blue cover behind-inside 
the latter is one of the shells with its tw<J yellow 
sides facing audience. On the other side of the table 
stand the two yellow cubes, with cover behind them 
containing the second shell which has its b·!Jue sides 
facing a udience. 

The cubes are picked up and shown on al! sides, 
being afterwards replaced in the same positions. 
Each cover is now picked up and placed <Jn, first 
-being shown empty (pressure between fingers and 
thumb at base <Jf cov,ers effectually retains the s)lells 
-in place). The covers are removed a few seconds 
1ater, but without shells which, of course, remain 
_ covering the top ._ blocks-this by reason of the small 
'' stops," which d<J not allciw the shells t<J fall right 
-clown. 

The _cube? that have (apparently) changed over 
are now placed back as befare. The shells should 
be gripped tightly in changing top cubes over. Now 
the covers are again placed over the cubes. 

The next moves are given in detail. They are 
very simple in operation, although they rnay n9t 
:appear so without aétually handling the apparatus. 

Lift off the left-hand cover, pressipg it to retain 
ihe shell inside. This should be done with the right 
band; note Position 1 in Fig. 3,' which shows F for 
fingers and T for thumb of right hand, which curls 
:awund coyer as shown by arrows. The three 
-diagrams show view looking down on table. ~ The 
-cover is la id down flat at back of table ( shown by 
'Position 2)-but in doing so it is given one turn as 
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Jaid clown, so that the side marked X in Position 1 
goes flat against the table-top. The left hand now 
shows both the uncovered cubes {.lll all sides, each 
one separately, and reve<rses th1eír orcJ.etr. The Z.eft 
hand now picks up the tube, keeping it in same 
position, and places it over the cubes as in Posi
tion 3. Left hand curls around front of tube this 
time, as shown by arrows, fingers at F, and thumb 
at T. It wi:ll now be seen that the moves hav~, quite 
naturally, reversed. the cover so that the side marke.d 
X is opposite its original position-thus the shell 
inside the cover will also be turned around. 

Exactly the same moves as above are now utilised 

'¡' t 
13RCI( EOG/: OF TRBLE 

Fig. 3. 

in showing the right-hand blocks and coyer. 

At the final change, the covers are both lifted 
off (leaving shells. on cubes), disclosing th'e 'two blue 
cubes together on one side of the table, and the yellow 
cubes together upon the . other. The cubes may be 
uristacked, but may not at . this stage be turned com
pleteiy around. The covers can again ·be shown 
empty. 
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Pattl?1' Swqgestíons : " I now wish to call your 
attention to these four cubes, twD blue and twD 
yellow. They are perfectly solid blocks of wood, 
and entirely free from deception. (Pick up and knock 
together.) 

" Strangely enDugh, I produced this experiment 
on the spur of the mDment, when a friend of mine 
asked me to show him a trick. I placed the twD 
blue cubes here and the yellow ones opposite, and, 
covering them over, invited him to guess exactly 
where the cubes were. Having seen magic before, 
he · natura.lly did not expect to find the cubes again 
in the same places, sD he guessed that the yellow ones 
would be over here (indicate blue cover), and the blue 
Dnes here. However, I was able to show that he was 
wrong, for on lifting the covers I found this result. 
(Lift off covers slowly.) 

"My friend asked me to repeat the experiment. 
Of course, a magician shDuld not repeat anything, 
b-u"t I did so just to satisfy bis curiosity. (Restack 
cubes and cover them again.) Waiting a moment 
for the cubes to rearrange themselves, I uncovered 
them once more, and found · that once again we-· had 
a blue and a yellow cube beneath each CDver. As 
my friend wished to see the blocks again, I showed 
him each one separately, in this manner. 

" I again covered the cubes and asked him to 
guess the positions. This time he hazarded that the 
blue would be under the blue cover, and the yellow 
under the yellow cover-but again he had not guessed 
a:right, for as you see, the result is quite a different 
-one this time." (Lift off the covers slowly, and show 
empty.) 
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THE CRYSTAL-GAZER. 

I am indebted to my friend, J\!Ir. John Ciare, for 
this ingenious and effective trick, which I can endorse. 
as a really magical one. 

The effect is as follows : A pack of " design " 
cards (see illustration) is shown, and one card is. 
selected by a spectator. A second spectator is asked. 
to examine a crystal-and he, having found it to 
be perfectly unprepared, then pl.aces it upon its small,. 
·wooden stand. The performer now returns to the 
fray and points out to his audience that a Crysta1 
Gazer can, in the crystal, see either past or future,. 
and that at the present moment he (the performer) 
wishes the said second spectator to endeavour to
discover the design of the card selected. For this. 
purpose the performer shines an electric torch upon 
the crystal which becomes a luminous pool of light .. 
At first, the spectator is unable to see :.1.nything in 
the crystal, but gradually the design selected takes. 
shape within it, and finally becomes a perfectl~' de
fined figure, which the spectator is able to name .. 
Then, as he still watches, the design fades away again. 
to the oblivion from whence it sprung. 

As in most good effects, the method employed is. 
very simple. The design to be used is forced by 
means of a " long and short " forcing pack, which 
can be riffled to allow the spectator to insert his 
fmger and glimpse the design on the card imme-· 
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·diately above the break. Any üther means of forcing 
can of course be employed. 

The crystal is quite unprepared. The wooden 
stand, however, is not entirely free from trickery. 
The centre is hollow and a short distanc~ down a 
small circle of metal has been pivoted. The reader 
is referred to the accompanying sketch, which shows 
the appearance of the stand, and the metal disc. 

This latter is painted black on both sides, but on 
üne si de there has alsü been painted ( or stuck 011 
.with paper) a small representatio11 of the desig11 to 
be forced. The design will show up well if the 
colour used is bright ora11ge; it will also be a11 ad
va11tage if the desig11s 011 the cards from which selec
tio11 is made are also printed in the same colour. 
The hollow dow11 the centre of the stand is of such 
. .a size that the performer can insert one finger, and 

. thus turn the disc whichever way up he requires. 
At the beginning of the experiment the disc has been 
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turned so that th,e plain black side is uppermost, and 
in this condition the stand will bear a superficial 
examination. The stand, inside and out, should be 
stained a dull black, one of the powder wood stains 
sold for amateur woodworkers being eminently 

, suitable for this purpose. 

The working of the effect can now briefly be 
given. The performer, having obtained the assist
ance of a member of the audience, calls attention to 
the crystal on its stand. Stand and crystal are picked 
up, the former first being handed to the assistant. 
The performer does not, however, allow the stand 
to remain long in the assistant's possession, but passes 
him the crystal to look at, receiving back the stand. 
Whilst the crystal is being looked at there is ample 
time for the performer to insert his finger in the stand 
and s.ecretly turn over the small disc. This done, 
the crystal is taken back . and rested on top of the 
stand, which is replaced on the table. A " design " 
card is forced on sorne other spectator, and the 
assistant is seated at the table near the crystal. ffhe 
performer, requesting the assistant to gaze steadfastly 
into the crystal, picks up an electric torch. He first 
directs the ray obliquely on to the cry·stal, then moving 
his hand so that the torch is eventually directly above 
the crystal-this causes the miniature design to 
appear slowly before the spectator's eyes, the effect 
being that the design is actually materializing inside 
the crystal. Reversing the movement of the per
former 's hand causes the design to fade away again. 
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The spectator names what he has seen, whilst the 
second helper agrees that the design exactly corre
sponds with the one he has selected. 

It will be apparent that the effect can, if desired, 
be presented with playing-cards. 
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" ABOUT TURN." 

There is a well-known effect in which a vanished 
silk is found to have been projected into a packet 
which was previously full of cigarettes-the said 
cigarettes being finally discovered elsewhere. In the 
trick I am going to describe similar things occur, 
.albeit there are sorne variations and new subtleties . 

A box containing twenty cigarettes is shown, the 
top !ayer of ten cigarettes is removed and thrown 
·on to a tray, and then the box is closed and laid on 
the tray. A small cigarette case is shown, of the 
type which takes about five · each side. The ten 
cigarettes on the tray are picked up separately and 
:inserted under the bands of the case (Fig. 1). The 

fl.Q. 1. FIG. 2. 

~ase is closed and left on the tray, whilst the box of 
cigarettes is placed aside upon a chair. Next two 
small silks are picked up, rolled in the hands, and 
-vanished. The performer picks up the cigarette 
~ase, opens it, and finds, instead of the ten cigarettes, 
the two silks, one on each side (Fig. 2). It but re-
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mains for him to open the box of cigarettes and find_ 
that the top !ayer has inexplicably returned, there: 
being twenty cigarettes in the box as at first. 

The box of cigarettes and the tray are both pre-· 
pared for the effect. Dealing with the simplest first, 
the tray has a square recess underneath to accom-· 
modate two small cigarette cases (Fig. 3). The recess,. 
and the whole underneath of the tray, should be· 
covered with baize to prevent noise. A small-sized 
J ap tray is su,itable for the trick. 

To · understand the description of the box, the 
illustrations should be studied. Any type of box with 
a slide drawer can be used. It is necessary for the 
box to present the same appearance upon both sides, 
and so in the event of such a box not being obtainable, 
the front side of another box must be stuck upon 
the one it is intended to use. Two of the slide 
drawers will be required, and these are cut as shown 
in Fig. 4. If one is placed over the other they will 
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now appear as Fig. 5; however, befare doing this a 
piece of bent card, or metal, is glued to one drawer, 
in the central position shown in Fig. 6. This piece 
of card separates off one row of cigarettes from the 
other. Having placed this in, the two drawers can 
then be glued together as seen in Fig. 5. The next 
illustration (Fig. 7) shows a fake row of cigarette
tips, which is prepared in the following manner. The 
actual tips must be very small and are cut off the 
ends of ten cigan!ttes by means of a razor-blade. 
These tips are then stuck upon a thin, stiff piece of 
card, the ends of which are bent to allow it to be 
stuck inside the drawer ( consult Fig. 7). 'fhis is 
then done, the tips being stuck firmly into the drawer 
which is indicated by dotted lines. 

If the reader has followed the above description 
of the drawer, the use of the latter can be briefly 
mentioned. The ten cigarettes from which the tips 
were cut are inserted· into the drawer, laying along
side the fake ends. To insert them they will have 
to be slid under the central piece of card shown in 
Fig. 6. The top layer .of ten ordinary cigaretes is 
now laid in place, over- the -central piece. The drawer 
15 inserted.' into the cover. Now, if the box is opened 
upon the side op,posite to where the fake tips lie, the 
top layer .of cigarettes can be removed ; these will be 
the ones which are cut slightly shcirter. If the box 
be closed, tumed, and opened upon the opposite side, 
it will appear to be full again, as the audience sees 
the -bottom ]ayer of · fake tips and the top layer of 
perfectly genuine cigarettes. The top layer is kept 
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from falling do·wn into the drawer by reason of the 
central piece of cárd which supports it. i'fhe top 
cigarettes may be pulled out a little way and shown •. 
as in Fig; 8. (When ~howing the box open on either 

I=IG. 8. 

side care must be taken not to open it too far.) 

Two duplicate cigarette cases will be required, 
together with duplicate silks. Two of the silks are 
placed in one of the cases·, which is then secreted 
underneath the tray, to the left of the recess . pro
vided. There will, therefore, still be space in the 
recess for the second case -to Iáy alongside (to the 
_right of the fi.rst), for as mentioned previÓusly, the 
rece~s must be made Iarge enotigh to take two cases. 
On the tray rest . the other necessary requireni.ents
cigarette box, empty case and two silks. 

Dealing with the working, the box is fi.rst shown, 
and · the top ten cigarettes removed and dropped on 
to the · tray. The box is el o sed and laid on the tray, 
also. The loose cigarettes are placed into the case, 
which is closed · imd held in the right hand. Left 

/ 
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hand picks up tray, holding it by back edge and 
clipping duplica te case underneath ( tray should be 
near edge of table). Performer turns to chair on 
ñis left, and in walking to it, the right hand, with 
-case, goes under back edge of tray, where case is 
pressed into recess; following this the left hand is. 
removed from other side with the duplica te case; 
right hand is left holding tray. Left hand now picks. 
up the box of cigarettes also, and places it on chair, 
afterwards dropping the case upon the centre of the 
tray. The two silks are taken from tray, which is 
then replaced on table. The silks are vanished by 
means of a vanisher, and are found to be replacing 
the cigarettes in the case, whilst the box is then picked 
up, opened the opposite side; and demonstrated to 
be full once more. 

Patter Su~qges,tions : "With these perf~ctly 
ordinary articles I shall endeavour to show that it 
is possible to make objects pass invisibly from one- ' 
position to another. Here is a packet of twenty 
cigarettes, and here is a cigarette case. Naturally, 
one must place the cigarettes in the case. The case 
will only hold ten of the cigarettes, however, so that 
1eaves ten remaining in .the pox. I shall stand the 
box upright on this chair, for I want you to be quite
sure that it never leaves your sight even for an 
instan t. 

'' These ·two small silk handkerchiefs are the 
otber objects 1 intend to make use of. Watch them 
as they grow smaller. tiñere ! So small that they can 
pass easily throúgh the eye of a neeclle. In fact, so 
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small that they cannot be seen at all. 

" Maybe you are wondering where the handker
J:;hiefs have got to-well, Jet us Iook inside the cigarette 
-case. Here are the handkerchiefs, but the ten cigar
·ettes are no Ionger visible. 

" It but remains to investigate the interior of the 
cigarette bmc Yes-here are the wandering cigar
-ettes, and the box is fuli again." 
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DISCS OF ENCHANTMENT. 

In Introducing this effect the magician calls atten
tion to a stand on which repose a number óf .card 
discs each measuring about 2ins. in diameter . . The 
discs are arranged in four lots (four contrasting 
colours), there being seven discs in 'each lot. They 
may be removed from the stand and shown freely. 
As this is done they are dropped into a velvet bag, 
which has previously been shown. .The bag is folded 
up and placed on a small J ap tray, which is handed 

---' 

Fig-. l. 

to a volunteer assistant to hold. The magician next 
shows an unprepared silk handkerchief , with which 
he covers the stand. Explaining- that he will now 
have the assistant select one of the colours of the 
four lots of discs, he next shows four cards bearing 
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colours, and the assistant chooses one. Presume the 
selected colour is orange. The magician removes all 
the discs from bag and drops them upon the tray 
held by assistant, requesting him to pick out all the 
discs of the orange colour. As he asks this, the 
magician casually turns the bag inside-out to display 
the ·empty interior . . Strangely enough, the assistant 
is not able to find one disc of the chosen colour, for 
all the orange discs have disappeared! 

The assistant failing to find them, the performer 
eventually .removes the silk from the stand, to dis
close "the fact that all the discs of the colour chosen 

FIC: 3. 

FIC. 2. 

have arranged themselves upon it. (The complete 
effect is shown by Fig. l.) 

The colour of . the selected dists is forced, and 
any means that appeal to the individual performer 
may be used; although, owing to the fact that there 
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are only four cards to choose from the old Four-Ace 
force for the third packet is very suitable. 

The bag is one having a partition in the centre, 
the exact method .af use being mentioned later on. 

The stand is the principal item in the effect, as it 
automatically reproduces the discs. It is quite simple 
in principie, as the illustrations will show. 

Fig. 2 shows a side view. There is a raised front 
part which leaves sufficient space for the duplicate 
(}iscs to be concealed. There is also a ledge on which 
the discs originally seen rest. The stand is black 
with the exception of the ledge, which may be 
wl.aured, and from the front it is impossible to detect 
any faking. 

Fig. 3 sh.aws the fake discs, which are stuck 
together as shown-their bottom edges may be 
trimmed off, allowing them to be secreted in a smaller 
space than would otherwise be the case. At each 
end, and near the bottom edge, of the faked row of 
-discs, a thread is fixed, as shown. Each threarl 
passes thmugh a si:nall h.ale in the stand itself, the 
position being such that when the threads are pulled 
taut the row of discs is retained abcive the leclge. 
in the natural position it would be in were it resting 
-on the ledge itself. If the threads are slackened, the 
row of discs may be pushed d.awn. into the secret 
space, where it become imrisible. A small weight is 
attached to the ends of the threads,' so that it will 
1ie immediately behind the stand, which is. placed 
near the back .af the performer's table. In wvering 
the stand over, it is only necessary to fl.ick the weight 
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off the table. and the instantaneous and noiseless re
production of the discs will result. 

The details of performance will now be apparent. 
The ctiscs are shown, one set at a time-as each set 
is shown it is dropped into the bag, which the per
former holds in his left hand. When the set of 
discs which is going to be forced is arrived at, this. 
is placed into the opposite partition in the bag to that 
which the others are placed in. ·The bag is folded 
placeq on a tray, which is handed to the assistant. 
A handkerchief is npw laid over the stand, and in 
doing this the small weight is allowed to do its work. 
A colour ·is for.ced. The performer takes the bag
and placing his hanci in the side where the three sets. 
of discs are, removes them in one handfi.tl and drops. 
them on the tray. He is now able to turn the bag
inside..:out, to demonstrate that (apparently) all the 
discs have been removed. The bag is placed aside, 
and the assistant endeavours to find the discs of the 
\ielected colour. Finally, the handkerch1ef is removed 
from the stand to show the selected discs in a row 
upon it. 

Patte~· Suggest;:ons : " Will you glance inside this 
bag, sir, and assure yourself that it contains nothing 
at all-in short, it is empty. I shall utilise these 
Iarge coloured discs (hand one set to assistant)-

··will you take one set and look at it for me. When 
you have done that please drop the discs into thi.c; 
bag, and I shall pla-ce the · remaining discs in, also. 
Notice, . particularly, the colours of the discs (name 
colours as the sets are dropped in). Let us mix them 
thoroughly . . 
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"" I shall ask you to take charge of the discs ano 
bag for the time being. And now, in arder to have 
one of the sets of discs selected in an impartial 
manner, I have provided myself with these four cards, 
which represent the colours of the discs. (For·ce 
as desired.) You have chosen the orange card. Now 
we come to the exciting part, :J.nd befare we go any 
further:, I will ask you, sir, to take the discs and pick 
out all of the cbosen colour. 

. . . What is that? Y ou cannot find any orange 
discs? (The magician runs through the discs him
self, showing the spectators that none of the chosen 
colour remain.) That is ñot really very remarkable, 
sir, because as soon as you chose a set, all the discs 
of that colour passed invisibly to the stand from 
which they were first taken. . Here they are, al!· 
arranged for your inspection." (Uncover stand and 
show.) 
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THE CHINESE CASHBOX. 

Here we have a colourful ítem designed with an 
eye to children's entertainments, although it also 
makes appeal to grown-up audiences. The effect with 
outline of patter presentation, is given. below. 

The entertainer introduces a metal box, painted 
with one or two Chinese characters. This, he 
explains, is the cashbox of an old Chinaman, Hoo 
Soo-and with it he will illustrate the story of how 
it was once stolen and what became of it. Placing 
the cashbox down, the magician now picks up and 
exhibits a small leather-covered pocket-book-also 
the property of the aforesaid Hoo Soo. Having 
shown this empty, the magician snaps a rubber band 
around and hands it to a gentleman to place in bis 
pocket until it should be required again. 

The cashbox is empty.· The magician remedies 
this by showing a number of counters, which he asks 
the audience to .imagine as the necessary Chinese 
coins. The counters are dropped into the cashbox. 
Two lengths cif bright-coloured ribbon are next 
shown, and the magician remarks that old Hoo Soo 
had rather a curious way of keeping the cashbox
he threaded it through with ribbon and then strung 
it 1,1p on the ceiling, out of harm's way. Demonstrat
ing this, the magician calls attention to two slots in 
the box, one at each side, through which he threads 
the ribbons. He next closes the lid of the box, and 
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locks it. N ow he gives the ends of the ribbons to a 
helper, who holds the ribbons out with the cashbox 
at the centre. A single knot is tied in ·one of the 
ribbons, over the cashbox-to make the experiment 
even more difficult, as is explained. A large silk is 
thrown over the box. 

In spite of these precautions, the mag1c1an goes 
on to relate; two robbers broke in at the dead of 
night and, climbing upon each other's shoulders, suc
ceeded in reaching the cashbox in its somewhat 
elevated position, and removing it. Saying this, 
the magician has placed bis hand underneath the silk, 
and he now brings forth the box. No one knows 
quite how they did it, he c<;mtinues, for they left 
the ribbons intact. H!e renioves the silk from the 
ribbons and taking them from the assistant, shows · 
them to be undamaged. 

The thieves got away with the cashbox, but they 
were sadly disappointed when they opened it-for 
it was quite empty Here he opens the lid of the 
box, showing the void interior. 

Old Hoo Sao must have had a hunch that night, 
for instead of placing bis money in the box he had 
artfully concealed it in bis pocket-book. The effect 
is brought to a conclusion by taking the pocket-book 
1rom the spectator who has it, removing the band, 
and allowing the missing counters to fall in a shower 
from the interior. 

For practica! purposes, the trick resolves itself 
into three distinct operations : the removal of the 
box from the ribbons, the vanish of the counters 
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from inside the box, and the repr~duction of the 
said counters in the pocket-book. No ítem of which 
wili unduly puzzle the reader, as the effect may be 
worked by the simplest possible means. 

The release of the box is easily obtained by 
making use of the '·' Ropes and Rings " principle. 
The two ribbons are prepared by merely placing 
them together and threading a pin a few times through 
their centre. ffhey are folded up and placed on the 
table, with two of their . ends easily get-at-able. In 

sr.owing, the mag1c1an runs bis hand clown to the 
centre, where the ribbons are separated at the pin 
in a manner too well known by magicians to need 
detailed description. The ribbons are placed upon 
the table, on which is the cashbox, and are threaded 
through the latter. The cashbox can now be tilted 
to show ribbons running through, as in the sketch. 
N o te position of pin, which should be a large one 
which will not pull through the slots at the sides of 
bóx. The box is closed, the ends of ribbons handed 
to an assistant, and one knot is now made over the 
box-a single end of ribbon from each side being 
taken for thi!' purpose. Thus when the pin ·¡s 
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removed under cover of the covering silk, the box · 
will come away and knot dissolves. 

The box has an ordinary cardboard flap, covered 
with metallic paper on both sides, which fits loosely 
into the lid. The box is first shown open, with flap 
in lid, and as soon as closed the flap sinks clown 
inside. This accounts for the vanish of the counters. 

The pocket-book is shown in Fig. 2, and is made 
in three folds. It . can be opened u pon either si de, 
and the illustratio11 should make the method quite 
clear. The counters may be merely flat discs of 
card, a quantity of which can be accommodated in 
the book. 
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